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A BSTRACT
The research presented in this thesis is based on improving current structural health
monitoring (SHM) technology. Structural health monitoring is a damage detection technique that involves placing intelligent sensors on a structure, periodically recording data
from the sensors, and using statistical methods to analyze the data in order to assess the
condition of the structure. This work focuses on improving two areas of SHM; baseline
management and energy supplies. Several successful SHM methods have been developed
in which prerecorded baseline measurements are compared to current measurements in
order to identify damage. The need to compare new data to a prerecorded baseline can
present several complications including data management issues and difficulty in controlling the effects of varying environmental conditions on the data. Another potential area
for improvement in SHM systems deals with their energy supplies. Many SHM systems
currently require wired power supplies or batteries to operate. Practical SHM applications
often require inexpensive, stand alone sensors, data acquisition, and processing hardware
that does not require maintenance.
To address the issue of baseline management, a novel SHM technique is developed.
This new method accomplishes instantaneous baseline measurements by deploying an array of piezoelectric sensors/actuators used for Lamb wave propagation-based SHM such
that data recorded from equidistant sensor-actuator paths can be used to instantaneously
identify several common features of undamaged paths. Once identified, features from
these undamaged paths can be used to form a baseline for real-time damage detection.
This method utilizes the concept of sensor diagnostics, a recently developed technique
that minimizes false damage identification and measurement distortion caused by faulty

sensors. Several aspects of the instantaneous baseline damage detection method are explored in this work including the implementation of sensor diagnostics, determination of
the features best used to identify damage, development of signal processing algorithms
used to analyze data, and the comparison of two sensor/actuator deployment schemes.
The ultimate goal in the development of practical SHM systems is to create autonomous
damage detection systems. A limiting factor in current SHM technology is the energy
supply required to operate the system. Many existing SHM systems utilize wired power
supplies or batteries to power sensors, data transmission, data acquisition, and data processing hardware. Although batteries eliminate the need to run wires to SHM hardware,
their periodic replacement requires components to be placed in easily accessible locations
which is not always practical, especially in embedded applications. Additionally, there is
a high cost associated with battery monitoring and replacement. In an effort to eliminate
replaceable energy supplies in SHM systems, the concept of energy harvesting is investigated. Energy harvesting devices are designed to capture surrounding ambient energy and
convert it into usable electrical energy. Several types of energy harvesting exist, including
vibration, thermal, and solar harvesting. A solar energy harvesting system is developed
for use in powering SHM hardware. Integrating energy harvesting technology into SHM
systems can provide autonomous health monitoring of structures.
All images and figures are property of Steven R. Anton and captured or created between June, 2006 and June, 2008.
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C HAPTER

1

I NTRODUCTION

I

MPROVING

the safety and reducing the maintenance costs of our nations infrastructure

is of great interest to government, commercial, and private sectors. Billions of dollars

are spent every year maintaining and repairing buildings, bridges, aircraft, railroads, and
other infrastructure. Current inspection methods are not only costly, but are not always
effective in revealing appropriate safety concerns, sometimes resulting in catastrophic failure of structures and the loss of lives.
The Federal Highway Administration reported in 2006 that approximately $12 Billion
was spent in the United States in 2004 on new bridge construction, bridge replacement, and
bridge rehabilitation. It was also reported that 13.1 percent of bridges in the U.S. are structurally deficient, meaning that they show signs of deterioration and may have reduced
load bearing capabilities, and that 13.6 percent of bridges in the United States are functionally obsolete, meaning that their geometry no longer conforms to current standards. Not
only are there high costs associated with bridge maintenance, but the high percentage of
structurally deficient and functionally obsolete bridges presents a safety concern for the
general public. The failure of bridges results in both high repair costs and potential loss
of life. On August 1, 2007, the I-35W Mississippi River bridge in Minneapolis, Minnesota
collapsed during evening rush hour, killing 13 people and injuring around 100 people.
Although the incident is still under investigation by the National Transportation Safety
Board, it is believed that mechanical failure was the cause of the collapse.
The Federal Railroad Administration reported in their 2005 Railroad Safety Statistics
Annual Report that approximately $220 Million of equipment damages was caused by
train accidents in the U.S. in 2005, and 1,074 of the 3,223 train accidents were caused by
faults in the track resulting in $114 Million in track damages. In addition to the high cost
of damages, lives are lost every year during train accidents. The report stated that there

1

were 33 deaths in 2005 from train accidents including collisions and derailments.
Research performed by Pyles (2003) and Dixon (2006) has shown that the maintenance
costs of military and commercial aircraft, respectively, increases with the age of the aircraft.
Pyles (2003) also reports that with the increase in aircraft unit costs and the reduction of
military budgets, the United States Air Force can no longer retire aircraft as frequently as
it has done in the past. Many military aircraft are now being operated well beyond their
original service life, resulting in significant increases in maintenance costs. With high costs
and long down times associated with inspection of both military and commercial aircraft,
the frequency at which aircraft are inspected is limited, and there exists a greater possibility
of not detecting faults, potentially resulting in aircraft malfunction. According to the latest
National Transportation Safety Board data regarding aviation accidents, there were two
fatal flight accidents of commercial aircraft in 2006 that resulted in a total of 50 deaths.
In an effort to improve the safety and reduce the maintenance costs of our nations
infrastructure, novel inspection and damage detection techniques need to be developed,
tested, and implemented on various structures including buildings, bridges, aircraft, and
railroads. One such technique that has gained much attention in the research and industrial communities over the past two decades is structural health monitoring (SHM). The
concept behind structural health monitoring is that every structure has certain features
that change as the structure degrades or becomes damaged. The health of the structure can
be monitored by measuring these features and looking for changes in them over time. The
damage sensitive features of a structure can be extracted by using vibration excitation to
obtain dynamic response data, and later analyzing the response data to determine the features. SHM involves the complete process of obtaining and analyzing dynamic response
data including implementing an array of vibration sensors/actuators on the structure, periodically obtaining structural response measurements, analyzing the measurements and
extracting damage sensitive features, and statistically analyzing the extracted features to
describe the current state of the structure.
Structural health monitoring offers a powerful method of monitoring structures with a
promise of shifting time-based maintenance schedules, which can be costly, to conditionbased schedules, thus significantly reducing maintenance and repair costs. Additionally,
SHM has the potential to reduce the human error involved in monitoring structures and
to improve the effectiveness of monitoring systems and the overall safety of structures. A
2

SHM system installed on a bridge, for example, could be used to continuously monitor
the condition of the bridge and maintenance could be performed as soon as the beginning
stages of damage are detected. On an aging aircraft, SHM could be used to reduce the
amount of scheduled time-based maintenance and allow the aircraft to be repaired on a
condition-basis when the SHM system indicates potential problems. In both cases, the
cost of maintenance and repair could be decreased and the safety of the structures could
be improved. The advantages realized through the use of SHM can also be observed on
railroads, buildings, and other infrastructure.
The development of practical structural health monitoring systems that can be implemented on real world structures faces several design challenges including the development of stand alone vibration sensors/actuators, effective damage detection algorithms,
and low power wireless transmission systems. Some SHM systems currently being developed include vibration actuation, data acquisition, data processing, and data transmission
capabilities all in stand alone wireless sensor units attached at various locations along
a structure. Other SHM systems utilize a central base station for data acquisition and
processing coupled with wired sensors placed throughout the structure. In either case,
another major challenge in the development of practical SHM systems is designing the
power source for the sensor/actuator units or for the central base station. Often times
with wireless sensor/actuator units, they will be placed in remote locations along a structure where gaining access to the unit for battery replacement is difficult and costly. In
some cases, wireless sensors may be embedded into a structure making it impossible to
obtain the sensor to replace a battery. In a system using a central base station, there may be
power delivery issues because the base station may be located remotely on the structure
and rely on wireless communication to transmit results to an easily accessible control center. The concept of energy harvesting is proposed to alleviate the complications and costs
associated with expendable power sources such as batteries.
Energy harvesting is the process of converting ambient energy into electrical energy
through the use of a smart material, conditioning or rectifying the electrical energy, and either immediately using the conditioned energy or storing it for later use. Several forms of
energy harvesting exist. Some common forms include vibration energy harvesting using
piezoelectric materials, photovoltaic energy harvesting using solar panels, and thermal energy harvesting using thermoelectric materials. Given an environment with sufficient am3

bient energy, energy harvesting provides the capability of creating a self-sustained power
source that does not require replacement. Coupled with recent advances in low power
electronic circuits and wireless transmission technology, energy harvesting offers the ability to develop self-powered SHM systems, thus eliminating some of the current difficulties
facing the creation of practical SHM systems for real world applications.

1.1

Literature Review

The following presents a literature review of the past research performed in the areas of
structural health monitoring and energy harvesting. An emphasis is placed on work involving the development of novel damage detection methods for SHM, especially those
involving Lamb wave propagation and baseline-free damage detection. Additionally, focus is placed on the development of energy harvesting systems for self-powered sensors
and health monitoring systems.

1.1.1

Structural Health Monitoring Overview

Structural health monitoring has gained tremendous interest throughout the research community over the past two decades. The field of SHM developed through the combination
of nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods and novel sensing and actuation techniques
to create intelligent monitoring systems permanently installed on structures. Upon its
conception, many researchers working on SHM projects presented papers at NDE conferences. The first conference devoted to SHM was created by Professor Fu-Kuo Chang
in 1997, called the International Workshop on Structural Health Monitoring (IWSHM). A
summary of the results of the presentations and panel discussions held at the first IWSHM
conference was presented by Professor Chang at the second IWSHM (Chang, 1999). Today, there are several journals and conferences throughout the world that include sections
devoted to SHM.
Since the concept of structural health monitoring first arose, there has been a significant amount of research conducted in the field. Researchers have studied many areas of
SHM, some of which include sensor/actuator design, data analysis techniques, and the
implementation of SHM systems to real world structures. The vast amount of research
conducted on SHM has given rise to several review articles summarizing the trends and
4

developments in SHM. Doebling et al. (1996) present one of the earlier reviews of SHM
in a report focusing on vibration-based damage identification methods. A condensed version of the Los Alamos National Laboratory report was later published in The Shock and
Vibration Digest (Doebling et al., 1998). A few years later, Sohn et al. (2001a) published
an updated report to the review presented in Doebling et al. (1996). More recently, Hsieh
et al. (2006) wrote a review of vibration-based SHM that focused on bridge SHM and included three case studies of SHM systems installed on bridges in Utah. Montalvao et al.
(2006) present a review of vibration-based SHM with an emphasis on detecting damage in
composite materials. Drawing from 20 years of past research in SHM, Worden et al. (2007)
define several fundamental principals and challenges of SHM and comment on each of
these principals to give new researchers in the field of SHM a good place to start their
work. In addition to the above review articles, several books have been published on the
topic of structural health monitoring including works by Inman et al. (2005), Balageas et al.
(2006), and Giurgiutiu (2008).
The research in this thesis and the work summarized in this literature review focuses
on structural health monitoring using piezoelectric sensors and actuators. Several types of
sensors can be used to perform SHM. Common sensor types in the literature include magnetostrictive, fiber optic, and piezoelectric devices. Magnetostrictive sensors and actuators
consist of a ferroelectric material that undergoes a small change in dimension when subjected to a magnetic field. Through this shape change, a magnetostrictive actuator bonded
to the surface of a structure can induce vibrations into the structure when a time varying magnetic field is applied to the actuator. The same device can be used as a sensor
because stresses induced in the magnetostrictive material will cause changes in the magnetic induction of the material that can be recorded and analyzed. Damage is typically
detected by first inducing vibrations in a healthy structure with the actuator and recording
the dynamic response with the sensor. This initial measurement is referred to as a baseline measurement. If it is suspected that the structure has become damaged, vibrations are
again induced by the actuator and the response is recorded by the sensor. Differences in
the response signal between the healthy baseline measurement and the new measurement
are used to indicate damage. Typically, some sort of data processing technique is used to
mathematically compare the two measurements and a numerical value, known as a damage index, quantifying the difference between the two signals is calculated. The damage
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index is then compared to a predetermined threshold value and damage is identified if the
damage index is greater than the threshold. Several studies have been conducted in which
magnetostrictive materials are used for SHM. Kannan et al. (2007) describe a SHM system
for pipe monitoring in which magnetostrictive tape was bonded to a pipe and used as both
a sensor and an actuator. Ghosh and Gopalakrishnan (2003) present a study where magnetostrictive materials are used for SHM in composite beams. Kwun et al. (2002) conduct an
experimental study using magnetostrictive sensors to perform SHM on structures similar
to aircraft wings in order to detect corrosion or cracking near fasteners.
Fiber optic sensors are also used in structural health monitoring systems. Typically,
a fiber optic monitoring system includes a fiber optic cable embedded into a structure, a
light source, and a photodetector. The fiber optic cable contains a plastic or glass core and
an outer cladding allowing the transmission of light through the cable. Several methods
of using fiber optic sensors for damage detection exist but conventional methods include
intensity-, phase-, and wavelength-based sensing. Intensity-based sensing relies on the
fact that changes in a structure may cause deformations in an embedded fiber optic cable
and the deformations alter the amount of light transmitted through the cable. By monitoring the intensity of the transmitted light, changes to the host structure can be detected.
Phase-based sensing, known as interferometry, is similar to intensity-based sensing except
changes in the phase of the transmitted light are monitored. Lastly, wavelength-based
sensing, known as Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensing, involves special optical fibers that
contain small sections within the cable where the fiber core has been engraved with a series
of equally spaced lines that act as partially reflective mirrors. The Bragg grating allows a
very narrow wavelength band of light to be reflected back to the optical source. Changes
to the structure that induce strain into the cable at the grating will cause the wavelength
of the reflected light to shift, and these wavelength changes can be monitored to detect
damage. Measures (2001) presents a good review of optical sensors for health monitoring
in his book titled ‘Structural Monitoring with Fiber Optic Technology.’ Issues involving
the practical implementation of fiber optic SHM systems for large civil structures such as
buildings and bridges is discussed by Ansari (2007). Iwaki et al. (2001) investigate the
use of FBG sensors on a 12-story building. A complete health monitoring system installed
on the Dafosi Yangtze River Bridge in China which includes fiber optic strains sensors,
opto-electronic displacement sensors, temperature sensors, and a local base station on the
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bridge is presented by Fu et al. (2004). Lee et al. (2003) research FBG sensors for in-flight
monitoring of aircraft wings.
Perhaps the most commonly used sensor for structural health monitoring is the piezoelectric transducer. A piezoelectric material is one that exhibits an inherent electromechanical coupling. This coupling, known as the piezoelectric effect, allows the material to act as
both a sensor, converting input mechanical energy into electrical energy, and an actuator,
converting input electrical energy to mechanical energy for excitation. Piezoelectric SHM
is performed by surface bonding piezoelectric material, most commonly lead zirconate titanate, a piezoelectric ceramic known as PZT, to a structure and using the piezoelectric as
an actuator to induce mechanical vibration into the structure, as a sensor to detect vibrations, or both. Damage is typically detected in a manner identical to the method described
above for magnetostrictive materials, through the use of a baseline measurement. The remainder of this literature review will focus on various methods of SHM using piezoelectric
materials.
Two main types of piezoelectric vibration-based SHM methods exist and include impedancebased and wave propagation-based techniques. In both cases, piezoelectric sensors and
actuators are surface mounted onto a structure and used to probe the structure using vibrations. The difference between these two methods is the fundamental mode by which
vibration is used to interrogate the structure. The impedance method of SHM involves exciting the structure with a high frequency vibration sweep signal and simultaneously measuring the structural response electrically with the same piezoelectric device. It has been
shown that the electrical impedance of a surface bonded piezoelectric device is directly
related to the mechanical impedance of the host structure (Liang et al., 1994). Damage in
a structure directly alters its mechanical impedance, therefore, by measuring the electrical
impedance of the piezoelectric device as it excites the structure, damage can be detected.
Most impedance-based SHM techniques utilize a baseline measurement in a similar manner as described previously. The impedance method has gained a significant amount of
attention in the research community and many papers have been published on the topic.
A good review of piezoelectric impedance-based SHM is presented by Park et al. (2003),
detailing the theoretical background behind the method, the signal processing involved,
and the results of several past experimental studies. The impedance method is applied
to the monitoring of thermal protection systems on space shuttles by Grisso and Inman
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(2006). Park et al. (2006c) discuss the use of impedance-based SHM to detect cracks in
concrete structures. The impedance method is used to detect damage in aging aircraft
structures by Giurgiutiu et al. (2004).

1.1.2

Guided Wave-Based Structural Health Monitoring

The wave propagation technique for structural health monitoring is also a very common
area of research in the field. Typically, Lamb waves are excited and detected in structures
using piezoelectric transducers. Lamb waves are a type of elastic wave that can propagate
in a solid plate or shell with free surfaces where displacements occur both in the direction of wave propagation and normal to the plane of the surface. Two groups of waves
known as symmetric and antisymmetric modes are present and travel independently in
Lamb wave propagation. The properties of Lamb waves make them ideal for SHM purposes because they can travel long distances in thin metal plates and their propagation
is affected by several types of abnormalities in a structure, thus making them sensitive to
many types of damage. There are two methods of using Lamb waves to detect damage in
a structure; the pitch-catch method and the pulse-echo method. The pitch-catch method
uses one piezoelectric device as an actuator to create a mechanical wave in a structure and
another piezoelectric device at some distance away as a sensor to detect the wave as it
propagates through the structure. The pulse-echo method uses the same piezoelectric device as an actuator to generate the wave and as a sensor to detect the reflections or ‘echoes’
of the wave off of the surrounding surfaces. There are several methods of signal processing
involved in Lamb wave-based SHM, but typically a baseline method along with a damage
index and threshold value is used to detect damage. Throughout the research in the field
of Lamb wave-based structural health monitoring, studies usually deal with the development of models to describe Lamb wave propagation, the development of new excitation,
sensing, and data processing methods, or the utilization of well developed SHM methods
on new structures.
A good review of guided wave structural health monitoring is presented by Raghavan
and Cesnik (2007). A brief overview of Lamb wave theory in an isotropic plate is given.
The use of various transducers including piezoelectric, fiber optic, and magnetostrictive
materials for the generation and sensing of Lamb waves is discussed. Advances in the
theory and modeling of wave propagation as well as the development of signal processing
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and pattern recognition algorithms for structural health monitoring are highlighted. Issues involved with deploying actual SHM systems including packaging, integration, and
robustness are reviewed. Finally, examples of application areas including aerospace and
civil structures, automobiles, pipelines, and turbines are discussed.
Giurgiutiu and Cuc (2005) also present a review of wave propagation-based SHM. First,
an introduction to the history of nondestructive evaluation and structural health monitoring is given. Next, guided wave theory in plates and the use of piezoelectric transducers
for SHM is presented. The ability to tune piezoelectric actuators to produce specific Lamb
wave modes is reviewed. Pitch-catch and pulse-echo methods for detecting cracks and
delaminations in metallic and composite structures are discussed. Finally, phased array,
time reversal, and migration techniques for damage detection are presented.
Several studies have been performed on the use of guided waves for structural health
monitoring in thin plates and pipes. Lamb waves are well suited for damage detection
in thin isotropic media because of their propagation characteristics. A pitch-catch Lamb
wave method used to detect small cracks in thin plates and pipes is presented by Tua et al.
(2005). A Hilbert-Huang transform is used to process wave propagation data, and time of
flight and signal attenuation are used as indicators of damage. The cracks induced in the
plates and pipes are then filled with various material including epoxy, grease, and spray
paint, and they are still detected. Rajagopalan et al. (2006b) discuss the use of a ‘single
transmitter multi-receiver’ (STMR) PZT array on a 1 mm thick aluminum plate. A hole in
the middle of the plate, as well as the edges of the plate, are imaged through the use of a
phase reconstruction algorithm. Similarly, Giurgiutiu et al. (2007) describe the use of an
‘embedded ultrasonic structural radar’ (EUSR) phased array technique to detect a crack in
a 1 mm thick aluminum plate. Lamb wave tuning is applied in order to excite a specific
Lamb wave mode, and LabVIEW is used to process the data and create an image of the
plate and damage.
Wave propagation-based SHM in aircraft panels has also been investigated in the literature. Giurgiutiu et al. (2004) use PZT transducers to perform pulse-echo measurements
on a simulated aging aluminum aircraft panel created at Sandia National Laboratories. A
baseline subtraction method is used to visually interpret wave propagation data in order
to detect a hairline crack near a rivet on the panel. A carbon/epoxy laminated composite aircraft flap from Airbus is tested by Monnier (2006). Commercially available, non9

permanent contact transducers, which are commonly used in NDE methods, are used to
induce and measure Lamb waves in the aircraft flap. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) of
the measured signals is calculated and analyzed, and a baseline subtraction-based damage
index is used to detect damage. Cuc et al. (2007) investigate the detection of disbonds on
a simulated aircraft panel between stiffeners and a plate using PZT transducers. A pitchcatch method is implemented and a baseline difference of the signal wave energy is used
to detect the disbond. A pulse-echo technique is also used and echoes from the disbond
are noted visually to indicate damage. Lastly, the EUSR phased array method is used with
continuous wavelet transform (CWT) processing to image cracks in the plate.
Many researchers have studied the ability of Lamb wave structural health monitoring to detect damage in composite materials. Badcock and Birt (2000) develop a piezoelectric/epoxy composite transducer for use in embedded composite applications. The
ability of the PZT composite to be embedded into composite structures and transmit and
receive Lamb waves is investigated. It is found that the PZT composite transducers show
promise, however, further development is needed before the devices could compete with
commercially available transducers. Guided wave damage detection with PZT transducers in narrow composite and sandwich coupon specimens is discussed by Kessler et al.
(2002). Optimization of the excitation frequency, amplitude, cycle count, and shape is performed. Matrix cracking, holes, and delaminations are detected visually by investigating
the time of flight and amplitude of Lamb wave signals in the time domain, and the energy
of Lamb wave signals in the frequency domain after wavelet decomposition. Sohn et al.
(2004) use a grid of PZT transducers on a 48-ply, 6.35 mm thick composite plate to perform pitch-catch SHM. Putty applied to the surface of the composite is used to simulate
delaminations on the plate. A wavelet transformation is performed on the recorded Lamb
wave data and the energy difference between a baseline and the measured data is used to
detect damage. Analysis of the damaged paths created by a PZT grid is used to locate the
simulated damage. Prasad et al. (2004) also use a pitch-catch technique to detect damage
in composite plates. Several through holes are detected in a 5 mm thick composite plate
by taking the short time Fourier transform of the response data to obtain energy density
spectra. The holes are detected and located by visually analyzing tomographs which are
created by analyzing the energy contained in the first wave arrival. The use of a STMR
array for damage detection in aluminum plates is extended to composite plates by Ra10

jagopalan et al. (2006a). A 21-ply, 3.15 mm thick composite plate is tested using an STMR
array. The edges of the composite plate as well as an oval shaped hole are imaged through
the use of a phase reconstruction algorithm.
The use of guided wave structural health monitoring methods on civil structures has
gained some attention in the research community. Na et al. (2003) use traditional NDE
transducers to excite and detect Lamb waves in steel reinforced concrete structures. Several excitation frequencies are measured and amplitude difference in the frequency spectrum between a baseline and damage cases indicate the presence of delaminations between
the steel bars and concrete. Park et al. (2006d) investigate Lamb wave SHM on a 1/8 scale
model of a vertical truss member of the Seongsu Bridge in Seoul, Korea, which collapsed
in 1994. A pitch-catch method is used and the CWT is applied to the measured data. Root
mean square deviations in the wavelet coefficients are used as a damage indicator to detect
the presence of cracks in the truss member.
A popular topic of research in guided wave SHM is the modeling and tuning of Lamb
wave propagation. Lee and Staszewski (2003a) present a ‘local interaction simulation approach’ (LISA) method of modeling Lamb waves. The LISA method is similar to a finite
difference method and is used to model Lamb wave propagation in both 1-dimensional
and 2-dimensional structures. In a continuation study, Lee and Staszewski (2003b) extend
the LISA model to account for wave interactions with damage in metallic structures. To
validate the model, a thin aluminum strip with a slot cut in the middle is tested experimentally and also simulated using LISA, and the results show good agreement. A physics
based model is developed by Ghoshal et al. (2005) to numerically simulate the generation
and propagation of Lamb waves in a plate. The model includes dispersion, damping, and
reflections, however, damage is not modeled. The concept of tuning the excitation frequency in order to generate a single Lamb wave mode is studied by Giurgiutiu (2005). A
model for Lamb wave tuning is developed using the space domain Fourier transform and
applied to a EUSR phased array on an aluminum plate. A ‘sweet spot’ at 300 kHz is found
where a single Lamb wave mode is excited in the plate. The study of Lamb wave tuning
is continued by Santoni et al. (2007). Experimental and analytical testing of the amplitude
vs. frequency of Lamb wave transmission shows good agreement. Lamb wave tuning is
carried out using an EUSR on a 1 mm thick aluminum plate containing a crack. A clear
benefit to the Lamb wave tuning technique is shown when comparing EUSR images of the
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plate for tuned and detuned cases. Wang et al. (2007) present an analytical, numerical, and
experimental analysis on Lamb wave propagation in a narrow beam with a notch simulating damage. A focus is placed on determining the effects of damage on different Lamb
wave modes, and a parametric analysis is carried out to tune the Lamb wave modes. Good
correlation is shown between experimental and analytical cases.

1.1.3

Environmental Issues in Structural Health Monitoring

Many of the above wave propagation-based structural health monitoring techniques rely
on some knowledge of the structure in a healthy state in order to identify damage. Typically, baseline measurements are recorded when a structure is pristine and are stored for
comparison to future data. A concern with the use of baseline subtraction methods is
the ability to discern structural changes from the effects of varying environmental and
operational conditions when analyzing the vibration response of a system. Variations in
environmental and operational conditions such as fluctuations in temperature, changes in
surface moisture, and varying loading conditions can all cause the vibration response of
a structure to change significantly. The use of a standard baseline subtraction technique
may falsely indicate damage when environmental or operational variations are present
between baseline measurements and new measurements.
Several researchers have investigated the development of guided wave SHM techniques that take into consideration the effects of varying environmental conditions, specifically temperature changes. Sohn et al. (2001b) present an auto-associative neural network
that is trained using features extracted from healthy baseline data and data taken under
various environmental conditions. The network is trained to be immune to environmental
changes and only indicate damage when changes in the data do not correlate to the learned
effects of varying environmental conditions. A continuation of this study is presented by
Sohn et al. (2002) in which an Auto Regressive-Auto Regressive model with Exogenous inputs (AR-ARX) model is first fit to the vibration data under normal operating conditions.
The output of the AR-ARX model is then fed to the auto-associative neural network to
determine the typical changes due to environmental variations. Finally, the output of the
neural network is used in a hypothesis testing technique, called a sequential probability
ratio test, to construct a damage classifier to identify the presence of damage. The technique is applied to an eight degree-of-freedom spring-mass system subjected to various
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excitation amplitudes as well as simulated damage, and the method is able to distinguish
between damage and varying operational conditions.
A differential feature based approached is presented by Michaels and Michaels (2004)
where several features of the Lamb wave response data taken on a structure are compared
to the same features extracted from a healthy baseline measurement. A large set of data
taken on an aluminum plate under various temperatures and damage conditions is used to
determine the ability of each feature to differentiate between structural and environmental changes. Several features are tested including features sensitive to changes in energy,
amplitude, and time of flight. It is found that the Short Time Cross Correlation is the best
damage classifier, as it considers both signal coherency and local time shifts, and is able
to accurately identify a hole drilled in the aluminum plate under varying temperatures.
Lu and Michaels (2005) present another method of detecting damage from Lamb wave response data in the presence of temperature variations. The concept involves first measuring an extensive database of baseline measurements over a range of temperatures. Next,
a new data set is compared to all of the baseline measurements and the baseline with the
closest shape to the new data is selected. This baseline represents the measurement whose
temperature is nearest to that of the new measurement. The baseline measurement is then
stretched or compressed as a way to further match the exact temperature of the new measurement. Finally, a baseline subtraction method and a mean square error calculation are
used to identify damage. The technique is carried out on a small aluminum plate with
surface mounted PZTs to excited and receive Lamb wave signals, and both holes and slots
in the plate are accurately identified over various temperatures.
Konstantinidis et al. (2006) discuss the stability of Lamb wave measurements under
temperature changes. The effect of temperature on several components of Lamb wave
propagation including the symmetric mode, antisymmetric mode, and edge reflections
is analyzed. A technique similar to the method described by Lu and Michaels (2005) is
used where a database of baselines is obtained and an optimal baseline is selected for
comparison to each new data set. The method is called optimal baseline subtraction (OBS).
Tests are carried out on a large, 3 mm thick aluminum plate and damage in the form of a
6.5 mm hole is detected using information in the edge reflections over a cyclic temperature
variation. This work is continued by Konstantinidis et al. (2007) where the ability of the
OBS method is further studied. Both the number of measurements in the baseline set and
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the time between recording the baseline set and the new data are varied in order to see
the effects on the method. It is found that the ability of the technique to discern damage
from temperature variations decreases with less measurements in the baseline set and with
a longer time between baseline measurements and new measurements. Croxford et al.
(2007) also continue the study presented by Konstantinidis et al. (2006, 2007). The OBS
method is again applied to a 3 mm thick aluminum plate with a hole. A reference signal
stretch method similar to that described by Lu and Michaels (2005) is used in conjunction
with the OBS method and the hole is detected in the plate when measurements are taken
under cyclic temperature loading.

1.1.4

Baseline-Free Structural Health Monitoring

The major drawback to the methods described in the previous section for temperature
compensation in guided wave structural health monitoring is that a large amount of baseline data recorded under varying environmental conditions is required in order to detect
damage from data recorded at an unknown temperature. It is not always possible to subject a real structure to all of the possible environmental conditions that it may encounter
during the acquisition of a database of baseline measurements. Additionally, the management and storage of such a large database of data can present complications in the
development of practical SHM systems. In an effort to eliminate these complications, researchers have begun to develop wave propagation-based SHM techniques that do not
rely on any prior baseline data. In the last few years, several studies have discussed the
creation of baseline-free structural health monitoring methods.
Sohn and Park (2005) present one of the earliest studies on baseline-free guided wave
structural health monitoring. A Lamb wave propagation SHM technique is developed
based on the concept of Time Reversal Acoustics (TRA) in which damage can be detected in
a structure without relying on any baseline data. The concept of TRA is that an input signal
can be exactly reconstructed at the point of excitation if the signal received at another point
is reversed in time and sent back to the excitation point. The time reversibility of waves
is based on the spatial reciprocity and time-reversal invariance of linear wave equations.
Damage detection using TRA is based on the fact that defects often cause nonlinearity in
a structure and the time reversibility breaks down if nonlinearities are present along the
wave propagation path. Examining the deviation of a reconstructed signal from the input
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signal allows a damage index to be created that can indicate damage without comparison
to prior baseline data. Utilizing a grid of sensors and actuators, an entire structure can
be interrogated using the pitch-catch method allowing both the presence of damage and
spatial information about the location of damage to be found. One issue with this method
is that a threshold value of the damage index needs to be set without any prior baseline information. This is accomplished through the use of a consecutive outlier analysis in which
all of the damage indices for a test structure are calculated and placed in ascending order,
and each damage index, beginning with the highest, is tested for discordance against the
remaining indices. Additionally, Extreme Value Statistics is employed for the outlier analysis because the outliers defining damaged paths will reside near the tails of the damage
index distribution, hence a normal distribution is not followed. The concept of baselinefree damage detection using consecutive outlier analysis is verified through experimental
studies carried out on a 60.96 cm x 60.96 cm x 0.635 cm graphite/epoxy composite plate. A
grid of 16 PZT transducers is surface mounted onto the plate, and the plate is subjected to
impact damage causing delaminations. The novel SHM technique is able to identify and
locate the induced delaminations successfully without the use of healthy baseline information.
The baseline-free SHM technique developed in Sohn and Park (2005) is applied to one
of the 12 main steel girders on the Buffalo Creek Bridge in Armstrong County, Pennsylvania by Kim and Sohn (2006). The girder is instrumented with five pairs of PZT transducers used for pitch-catch Lamb wave testing. A new damage index is defined, called
the symmetry index, in which the symmetry of the reconstructed signal is evaluated with
the knowledge that if a symmetric signal is passed along an undamaged structure, the
reconstructed signal will also be symmetric. Damage along the wave propagation path
will cause a loss in the symmetry of the reconstructed signal. Experimental testing is first
performed on a scaled steel girder specimen in a laboratory environment to evaluate the
technique and then later on the actual girder. No damage was induced to the Buffalo Creek
Bridge girder, however, results of the testing using the symmetry index show the ability of
the method to detect mode conversions created by a stiffener welded to the girder. The results show promise in the ability of the baseline-free technique to detect nonlinear features
caused by damage in real structures.
Kim et al. (2007) adapt the baseline-free guided wave method developed in Sohn and
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Park (2005) to carbon fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) strengthened reinforced concrete
(RC) structures. Disbonds between the carbon fiber polymer and the concrete are induced
and detected using both the time reversal damage index developed in Sohn and Park
(2005) and the symmetry index defined by Kim and Sohn (2006). Two simply supported
concrete beams 475 cm long, 15.2 cm wide, and 25.4 cm deep are fitted with CFRP strips
and instrumented with 15 PZT transducers in various locations along the beam length.
Several loading cases are considered in which the beams are loaded monotonically and
cyclically at the beam center causing debonding between the CFRP strips and the concrete. In all loading cases, both the time reversal and symmetry indices are able to identify
disbond damage in the structure.
The time reversal SHM technique presented in Sohn and Park (2005) is enhanced by
Park et al. (2007a). First, an automated signal selection process is incorporated in order to
extract only the first antisymmetric Lamb wave mode for time reversal. The selection process uses a wavelet transform based on the fact that the shape of the desired signal to be
extracted is the same as that of the known input signal. With this knowledge, an appropriate wavelet can be selected allowing the precise extraction of the first antisymmetric mode.
In addition to the automated selection process, wavelet-based filtering is used to filter the
frequency content of the signal before reemitting the signal in order to keep only the response component at the driving frequency. The filtering helps eliminate any background
noise in the initially measured signal from being transmitted back to the source point. In
a follow up study by Sohn et al. (2007), the new data processing techniques are applied
experimentally to an identical 60.96 cm x 60.96 cm x 0.635 cm graphite/epoxy composite
plate with impact damage as used in Sohn and Park (2005). The time reversal damage index is used. Results similar to those presented in Sohn and Park (2005) are shown in which
delaminations caused by impact damage are both identified and located using information
from the damaged paths.
Kim and Sohn (2007) present a new baseline-free guided wave SHM method for crack
detection based on the polarization characteristics of piezoelectric transducers. The concept involves collocating PZT transducers on both sides of a structure and performing
pitch-catch measurements of Lamb waves. PZT transducers are attached both to the top
and bottom surfaces of a structure at two different points. The poling direction of the top
PZT transducers is opposite to that of the bottom transducers with respect to the outward
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normal to each plate surface. The transducer on the top surface at the first point is used to
transmit a Lamb wave that is recorded by the transducer on the top surface at the second
point. The exact same Lamb wave is then excited by the transducer on the bottom surface
at the second point and recorded by the transducer on the bottom surface at the first point.
If no damage is present in the path of wave propagation between the first and second
point, the polarization characteristics of the PZT transducers will cause the two recorded
signals to be identical, and their subtraction will result in a constant value of zero. If a crack
is present between the two measurement points, mode conversion will occur and the new
modes will be out of phase between the two recorded signals, thus additional waves will
be present in their subtraction. Additionally, the time of arrival of the converted modes can
give information about the spatial location of a crack. An autonomous damage classifier is
also developed so that a threshold value for damage identification can be set without the
use of baseline data. The threshold is set based on the error in the subtraction of the originally excited Lamb wave modes. The original modes will be identically present in both
the damaged and undamaged cases, and their subtraction will not be perfect, therefore, a
threshold is set based on the error in their subtraction. Experimentation is carried out on
a 122 cm x 122 cm x 0.6 cm aluminum plate with two pairs of collocated PZT transducers
and a 3 mm deep notch between the PZTs. Using the described technique, the presence
of the notch as well as information about its location is found, proving the ability of the
method to identify damage without the use of any baseline data.
In a study performed by Santoni et al. (2007), the concept of Time Reversal Acoustics is
combined with Lamb wave tuning methods discussed earlier to create a robust baselinefree damage detection method. A complication of using Time Reversal Acoustics for Lamb
wave-based damage detection is that more than one Lamb wave mode exists for a given
excitation frequency. Additional modes will cause the presence of side bands in the reconstructed signal that do not cancel during the waveform subtraction process. Lamb
wave tuning is suggested for the generation of a near single mode Lamb wave signal such
that the sidebands associated with additional modes are eliminated. Simulations are carried out on a 1 mm thick aluminum plate and it is shown that Lamb wave tuning can
nearly eliminate sidebands associated with detuned excitations. Xu and Giurgiutiu (2007)
research this concept further and present a model of a tuned Lamb wave time reversal process that is validated with experimentation. Tests are conducted on two 1524 mm x 1524
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mm x 1 mm aluminum plates with surface mounted PZT transducers. Experimental results for both tuned and detuned cases show the ability of Lamb wave tuning to eliminate
side band signals related to multimode Lamb wave excitation, thus improving the time
reversal method of baseline-free wave propagation-based damage detection.
In the baseline-free structural health monitoring techniques presented by Sohn and
Park (2005) and Park et al. (2007a), advanced data processing methods are involved in the
signal extraction and filtering processes involved with the technique. These signal processing methods are needed to ensure the proper time reversal of the original signal in
the presence of multimode Lamb wave excitation. Kim and Sohn (2007) and Santoni et al.
(2007) present a baseline-free damage detection method that requires collocated sensors
on both sides of a structure to perform SHM. The goal of the structural health monitoring
technique presented in this thesis is to create a baseline-free method of guided wave-based
monitoring that involves simple data processing and requires a minimal amount of transducers on a structure.

1.1.5

Energy Harvesting Overview

A common challenge among researchers in the structural health monitoring field is the
development of systems that can be easily integrated into real structures. Many SHM
techniques are designed in a laboratory environment where access to sensors on a system
and the space available for testing equipment are not issues that need to be addressed.
On a real structure, however, transducers and data acquisition hardware may be placed
in remote locations where wiring issues arise. In some cases, power for SHM hardware
cannot be delivered via wires, therefore, standalone power supplies are needed. Batteries
present one solution to this problem, however, their periodic replacement presents practical challenges because of the inability to gain access to remotely placed hardware, and
also because of the cost associated with replacement. A potential solution to the issues
involved with the power supplies of SHM hardware is the concept of energy harvesting.
By scavenging ambient environmental energy surrounding a device, energy harvesting offers a method of creating self-powered hardware that eliminates the need for wired power
supplies or battery replacement.
Several forms of energy harvesting exist. Typically, energy harvesting devices scavenge
energy from one of three main sources of ambient energy including vibration, solar, and
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thermal energy. Vibration-based energy harvesting usually involves using piezoelectric
material attached to a vibrating structure to convert mechanical energy into electrical energy. Often times, SHM systems are installed on structures subject to vibration excitation
such as bridges and aircraft, therefore, piezoelectric vibration energy harvesting is a popular topic of research in the SHM community. In the last decade, research on piezoelectric
energy harvesting has gained significant attention and many papers have been published
on the topic. A good review of energy harvesting using piezoelectric materials is presented
by Sodano et al. (2004), and an update to the review is given by Anton and Sodano (2007).
Solar energy harvesting involves the use of photovoltaic materials, commonly known as
solar panels, to convert radiation energy from sunlight into electrical energy. Solar panels,
which date back to the 19th century, have been used in many applications including satellites, homes, office buildings, aircraft, and automobiles. Thermal-based energy harvesting
is based on converting thermal energy into electrical energy using thermoelectric generators known as TEGs. The use of thermoelectric generators has been researched widely for
applications in the automotive and aerospace industries by harvesting energy from waste
heat generated in exhaust systems.

1.1.6

Energy Harvesting for Wireless Sensors

The development of wireless sensor nodes for various measurement tasks has been a popular area of research in the last decade. Lynch and Loh (2006) present a review of over
twenty wireless sensors and sensor networks that have been developed from 1998 to 2005.
The sensors described include those developed commercially and in academic settings,
and have a wide range of data acquisition, processing, and wireless communication abilities. A common aspect of all the wireless sensors reviewed, however, is that each sensor is
powered by a battery or through a cable tied to a power source.
Recently, researchers have begun developing sensors with built in energy harvesting
hardware. Kyriatzis et al. (2007) give a short review of seven wireless sensor platforms
with solar energy harvesting capabilities. Solar energy harvesting is attractive for wireless sensors because solar panels are commercially available, fairly inexpensive, have a
relatively high energy density compared with other forms of energy harvesting, and solar
energy is readily available in many outdoor sensor applications. In their work, Kyriatzis
et al. (2007) discuss the development of a solar powered wireless sensor platform, called
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the Enviromote, that contains two 6 V, 400 mA solar panels measuring 13.5 cm x 17.4 cm,
a nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) rechargeable battery, DC/DC converters, and a timer. The
Enviromote is designed to provide power to the Crossbow Mica2 mote, a very popular
wireless sensor package, however, it can provide power to any load. Preliminary tests
show that the Enviromote is capable of supplying 5 V at 25 mA during a sunny day.
A similar study is presented by Raghunathan et al. (2005) in which a solar energy harvesting platform called Heliomote is designed. The Heliomote platform is also built to to
power the Crossbow Mica2 mote and consists of two 4 V, 100 mA solar panels measuring
9.5 cm x 6.4 cm, two NiMH rechargeable batteries, internal energy harvesting circuitry,
and a DC/DC converter to supply power to the Mica2 mote. Through the development of
the Heliomote, the authors discuss design considerations for solar energy harvesting systems to be used with wireless sensors. Solar panel characteristics, energy storage devices,
energy harvesting circuitry, and energy management are reviewed, and the appropriate selection of components is made for the Heliomote platform. The device is tested outdoors
for one week and shown to be capable of powering the Mica2 mote at a twenty percent
duty cycle.
Churchill et al. (2003) develop an adaptable wireless sensor node with an onboard
microcontroller, analog-to-digital (A/D) converters capable of recording data from many
types of transducers, and wireless transmission capabilities. A piezoelectric fiber device is
used to provide power to the sensor by harvesting ambient vibration energy. The piezoelectric device charges an internal storage capacitor and once enough energy is stored in
the capacitor, the sensor node can operate. When subjected to a 180 Hz vibration input that
causes 150 µ in the piezoelectric patch, enough energy is harvested to power the sensor
node for 250 ms, which is large enough to both collect and transmit data.
A good review of energy harvesting technology specifically designed for structural
health monitoring sensor networks is presented by Park et al. (2008). The paper discusses
each of the components necessary to build SHM sensors with energy harvesting capabilities. A brief overview of health monitoring transducer types, network and communication
strategies, and energy requirements for wireless SHM sensors is given. The details of vibration, thermal, and radio frequency (RF) energy harvesting including device design and
power conditioning and storage methods are discussed, and various examples of research
in these areas are given. Lastly, several works involving the development of energy har20

vesting systems for wireless SHM sensors are reviewed.
Discenzo et al. (2006) present a self-powered sensor node used to monitor the condition
of an oil pump on a tanker ship. The node is based on the Telos mote from Moteiv Corporation and includes data acquisition, wireless transmission, and energy harvesting. The
node is attached to the oil pump and records information from an accelerometer to monitor
the pump vibration and wirelessly transmits the data to a base station. Energy is harvested
from vibrations using a PZT cantilever beam tuned to the operational frequency of the oil
pump. The node is tested on a tanker ship over a four month period and it is found that
the PZT beam is able to harvest ample power to operate the node once per hour. Although
this study does not involve active structural health monitoring techniques, it does show
the ability to use harvested power to operate a wireless sensor.
Inman et al. (2007) discuss the possibility of using piezoelectric energy harvesting from
vibrations to supply power to an impedance-based SHM sensor module. A compact SHM
sensor has been developed that includes PZT actuation for impedance measurements, onboard signal processing and damage detection computing, and wireless transmission all
contained on a single board that requires around 1 W of power to operate. A piezoelectric
energy harvesting system is suggested and several design aspects of the proposed energy
harvesting system are discussed.
Piezoelectric vibration energy harvesting is a popular solution for powering wireless
sensors, however, other forms of energy harvesting also show promise. Work presented by
Nothnagel et al. (2007) focuses on the development of wireless microwave energy transmission to power sensors. The concept involves placing a receiving antenna on the sensor
and wirelessly transmitting energy to the sensor from a microwave source transmitter. The
idea of a mobile microwave source is discussed including the possibility of installing the
microwave transmitter on a mobile robotic device or an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to
deliver power to remote sensors. A flat microstrip patch antenna with an area of about 11.5
cm2 is created that contains built in rectifying circuitry to convert 2.45 GHz microwave energy to usable DC voltage. A commercially available transmitting antenna by Hyperlink
Technologies is used to send energy to the microstrip receiving antenna. Experimental
tests with the transmitter and receiver placed 1 m apart show that out of 1 W of transmitted energy, about 4 mW of usable rectified power can be captured by the receiving
antenna. Tests are performed where a 5 V, 0.1 F capacitor is fully charged in 470 seconds
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using the microwave receiver. The energy received and stored in the capacitor by the microstrip patch antenna is shown the be enough to power a previously developed wireless
impedance-based SHM sensor node.
A self-powered wireless sensor system for Lamb wave-based structural health monitoring is presented by Guyomar et al. (2007). The sensor system consists of several selfpowered remote sensor nodes capable of Lamb wave excitation, and a central base station
located on a structure that is capable of receiving Lamb wave signals and performing damage detection analysis on the received signals. The base station is powered via battery or
hard wire connection, but the sensor nodes contain piezoelectric energy harvesting. Each
sensor node has two PZT patches, one for harvesting purposes and one for Lamb wave
generation, a storage capacitor, an RF emitter, and a Microchip PIC processor. When the
sensors are placed on a vibrating structure, one of the PZT patches is used to harvest vibration energy and charge the storage capacitor. Once enough energy is stored in the
capacitor, the RF emitter broadcasts an identification code to the base station and then the
second PZT patch excites a Lamb wave in the structure. The Lamb wave is received and
processed by the base station, which knows the origin of the wave based on the identification code sent by the sensor. Experimental tests are performed on a composite cantilever
beam, measuring 30 cm x 5 cm x 0.2 cm, excited with an electromagnet. The base station for
the experimental tests consists of a receiving PZT patch mounted to the structure which is
connected to a desktop computer with data acquisition hardware. Damage in the form of
a notch is induced in the beam and the beam is excited with the electromagnet. The sensor
is able to harvest enough energy with the PZT patch to send out the RF identification code
and excite a Lamb wave in the structure. The receiving patch is able to record the Lamb
wave and a damage detection algorithm on the computer is used to identify damage in the
beam. This study shows a successful self-powered sensor system capable of Lamb-wave
structural health monitoring.
The development of wireless sensors has been a popular topic in the research community. Several researchers have investigated the use of energy harvesting systems for
wireless sensors. Many of the works cited have discussed the possibility of vibration and
solar-based harvesting for general wireless sensor platforms. A few papers have been presented where energy harvesting systems are incorporated into wireless sensors and tested.
The work presented by Guyomar et al. (2007) presents a successful self-powered sensor for
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Lamb wave generation, however, energy harvesting is not discussed for the central base
station used for data processing. The goal of the work presented in this thesis is to develop
a completely self-powered Lamb wave-based structural health monitoring system including energy harvesting capabilities for both the base station as well as the PZT sensors.

1.2

Thesis Overview

1.2.1

Research Objectives

From the previous work presented in the Literature Review, it is clear that there are several
applications of structural health monitoring to real world structures such as bridges, buildings, and aircraft. The implementation of structural health monitoring systems on various
infrastructure can both reduce the cost associated with inspecting and maintaining structures as well as increase the safety of structures and potentially save lives. The goal of the
research presented in this thesis is to improve upon two areas of structural health monitoring which include eliminating the dependence of SHM techniques on prerecorded baseline
data, and developing energy harvesting systems to provide self-powered SHM systems.
A major issue with many of the currently developed SHM techniques is their reliance on
baseline measurements in order to identify damage. The ability of baseline subtraction
methods to detect damage in structures is compromised by the effects of varying environmental and loading conditions which can cause systems to falsely indicate damage or
allow damage to go undetected. Several works have been presented that attempt to eliminate the effects of varying environmental conditions, however, these methods typically
require a large amount of baseline data that is often not available. Recently, researchers
have begun to investigate baseline-free SHM techniques. The Lamb wave-based structural
health monitoring method developed in this thesis presents a baseline-free damage detection technique that utilizes simple damage detection algorithms and a relatively sparse
array of PZT transducers. Another design concern in the development of practical SHM
systems is the energy supply needed to power the system. Many structural health monitoring systems use batteries or hard wired power sources which are impractical for implementation on real world structures. Often times, the cost associated with running wires
and replacing batteries is quite high. Additionally, sensors for SHM systems will often
be embedded into structures in remote locations making battery replacement impossible.
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The concept of energy harvesting for wireless sensors has been investigated in the research
community, however, a fully self-powered structural health monitoring system has yet to
be designed. The energy harvesting system presented in this thesis allows for both the
PZT transducers used to excite and record Lamb waves, as well as the base station used
for data acquisition and processing to be self-powered.

1.2.2

Chapter Summaries

An introduction to the topics of structural health monitoring and energy harvesting is
given in Chapter 1. Motivation is given behind the development of practical SHM systems
that can be incorporated into real world structures. A literature review is presented in
which past work on both structural health monitoring and energy harvesting is reviewed.
Various transducer materials used for SHM are discussed including magnetostrictive, fiber
optic, and piezoelectric devices. Two methods of piezoelectric vibration based SHM, the
impedance method, and the wave propagation method, are summarized. An in-depth review of guided wave-based structural health monitoring methods is given that includes
a focus on the challenges of varying environmental and operational conditions on SHM,
and the development of baseline-free methods that help resolve those issues. The literature review also includes a summary of recent work performed in energy harvesting for
wireless sensors. The basic modes of energy harvesting including vibration based harvesting with piezoelectric materials, thermal-based harvesting with thermoelectric generators,
and solar-based harvesting with photovoltaic panels are discussed. A detailed review of
energy harvesting technology related to wireless sensors is presented, with a focus on selfpowered structural health monitoring systems.
Chapter 2 describes the components of piezoelectric Lamb wave-based structural health
monitoring and introduces the instantaneous baseline SHM technique developed in this
thesis. A brief review of piezoelectricity and Lamb wave propagation is given. Various
components of piezoelectric Lamb wave SHM systems including sensor installation, Lamb
wave generation, and damage detection algorithms are discussed. The negative effects of
varying environmental and operation conditions on traditional baseline comparison SHM
methods are described and the instantaneous baseline SHM method is proposed as a way
to eliminate these effects. The experimental setup and procedure including sensor installation, sensor diagnostics, Lamb wave excitation and sensing, and signal processing are
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discussed. Lastly, three damage detection algorithms are developed in which damage can
be detected without the use of prerecorded baseline data.
Evaluation of the instantaneous baseline structural health monitoring technique is performed in Chapter 3. Analytical testing is first performed in which simulated damaged
and undamaged signals are processed using the three damage detection algorithms developed in Chapter 2. Next, extensive experimental testing is performed on three thin
aluminum plates using two piezoelectric transducer configurations. Tests are first performed on healthy plates in order to determine the typical output of the damage detection
algorithms in processing undamaged data. Simulated damage in the form of removable
putty attached to the plates is next studied. Once the algorithms are proven to be able to
detect simulated damage, permanent corrosion and cut damage is induced in the plates
and the performance of the algorithms is evaluated given actual damaged data.
Chapter 4 presents the development of an energy harvesting system used to provide
power to structural health monitoring hardware. The power requirements of two SHM
systems, including the system used in Chapter 3 to perform experimental testing, are discussed. A solar energy harvesting system is chosen to power a new compact SHM system
developed by Acellent Technologies, Inc. A brief review of solar panel theory is presented,
and the development of the solar energy harvesting system is outlined. Once the solar
harvesting system is built, experimental testing is performed to evaluate the performance
of the system. Testing is performed to determine the ability of a solar panel to charge an
energy storage device used in the harvesting system, and the ability of the solar harvesting
system to supply power to SHM hardware.
The final chapter presents a review of the results found from the research performed in
this thesis. Contributions made by this work to the structural health monitoring field are
discussed. Lastly, recommendations for future work are presented in which the advances
made by the work in this thesis can be extended.
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health monitoring has gained a significant amount of attention in the re-

search and industrial communities over the last two decades. The concept of actively

monitoring structures for damage is of interest because it presents the ability to detect and
locate damage in a structure before it can propagate and cause serious failure. The ability
to know when and where damage has occurred in a structure can reduce the costs associated with scheduled inspections and the repair of failed structures, and also improve
the overall safety of the structure. SHM can be applied to many sectors of infrastructure
including civil, mechanical, and aerospace systems.
Several methods of SHM have been researched in the literature. Previous work has investigated different types of transducers for SHM, various damage detection algorithms,
and the implementation of SHM systems to many types of structures. The work presented in this thesis focuses on guided wave-based structural health monitoring using
Lamb waves excited with piezoelectric transducers.

2.1

Introduction to Piezoelectricity

Piezoelectricity was first discovered in 1880 by Pierre and Jacques Curie when they found
that certain crystals, most notably quartz and Rochelle salt, produced a surface charge
under a compressive load. The generation of electric charge under mechanical loading is
known as the direct piezoelectric effect. One year later, the opposite or converse piezoelectric effect, where an induced voltage will cause mechanical deformation, was mathematically proven by Gabriel Lippman and later experimentally observed by the Curie
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brothers. Both the direct and converse piezoelectric effects are described mathematically
by the piezoelectric constitutive equations as follows
Sij = sE
ijkl Tkl + dkij Ek
Dj = djkl Tkl + Tjk Ek

(2.1)

where Sij is the mechanical strain, Tkl is the mechanical stress, Ek is the electric field, Dj
is the electric displacement, sE
ijkl is the mechanical compliance of the material measured
at zero electric field, dkij is the piezoelectric coupling coefficient, and Tjk is the dielectric
permittivity measured at zero mechanical stress.
The electromechanical coupling of piezoelectric materials provides them the ability to
act as both sensors when operating in the direct effect, and as actuators when operating
in the converse effect. The dual-functionality of piezoelectric transducers makes them an
ideal choice for structural health monitoring applications because the same device can be
used to excite and monitor a structure. Piezoelectric materials are also attractive for SHM
because they can be easily surface mounted or integrated into structures and they have
the ability to convert high frequency voltage input signals into high frequency mechanical
waves in a structure with excellent repeatability.
A variety of piezoelectric devices are available commercially. The most common piezoelectric material is lead zirconate titanate, a piezoelectric ceramic known as PZT. Piezoelectric ceramics are widely used, however, they are extremely brittle. In an effort to create
flexible piezoelectric material, several piezoelectric fiber-based materials have been developed. These materials contain thin extruded strands of piezoelectric fiber embedded in an
epoxy matrix with flexible surface electrodes. Piezoelectric fiber-based materials have the
advantage of being flexible and can be mounted on curved surfaces, however, piezoelectric
ceramics can be made thicker than fiber-based materials.

2.2

Introduction to Lamb Wave Theory

The study of guided waves dates back to the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
when studies were performed by Rayleigh (1887), Lamb (1917), Stoneley (1924), and Love
(1926). Each of these studies investigated a different type of guided wave. Rayleigh researched guided waves constrained to the surface of an object. Guided waves traveling in
layered materials were investigated by Love. Stoneley studied waves traveling at material
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interfaces. Of importance to this study are the guided waves studied by Lamb, known as
Lamb waves, that travel along thin plates and shells with free surfaces. Lamb waves can
be described by first considering the 3-dimensional wave equation for isotropic, elastic
medium given by
µ∇2 u + (λ + µ)∇∇ • u = ρ

∂2u
∂t2

(2.2)

where λ and µ are the Lamé constants, u is the displacement vector, and ρ is the density of
the material. The Lamé constants for an isotropic material are given by
E
2(1 + ν)

(2.3)

Eν
(1 − 2ν)(1 + ν)

(2.4)

µ=

λ=

where E is the Young’s Modulus and ν is the Poisson’s Ratio of the material. Introducing
two potential function, φ and ψ, and assuming harmonic motion of the form e−iωt , the
wave equation can be rewritten as
∂ 2φ ∂ 2φ ω2
+ 2 + 2φ=0
∂x2
∂y
cl

(2.5)

∂ 2ψ ∂ 2ψ ω2
+
+ 2ψ=0
∂x2
∂y 2
ct
where x is the direction of wave propagation, y is perpendicular to the wave propagation
direction, ω is the driving frequency, cl is the longitudinal (pressure) wave speed, and ct
is the transverse (shear) wave speed (Giurgiutiu, 2008). The waves speeds are defined in
terms of the Lamé constants and mass density as
c2l =

λ + 2µ
,
ρ

c2t =

µ
ρ

(2.6)

The general solutions to Eq. (2.5) are
φ = (A1 sin py + A2 cos py) ei(ξx−ωt)
ψ = (B1 sin qy + B2 cos qy) ei(ξx−ωt)

(2.7)

where ξ is the wavenumber and
p2 =

ω2
− ξ2,
c2l

q2 =

ω2
− ξ2
c2t

(2.8)

The wavenumber, ξ is defined as
ξ=
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ω
c

(2.9)

where ω = 2πf , c is the speed of light, and f is the linear frequency. The four constants
in Eq. (2.7), A1 , A2 , B1 , and B2 , are determined by applying boundary conditions. Imposing traction-free boundary conditions yields the following Rayleigh-Lamb frequency
equations
tan pd
(ξ 2 − q 2 )2
=−
tan qd
4ξ 2 pq
tan pd
4ξ 2 pq
=− 2
tan qd
(ξ − q 2 )2

(2.10)

where d is half the thickness of the plate. A comprehensive analysis of Lamb waves in
which these relations are derived is given by Viktorov (1967) and Giurgiutiu (2008). The
Rayleigh-Lamb equations shown in Eq. (2.10) present relationships between the driving
frequency, ω, and the wavenumber, ξ, for two different Lamb wave modes. The first expression in Eq. (2.10) represents the symmetric mode relation in which symmetry of displacements and stresses about the midplane of the plate is assumed, and the second experssion in Eq. (2.10) represents the asymmetric mode relation in which displacements and
stresses about the midplane are assumed to be antisymmetric. A graphical representation
of the two Lamb wave modes is given in Fig. 2.1.
Symmetric Mode

Antisymmetric Mode

Figure 2.1: Symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb wave modes.
The Rayleigh-Lamb equations can be solved numerically to find the relation between
the driving frequency, ω, and the wavenumber, ξ. This relationship can then be used to
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compute the phase velocity, cp , and the group velocity, cg , of Lamb waves given by
cp =

ω
,
ξ

cg =

∂ω
∂ξ

(2.11)

The phase velocity represents the speed at which the phase of the wave propagates. In
other words, the phase velocity describes the rate at which a particular phase or frequency
component of a wave travels in space, i.e. the speed of the individual waves. The group
velocity, on the other hand, represents the speed at which the wave packet travels. In ordinary sound and light waves, the group velocity and phase velocity are equal and the
waves appear to propagate ‘rigidly’ in space. The group velocity and phase velocity of
Lamb waves, however, are not equal. In fact, the velocities are a function of frequency, giving Lamb waves a dispersive nature. Once the phase and group velocities are numerically
calculated for a given material, they are often plotted against frequency to create what are
called dispersion curves. Various forms of dispersion curves can be created, but typically
the wave velocities are plotted on the y-axis and either the frequency-thickenss product,
f d, or simply the frequency for a fixed plate thickness is plotted on the x-axis. An example
of the phase and group velocity curves calculated numerically for a steel plate is given in
Fig. 2.2. The curves are created using a free software available from Vallen-Systeme GmbH.
For low frequency-thickness products, only the fundamental modes, S0 representing
the fundamental symmetric mode and A0 representing the fundamental asymmetric mode,
are present. For increasing f d values, higher order modes (S1 , A1 , S2 , A2 . . . ) begin to exist. Creating dispersion curves is important for guided wave structural health monitoring
because they show which modes are present for a given frequency. Often times in SHM
applications it is desired to only excite the fundamental Lamb wave modes to make signal processing and damage detection simpler. This can be accomplished by exciting the
structure with a narrow band pulse signal at a frequency low enough where only the fundamental modes exist. For some SHM methods, it is also important to choose a frequency
where the mode of interest is least dispersive. The dispersive nature of Lamb waves causes
waves with different frequencies to travel at different speeds. The pulse used to excite a
structure will never contain only a single frequency component, therefore, dispersion will
result in changes to the Lamb wave packet as the wave propagates, hindering the performance of some damage detection algorithms. The dispersion curves can be used to choose
a frequency where the Lamb wave velocity response is relatively flat over the frequency
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Figure 2.2: Wave speed dispersion curves for a steel plate.
band being excited, thus reducing the dispersive behavior of the wave.
Lamb waves are attractive for guided wave-based structural health monitoring for several reasons. They are easily excitable using surface mounted piezoelectric transducers and
can propagate over long distances in thin plates and shells. Lamb wave propagation is
sensitive to surface and internal damage, allowing Lamb waves to be used to detect flaws.
Although their dispersive nature can present challenges in using Lamb waves for SHM,
dispersion curves can be created to accurately predict the velocities of different modes for
various frequencies. Additionally, different Lamb wave modes are sensitive to different
types of damage, therefore, specific modes can be used to detect various damage types.
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2.3

Piezoelectric Lamb Wave-Based Structural Health Monitoring

Developing a complete structural health monitoring method involves several steps. In the
case of a wave propagation-based technique using PZT sensors and actuators, an array
of transducers first needs to be installed onto a structure. The PZT transducers need to
be placed wisely in order to maximize the area interrogated with each sensor, and also
to minimize unwanted reflections that may corrupt data. With a network of transducers
in place, a Lamb wave excitation profile must be selected including wave shape, amplitude, and frequency. When exciting Lamb waves, typically a short, single-frequency sine
waveform is used. A window is often applied to the waveform in an attempt to excite
a single frequency in a structure. The amplitude of the excitation signal depends on the
particular PZT transducers selected and also the thickness of the structure being excited.
Dispersion curves are used to help selected an excitation frequency where there is good
separation between Lamb wave modes and also where the modes being excited are least
dispersive. Once an excitation profile is selected, Lamb waves can be generated and received in the structure using the PZT transducers. Lastly, a signal processing method for
damage detection must be established. Typical SHM damage detection techniques involve
first recording baseline data to obtain the dynamic response from a healthy structure and
then comparing subsequent response data to the baseline. Differences between new data
and the baseline measurement are used to indicate damage.
Several structural health monitoring methods utilizing Lamb wave propagation to detect and locate damage have been successfully developed, some of which have been outlined in the literature review presented in Chapter 1. Most techniques rely on the use
of prerecorded baseline measurements for damage detection algorithms. Although these
methods have been successfully demonstrated in laboratory conditions, additional challenges arise in real world structures. Varying environmental and operational conditions
can drastically change a systems dynamic response even when no damage is present.
These changes are often interpreted as damage by methods using baseline comparisons
for damage detection.
Researchers have investigated technologies to mitigate the negative effects of environmental variations on damage detection ability. These techniques, outlined in Subsection 1.1.3 of the literature review, typically involve compensating for temperature fluctu-
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ations in recorded data by assembling a database of baseline data measured over a broad
range of temperatures. The various methods compare new data to the particular baseline measurement recorded at the temperature most closely matching the temperature of
the new data set. A drawback of these methods is that an extensive database of baseline
data must be recorded on a healthy structure and stored. It can prove difficult to subject
a structure to various temperatures in a controlled manner for baseline testing. Additionally, the storage and selection of baseline data presents further challenges that hinder the
practicality of these methods.
In an effort to eliminate the complications associated with recording and storing baseline data and compensating for environmental and operational variations, baseline-free
structural health monitoring methods have been proposed. Several baseline-free methods
have been discussed in Subsection 1.1.4 of the literature review. Although these methods have shown the capability of identifying damage without the use of baseline measurements, they typically involve either complicated signal processing or the use of many
sensors and actuators to detect damage. A novel baseline-free structural health monitoring
technique is presented and discussed in this thesis that utilizes a damage detection method
based on simple signal processing and the use of a sparse network of transducers.

2.4

Instantaneous Baseline Methodology

The structural health monitoring technique developed in this thesis involves detecting
damage without the use of prerecorded baseline data by acquiring an ‘instantaneous baseline’ measurement each time a structure is interrogated. The concept behind the so-called
instantaneous baseline measurement is that transducers can be placed on a structure such
that pitch-catch Lamb wave propagation can be used to obtain common features of undamaged sensor-actuator paths that act as an instantaneous baseline. The transducers must be
placed such that the sensor-actuator paths are of equal length and that structural features
are spatially uniform between transducers. In an isotropic structure, the Lamb wave signals recorded for different paths will be identical if the structure is undamaged. If damage
is present along one of the paths, the Lamb wave signal recorded along that path will differ from the remaining signals. Features from the undamaged paths are used to create a
statistical baseline allowing the separation of damaged paths without prior knowledge of
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the structure by monitoring changes in the Lamb wave shape, magnitude, and frequency.
In an anisotropic material, transducers must be placed such that the material properties of
equal length paths are identical. If two sets of equal length paths do not have the same
material properties, a separate analysis must be carried out for set. Fig. 2.3 illustrates the
concept of instantaneous baseline SHM where signals from undamaged paths are used to
create an instantaneous baseline from which signals from damaged paths can be compared
and signal differences are used to indicate damage.
Undamaged Path

Instantaneous
Baseline

Undamaged Path

PZT B

La
m

b

W
av
e

Damaged Path

PZT A

Damage

Signal Difference

Figure 2.3: Instantaneous baseline concept.

2.4.1

Piezoelectric Sensor Diagnostics

The instantaneous baseline method relies on the fact that Lamb wave signals recorded for
two equally spaced paths will be identical if no damage is present in the vicinity of the
paths. In order for this to hold true, the electromechanical properties of the piezoelectric transducers exciting and receiving Lamb waves must be identical. Slight differences
in bonding condition or degradation of electrical/mechanical properties of PZT sensors
can cause variation in the electromechanical coupling between transducers and the host
structure, resulting in differences in Lamb wave signals from undamaged paths. A key
component to any successful piezoelectric structural health monitoring system, including
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wave propagation-based and impedance-based systems, is the ability to assess the condition of the piezoelectric sensors and actuators installed on the structure being monitored.
A technique referred to as ‘piezoelectric active-sensor diagnostics’ presents the ability to
evaluate both the bonding condition between a piezoelectric transducer and its host structure, as well as the mechanical and electrical properties of the device (Park et al., 2006b,a).
Transducer malfunction is a major source of failure in SHM systems. Sensor/actuator fracture is the most common type of transducer failure, which can be attributed to the brittle
nature of many piezoelectric devices. Additionally, maintaining sufficient bonding conditions between the transducer and host structure over the long service life of many SHM
systems can be difficult. Changes in bonding condition or degradation of the mechanical/electrical properties of the transducer can cause false damage identification, compromising the ability of a structural health monitoring system to accurately evaluate the condition of a structure.
The sensor diagnostics technique has been shown to successfully detect sensor/actuator
faults by measuring the admittance of surface bonded piezoelectric transducers at various
frequencies and comparing plots of the imaginary part of the admittance versus frequency
for various transducers. Fig. 2.4 shows admittance measurements from nine PZTs bonded
to an aluminum plate as well as one unbonded, or free, PZT.
Physically, the slope of the imaginary part of the admittance vs. frequency curves
shown in Fig. 2.4 represents the capacitive value of each piezoelectric device. The capacitance of a transducer changes with varying bonding condition or physical condition,
therefore, the slope of the curve can be used to indicate the condition of a device. Indicated by the large arrows in Fig. 2.4a, transducers with an increased slope indicate a poor
bonding condition; the extreme of which is the device measured in the free condition.
Transducers with a decreased slope indicate a broken or otherwise degraded piezoelectric
device. A detailed explanation of the sensor diagnostic technique and the mathematical
derivations supporting it is presented by Park et al. (2006b,a).
Figure 2.4a shows typical admittance measurements from several surface bonded PZT
transducers as well as a free PZT. From the figure, it can be seen that the slope of all of
the surface bonded devices is fairly uniform and the free PZT has a considerably larger
slope, which is in agreement with predicted results. The figure also shows the potential
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Figure 2.4: Electrical admittance measurements of surface bonded and free PZTs.
effects of bonding defects and fracture or degradation of sensor quality. To confirm these
results, Fig. 2.4b shows admittance measurements recorded when one of the PZTs was
fractured. From the figure, it is obvious that fracturing a transducer causes its slope to
decrease significantly, making the damaged device easily identified. This observation is
also in agreement with the expected results.
The ability to diagnose the condition of PZT transducers is critical to the success of
the instantaneous baseline method developed in this study. The method relies on the fact
that the shape, amplitude, and frequency of Lamb waves recorded for undamaged paths
are the same and that an instantaneous baseline can be created from undamaged measurements. A poorly bonded or fractured PZT will not transmit or receive the same amount of
energy or operate with the same consistency as a well bonded, flawless device, therefore,
discrepancies in measurements from a faulty transducer could be mistaken for damage in
the structure.
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2.4.2

Experimental Setup

A 4 ft x 4 ft (1.22 m x 1.22 m), 0.0625 in (1.5875 mm) thick 6061-T6 aluminum plate is selected as the test specimen used in this study. An aluminum plate is selected for testing because aluminum is a common material used in mechanical, aerospace, and civil structures,
and wave propagation in thin plates is well understood. The health of three aluminum
plates is monitored using two different piezoelectric transducer configurations. The first
two aluminum plates are instrumented with an array of nine, 0.25 in (6.35 mm) diameter,
0.01 in (0.254 mm) thick circular piezoelectric devices from APC International, Ltd. surface
bonded to the plates in a square grid pattern with 1 ft (0.30 m) between each patch. The
deployment scheme of the first configuration can be seen in Fig. 2.5a. A third aluminum
plate is instrumented with thirteen PZT transducers fixed to the plate in a circular pattern
with a radius of 18 in (0.45 m), as seen in Fig. 2.5b. The PZT transducers are attached to the
plates by sanding the area where they are to be placed with 320-grit sandpaper, cleaning
the sanded surface with isopropyl alcohol, applying a single drop of Duro R super glue
to the patch, placing the PZT on the plate, and applying pressure until the glue hardens.
Two different configurations are chosen to determine what role the sensor pattern has in
the ability of the instantaneous baseline technique to detect damage.
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Figure 2.5: Piezoelectric sensor/actuator deployment schemes.
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In the experimental configurations shown in Fig. 2.5, pitch-catch Lamb wave propagation is used to perform instantaneous baseline structural health monitoring. Lamb waves
are excited in a round robin fashion such that each PZT transducer acts as both a sensor
and an actuator. For example, PZT 1 will act as an actuator and excite a Lamb wave in the
plate while the surrounding transducers will act as sensors, recording response data. PZT
2 will then act as an actuator and the surrounding transducers will act as sensors. This
process is repeated until Lamb waves traveling along each path are recorded. Three different path lengths are used in the square configuration and six path lengths are used in the
circular configuration. The individual path lengths as well as the total part coverage can
be seen in Fig. 2.6 for the square pattern and in Fig. 2.7 for the circular pattern. For each
PZT used as an actuator, not all of the remaining transducers are used to collect response
data. Path lengths from PZT 1 to 3 and from PZT 1 to 9 for the square pattern and the path
length from PZT 12 to 6 for the circular pattern are not used in order to eliminate redundant measurements. A total of twenty eight paths are measured during each test for the
square configuration and seventy two paths are measured for the circular configuration.
Once the PZT transducers are glued to the plates, the piezoelectric sensor diagnostics
technique is used to assess the condition of the devices to ensure uniform performance.
First, two 0.0625 in (1.588 mm) holes are drilled in the upper corners of the plate and the
plate is hung in a frame structure using using metal wire to ensure free-free boundary conditions. An Agilent 4294A Precision Impedance Analyzer along with a Dell Latitude C840
Laptop and a National Instruments PCMCIA-GPIB card, used to connect the impedance
analyzer to the laptop, are used to perform sensor diagnostics. The impedance (inverse
of admittance) is measured by attaching each PZT transducer to the impedance analyzer
and performing a sweep of 801 points (the maximum allowable number of points by the
hardware) from 40 Hz to 100 kHz. Impedance data is imported to the Laptop through the
National Instruments card and recorded in Microsoft Excel. After measuring and recording impedance data for all transducers, the data is analyzed and any faulty sensors are
replaced, and the process is repeated until all sensors are performing adequately.
Upon ensuring uniform performance of all the PZT transducers, the plate can be inspected for damage. An Acellent Technologies SMART Suitcase and a Krohn-Hite Corporation 7602M Wideband Power Amplifier are used to excite and record Lamb waves in the
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Figure 2.6: Square pattern path lengths and total part coverage.
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Figure 2.7: Circular pattern path lengths and total part coverage.
plate. The SMART Suitcase is a desktop computer with built in data acquistion hardware.
A MATLAB program is run on the SMART Suitcase to set the data acquisition parameters
including sampling frequency, number of averages, and number of samples, as well as the
Lamb wave excitation parameters including excitation frequency, number of peaks in the
waveform, and excitation voltage. The MATLAB program is used to control the data acquisition process and to record data files to the SMART Suitcase hard drive. A multiplexer
is included in the SMART Suitcase such that all of the PZT transducers can be hooked up
simultaneously to a single terminal block and the data acquisition system can switch between channels during the test. The sampling rate, number of averages, number of peaks
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in the excitation waveform, and the excitation voltage are held constant for all tests at 25
MHz, 50 averages, 4 peaks, and 5 V, respectively. The amplifier is connected to the SMART
Suitcase between the multiplexer and data acquisition card in order to boost the excitation signal to the PZT actuators to around 15 V for every test. Each test requires a short
amount of time, so 50 averages are used to help eliminate noise in the recorded data before
processing. A schematic of the complete structural health monitoring system is shown in
Fig. 2.8.
PZT Instrumented Plate
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Figure 2.8: Experimental setup for instantaneous baseline structural health monitoring
technique.

2.4.3

Excitation of Lamb Waves

In order to generate Lamb waves in the test plates, a voltage must be applied to the PZT
transducers to actuate the devices. The parameters of the excitation voltage signal must
be chosen wisely in order to produce repeatable, single frequency Lamb waves exciting as
few modes as possible with sufficient amplitude to propagate along the plate. A sinusoidal
burst waveform constructed by applying a Hanning window to a four count sine wave is
selected as the excitation signal. The excitation waveform is shown in Figure 2.9. A Hanning window is applied in order to excite the structure at a single frequency. An amplitude
of 5 V is chosen based on the limitations of the data acquisition hardware, however, the
external amplifier is used to boost the signal to the PZT transducers to around 15 V for
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adequate Lamb wave amplitude in the plate.
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Figure 2.9: Voltage waveform used to excite the piezoelectric transducers.
Various excitation frequencies are used throughout the experimental testing. Dispersion curves are generated for the test plates in order to help determine the best excitation
frequencies to use. Figure 2.10 shows the dispersion curves for 0.0625 in (1.5875 mm) thick
6061-T6 aluminum with velocity plotted on the y-axis and frequency plotted on the x-axis.
From Fig. 2.10, it can be seen that only the fundamental symmetric, S0 , and antisymmetric,
A0 , modes exist up to a frequency of 1 MHz, therefore, the excitation frequency is selected
below 1 MHz to eliminate the excitation of higher order modes. The selection of specific
excitation frequencies for the experimental testing will be discussed in Chapter 3.

2.4.4

Damage Detection Algorithms

A key component of the instantaneous baseline structural health monitoring method is the
use of damage detection algorithms that do not rely on previously recorded baseline data
to analyze the condition of a structure. Three damage detection algorithms are developed
using MATLAB that analyze various signal properties that are sensitive to different damage types in the plate test structures. Each damage detection technique is applied to the
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Figure 2.10: Dispersion curves for 0.0625 in (1.5875 mm) thick 6061-T6 aluminum.
first A0 mode wave arrival signal recorded along equal length paths, and each path length
is analyzed separately. The first technique is based on the calculation of cross correlation
coefficients for signals acquired over equal length paths to see how well the signals correlate. The second method involves analyzing the power spectral density curve for each
signal to monitor the energy transferred across each path. The third technique is based on
the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of each set of data to investigate the dominant
modes present in the signals. Several analytical and experimental tests, described in Chapter 3, are performed on the aluminum tests plates and the results of these tests are used
during the development of the algorithms.
All three damage detection algorithms are based on the fact that features from undamaged paths can be used to create an instantaneous baseline from which damaged paths can
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be separated. The algorithms create instantaneous baselines by assuming that the statistical majority of signals are from undamaged paths and have similar features. The statistical
nature of the analysis techniques requires that there be a reasonably large ratio of undamaged to damaged paths. In the case that there are more damaged paths than undamaged
paths, the algorithms will not be able to determine appropriate baseline features based on
undamaged path characteristics. This should not present a problem in a structure that is
constantly monitored where only a few paths may become damaged at any one time.
Cross Correlation Algorithm
The first damage detection technique developed involves the cross correlation analysis of
each signal compared to the remaining signals of other equal length paths. Cross correlation analysis determines the degree to which two signals are linearly related. In order
to detect damage in the test structures, a modified cross correlation value is calculated for
each path and an evaluation of the values is used to indicate outlying or damaged paths.
This technique first involves calculating the cross correlation values of a single reference
path compared to all the other paths. The ‘crosscorr’ function in MATLAB is used to calculate a cross correlation value of the first A0 mode arrival for each comparison made. The
‘crosscorr’ function allows for a 500 point phase shift to account for small differences in
sensor placement. The two input signals are shifted by 500 points and the cross correlation
value is calculated at each point along the shift. The peak cross correlation value is used
as the output of the function. Two identical signals will yield a cross correlation value of
one, where the value will approach zero for increasingly unlike signals. The peak values
for each path combination are then subtracted from one and squared, causing outlying
paths to have high values compared to statistically common paths. All of the squared
values are then summed to create the modified cross correlation value for each reference
path, and the process is repeated using each path as a reference. This process is expressed
mathematically by
mcc(i) =

n
X

(1 − |ai (j)|)2

(2.12)

j=1

where mcc is the modified cross correlation value, n is the total number of paths, i represents the reference path index, j is the index of the comparison path, and a is the peak
cross correlation value for the specified path combination. The modified cross correlation
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coefficient describes numerically how well a path correlates to all the other paths, where a
path that does not correlate well to any other path will have a high value and a path that
correlates well to all others will have a low value.
In order to produce a robust damage detection method capable of detecting multiple
damaged paths, the cross correlation algorithm involves further processing of the modified
cross correlation coefficients. Damaged paths are identified by investigating the effects of
removing a potentially damaged path from the data set and recalculating the cross correlation values. If a damaged path exists in the data set, the cross correlation values calculated
for all of the paths will increase from the values calculated if no damaged paths are present.
If the damaged path is removed from the data set, then the sum shown in Eq. (2.12) will
decrease for every remaining path because the sum will no longer include the correlation value calculated when comparing to the damaged path. Based on this fact, the cross
correlation algorithm works by calculating the percent difference between the sum of the
original values of mcc in Eq. (2.12) when the damaged path is included in the calculations
and the sum of the new values of mcc after the damaged path is removed from the data
set. To calculate this percent difference, the path with the lowest correlation, i.e. greatest
value of mcc, is first removed from the data set and the cross correlation procedure is performed again on the remaining paths. The new modified cross correlation values need to
be scaled for comparison purposes to the original values because the new values represent
the addition of only the remaining paths. Each new value represents the sum of one less
entry than the original values, therefore, the new values are scaled proportionally by:
mccs (i) = mccn (i) +

mccn (i)
n−1

(2.13)

where mccn represents the new values of the modified cross correlation value after a damaged path has been subtracted from the data set, and mccs is the scaled modified cross
correlation value. With the new, properly scaled, modified cross correlation values calculated, the percent difference between the sum of the original values and the sum of the
new values is calculated. The new scaled values can simply be summed, however, the
original values contain one more entry than the new values, therfore, the modified cross
correlation value for the damaged path is subtracted from the sum of the original values.
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The summations are given by
n
X

b=

c=

!
− mcc(d)

mcci

i=1
n−1
X

(2.14)
(2.15)

mccs (i)

i=1

where b is the sum of the original values with the value of the damaged path subtracted, d
represents the index of the damaged path, and c is the sum of the new values. The percent
difference can finally be calculated by

pd =

b−c
b


× 100

(2.16)

where pd is the calculated percent difference value. The percent difference is used to mathematically express how much the removed path affects the cross correlation values of the
remaining paths. If a damaged path is removed, the effect on the remaining paths will
be significant. If an undamaged path is removed, the effect will be minimal. Using this
concept, the path removal technique begins by removing the least correlated path and is
repeated as many times as necessary to yield a relatively small percent difference value.
Once an acceptable percent difference is reached, the algorithm stops and all the paths that
were previously removed are designated as damaged.
Using this technique, it is necessary to set a threshold on the percent differences to
detect damage, but not on the actual cross correlation values calculated. As long as a typical percent difference for an undamaged structure can be estimated, this cross correlation
method can detect damage without the use of pre-recorded baseline data. Typical percent
differences of undamaged structures may vary considerably from structure to structure,
therefore, it may be necessary to perform tests on structures that are known to be undamaged in order to estimate typical percent differences. Once these typical percent differences
are found, however, this technique eliminates the need to take baseline data to detect damage.
Power Spectral Density Algorithm
The second damage detection technique developed involves calculating and analyzing the
power spectral density (PSD) of each signal recorded. PSD is a measure of the amount
of power in each frequency contained in a signal. The PSD is calculated using Welch’s
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averaged modified periodogram method of spectral estimation. The ‘pwelch’ command
in MATLAB is used to calculated the power spectral density for the first A0 mode arrival
of each signal. Once the PSD has been calculated for each of the equal length paths, the
area under each curve is determined using the trapezoidal rule, giving the average power
of the signal over the entire frequency band. The mean value of the average power for all
equal length paths is then found and compared to each individual path by calculating the
following percent difference

pd(i) =

pm − p(i)
pm


× −100

(2.17)

where pd is the percent difference value, i is the path index, pm is the mean power of all
paths, and p is the individual signal power. Using this percent difference calculation, paths
containing a significantly different amount of energy from the mean can be isolated and
declared as damaged. The percent difference is multiplied by negative one hundred so that
signals with a greater average power will show a positive percent difference and signals
with a lower average power will show a negative percent difference.
The PSD method operates by first finding the percent difference for all paths. The path
with the largest percent difference (either positive or negative) is selected and compared to
a threshold value. As with the cross correlation algorithm, the threshold value represents
the typical percent difference found in an undamaged structure. If the path is above the
threshold it is declared damaged and is removed from the data set. The percent differences
are recalculated excluding the damaged path and the process is repeated until the values
lie below the threshold. All paths with percent difference values above the threshold are
declared damaged. Through this technique, any path with a significantly increased or
decreased average power can be identified and labeled as damaged.
Principal Component Analysis-Based Algorithm
The final data processing technique developed is based on the concept of Principal Component Analysis (PCA). PCA is a method of reducing the order of multidimensional data
sets for analysis purposes, and can also be used for a variety of tasks including pattern
recognition and finding coherence in data sets. Data reduction is performed by calculating the dominant modes present in a set of data such that non dominant modes can be
eliminated, thus reducing the size of the data set. PCA can be used for damage detection
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by calculating and analyzing the dominant modes of Lamb wave signals. Changes in the
dominant component of each signal are used to determine how well the signals are correlated. PCA is performed by first calculating a covariance matrix of the entire data set.
Each entry of the covariance matrix is a mathematical representation of the strength of the
relationship between two of the signals. For PCA-based damage detection, the Lamb wave
signals are first shifted using the ‘crosscorr’ function to determine the positions of highest
correlation for all signals. The shifted signals are then assembled into a data matrix defined
as X, where each column is a variable and each row is an observation. The covariance matrix is then calculated for the data matrix X. The covariance and the covariance matrix are
described by
cov(x1 , x2 ) =

n
X
(x1 (k) − x1 ) (x2 (k) − x2 )

n−1

k=1

Σij = cov(xi , xj )

(2.18)
(2.19)

where cov is the covariance, Σ is the covariance matrix, x1 and x2 are entries in the first
and second columns of data, i and j are column indices of X, k is the row index of X, x1
and x2 are the mean values of the first and second columns of data, and n is the number
of samples in each column of data. The ‘cov’ command in MATLAB is used to compute
the covariance matrix for each data set by using the first A0 mode arrival data from equal
length paths to form the data matrix, X.
Once the covariance matrix is calculated, the principal components are found by performing an eigendecomposition of the covariance matrix such that
Σ = VΛV−1

(2.20)

where V is a matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of Σ, and Λ is a diagonal matrix
containing the corresponding eigenvalues. The covariance matrix is of dimension n × n,
therfore, there will be n number of eigenvectors and n number of eigenvalues. The ‘eig’
command in MATLAB is used to perform the eigendecomposition of the covariance matrix. The eigenvectors represent the principal components needed to describe the data set
and the eigenvalues represent the importance, or strength, of each principal component.
The eigenvectors with the largest corresponding eigenvalues are the dominant modes in
the signal. Where as conventional PCA would continue by eliminating the non dominant
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modes and then using only the dominant modes to reconstruct a lower order data set, this
damage detection method continues by analyzing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
In an ideal undamaged case where all of the signals from equal length paths are nearly
identical, only one orthogonal mode would be necessary to represent all of the signals.
This means that the first eigenvalue would far outweigh all the other eigenvalues and the
first eigenvector would describe the dominant mode. In a case where damaged paths exist,
however, multiple modes may be necessary to describe the data and the first eigenvalue
may not far outweigh the others. The PCA-based damage detection algorithm uses two
separate criteria to detect damage. The first criteria is to calculate the ratio of the second
eigenvalue to the first eigenvalue given by
r=

λ2
λ1

(2.21)

where r is the calculated ratio, λ2 is the second highest eigenvalue, and λ1 is the highest
eigenvalue. If this ratio is above some threshold, then it can be concluded that there are
two or more orthogonal modes needed to represent the signals, thus all of the signals are
not well correlated and a damaged path exists in the data set. To identify which path is
damaged, the second eigenvector is analyzed. The index of the highest entry of the second
eigenvector corresponds to the path for which the second orthogonal mode is required
to represent its signal, hence it represents the path that does not correlate well with the
others.
Damage in a real structure, however, may not be significant enough to cause more
than one orthogonal mode to be required to represent the signals. In this case, the second
criteria for damage detection is used. This criteria involves analyzing the entries of the first
eigenvector, which signify how well the first orthogonal mode represents each path signal.
Damaged paths are detected by performing the following percent difference calculation


v1 − v1 (i)
× 100
(2.22)
pd(i) =
v1
where pd is the percent difference, i is the path index, v1 is the average of the first eigenvector entries, and v1 is an entry of the first eigenvector. This percent difference value
describes the strength to which the first dominant mode describes each path as compared
to all the other paths. In the case of attenuation, shape change, or frequency change in a
damaged path, the entry in the first eigenvector for the damaged path will be significantly
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lower than the average, causing a positive percent difference. If damage causes a signal to
be amplified, then the first eigenvector entry for the damaged path will be larger than the
average, causing a negative percent difference.
The PCA damage detection method operates by calculating the percent difference shown
in Eq. (2.22) for each signal in a set of data from equal length paths. The path with the
highest percent difference is selected and compared to a threshold value. If the percent
difference is above the threshold, then the path is declared damaged and removed from
the data set. The percent differences are recalculated and the process is repeated until the
highest percent difference lies below the threshold value. This algorithm, like the cross
correlation and PSD methods, uses a threshold value placed on the percent difference to
indicate damage.
Overview of Algorithms
The damage detection algorithms developed in this thesis work to detect damage from
Lamb wave signals without comparison to baseline data. In all three algorithms, a percent
difference is calculated and used to define damage. The percent differences are compared
to threshold values that do not need to be calculated using baseline data. A simple knowledge of the typical percent differences on a similar undamaged structure is needed. This
knowledge could come from a new, pristine structure, or from a small section of an old
structure known to be healthy. The key is that once the threshold is set, baseline data does
not need to be used for comparison each time a test is run, and a database of baseline measurements is not needed. In a structure subjected to global environmental or operational
variations, the instantaneous baseline method is still able to detect damage because signals
are not compared to data recorded under different conditions. All of the data used in the
algorithms is recorded under the same conditions.
The percent difference calculations used in the algorithms allow for individual paths
to be labeled as damaged, thus providing the ability to detect the presence as well as the
location of damage. The intersection of multiple damaged paths can be used to identify
the general location of damage. A limitation to the instantaneous baseline method is that it
relies on a large ratio of undamaged paths to damaged paths in order to identify outlying
signals. If more damaged paths than undamaged paths exist in a structure, the algorithms
will not be able to determine a set of statistical features of undamaged paths to use as
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an instantaneous baseline for comparison. In many real structures, however, damage is
introduced slowly and will not affect a majority of the paths at once. In a structural health
monitoring system where the structure is frequently monitored, there should not suddenly
be a high ratio of damaged to undamaged paths.
Each algorithm developed is sensitive to different features of Lamb wave signals. The
cross correlation algorithm determines the extent to which the signals are linearly related.
The algorithm is sensitive to shape change, and frequency change, but insensitive to amplitude changes as two identical signals with different amplitudes will have a perfect correlation. The PSD method determines the amount of energy in each signal, therefore, it is
sensitive to amplitude change, but less sensitive to changes in shape and frequency. The
PCA algorithm determines the dominant modes required to describe a set of signals and
the weight of each dominant mode on each path. The algorithm is sensitive to shape,
frequency, and amplitude changes. It should be noted that all three algorithms are insensitive to time of arrival changes. Both the cross correlation and PCA algorithms include
phase shifting to eliminate differences in time of arrival. Very little signal energy lies in
the tails of the Lamb wave signals, therefore, the PSD algorithm is not sensitive to time of
arrival changes. This insensitivity allows for small differences in the physical placement of
sensors on a grid to be ignored by the algorithms so that damage is not falsely identified
because of inconsistent sensor placement.
The three damage detection algorithms are written in MATLAB and the code can be
found in Appendix A. Separate codes are used to perform damage detection for data
recorded from plates with square and circular PZT configurations, however, the damage
detection algorithms used are identical for both configurations. The differences lie in the
features of the code used to import data from the data files, plot the data, and label the
program outputs.

2.5

Chapter Summary

Chapter 2 introduces the instantaneous baseline structural health monitoring technique.
A review of piezoelectricity and Lamb wave theory is first presented, including the creation and use of dispersion curves for Lamb wave propagation. The principles of Lamb
wave SHM are then described, which include installing sensors on a structure, selecting
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an excitation signal profile for Lamb wave generation, and creating damage detection algorithms. The effects of environmental and operational variations on Lamb wave SHM is
discussed and the instantaneous baseline methodology is introduced. Piezoelectric sensor
diagnostics and its use in evaluating the consistency of SHM sensors is discussed. The experimental setup including two PZT sensor configurations on three aluminum plates and
various data acquisition and processing hardware used to excite and measure Lamb waves
is described. Finally, three damage detection algorithms used for instantaneous baseline
SHM are developed.
The instantaneous baseline structural health monitoring technique involves the combination of strategic sensor placement, the use of sensor diagnostics, and novel damage
detection algorithms. Sensors must be placed at equal distances such that Lamb wave signals from equally spaced undamaged paths are ideally identical. Sensor diagnostics is a
critical component of the instantaneous baseline method. Each sensor must have nearly
identical electromechanical properties in order to excite and record Lamb wave signals
equally. Sensor diagnostics provides a method of evaluating the electromechanical properties of each sensor allowing damaged or poorly bonded sensors to be replaced before
performing SHM. Lastly, novel damage detection methods are required to detected damage without the use of baseline data. Each algorithm computes a percent difference and
requires a threshold for comparison that does not have to come from a baseline measurement on the test structure. Additionally, the algorithms are insensitive to environmental
and operational conditions because all of the data used for each algorithm is recorded
under the same conditions.
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instantaneous baseline structural health monitoring technique was described in

Chapter 2. A procedure was outlined for the method, including the installation of

PZT transducers, sensor diagnostic testing, excitation and recording of Lamb waves, and
the use of damage detection algorithms. In this chapter, several tests are performed and
the results are used to help develop the damage detection algorithms previously described,
and to evaluate the performance of the instantaneous baseline SHM technique. Analytical testing is first performed by feeding known input signals into each damage detection
algorithm and analyzing the output data. The results of the analytical testing are used
to help develop the damage detection algorithms. Next, extensive experimental testing is
performed to further develop the algorithms and to evaluate their performance. Experiments are first performed on the three aluminum test plates in pristine condition and with
industrial putty as removable damage. These tests are performed to aid in the development of the algorithms. Once the algorithms are fully developed, permanent damage in
the form of corrosion and cut damage is induced in the plates and several experimental
tests are performed to evaluate the performance of the instantaneous baseline SHM technique to detect real world damage. The results of the analytical and experimental testing
are summarized in the following sections.

3.1

Analytical Testing

To aid in the development of the three damage detection algorithms and to ensure that
they function properly, analytical testing is first performed using MATLAB. Known input
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signals simulating undamaged and damaged paths are created and processed using the algorithms. Undamaged signals are simulated using a four count sine wave with a Hanning
window applied, which is the same signal shown in Fig. 2.9 used to excite Lamb waves.
Damaged signals are simulated by applying phase, amplitude, and frequency variations
to the undamaged signal. Several tests are performed during the development of the algorithms, and the results of the fully developed algorithms are presented in the following
sections.

3.1.1

Undamaged Signals

First, signals recorded from an undamaged plate are simulated. The undamaged signal is
replicated nine times to simulate a matrix of test data recorded from nine paths. The matrix
is used as the input to each algorithm and processed. Figure 3.1 shows the results of each
damage detection algorithm when fed a matrix of undamaged data. The time histories for
each path can be seen in Fig. 3.1a. Each signal is identical, therefore, it appears as if only
a single signal is present. For the cross correlation algorithm, Fig. 3.1b and Fig. 3.1c show
bar charts of the modified cross correlation values where all of the values are zero because
each path is identical. The results of the PSD algorithm are shown in Fig. 3.1d where all
of the signals contain the same amount of power. Lastly, Fig. 3.1e shows the results of
the PCA algorithm where all of the entries of the first eigenvector are identical because it
describes each signal equally. As expected, the percent difference values for all algorithms
are zero and no damaged paths are identified.

3.1.2

Phase Shifted Signals

Next, one of the nine signals is phase shifted by 25 points and the algorithms are used to
analyze the data. Both the cross correlation and PCA algorithms are insensitive to small
phase shifts as the signals are first shifted by 500 points before the algorithms process the
data. Figure 3.2 shows the signal before and after shifting to demonstrate the ability of
the shifting process to position the data to obtain the best correlation among all signals.
The PSD method is also insensitive to small phase shifts as it only compares the energy
in the signals. As expected, all of the percent differences are calculated to be zero and no
damaged paths are identified. The results are similar to those shown in Fig. 3.1, therefore,
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Figure 3.1: Damage detection results for undamaged simulation data.
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they will not be presented.
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Figure 3.2: Demonstration of shifting process used in cross correlation and PCA algorithms.

3.1.3

Amplitude Shifted Signals

In order to investigate the ability of each algorithm to detect a simulated damaged signal
with attenuation, the amplitude of one of the nine signals is decreased by a factor of five
and the algorithms are used to process the data. Figure 3.3 shows the results of the analysis. The attenuated signal can be seen in Fig. 3.3a which shows the time histories of the
signals. Figure 3.3b and Fig. 3.3c show the results of the cross correlation analysis in which
the modified cross correlation values are all zero. This result is expected because cross correlation is insensitive to amplitude changes. The results of the PSD algorithm are shown in
Fig. 3.3d. From the figure, it is clear that the PSD algorithm is very sensitive to amplitude
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changes. A percent difference of -95.5% is found for path 3, which is the attenuated signal,
thus identifying that path as damaged. Figure 3.3e presents the results of the PCA algorithm in which the first eigenvector entry for path 3 is significantly lower than the others.
This result is as expected because the strength of the signal for path 3 is much less than the
remaining paths. A percent difference of 78% is calculated for path 3, indicating damage.
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Figure 3.3: Damage detection results for amplitude shifted simulation data.
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3.1.4

Frequency Shifted Signals

The final analytical test involves shifting the frequency of one of the signals and processing
the data with the damage detection algorithms to determine their sensitivity to frequency
changes. The results of the analysis are shown in Fig. 3.4. Time histories of the signals are
shown in Fig. 3.4a in which the frequency shifted signal can be identified as path 3. Figure 3.4b and Fig. 3.4c present the results of the cross correlation algorithm. The modified
cross correlation value for path 3 is significantly higher than the rest and the percent difference calculated when removing the path is 100%, indicating that the path as damaged. The
results of the PSD technique are shown in Fig. 3.4d. From the figure, it can be seen visually
that the energy is shifted to a higher frequency for path 3, however, the overall energy is
similar and a very low percent difference is calculated, therefore, the PSD method does not
indicate path 3 as damaged. Lastly, Fig. 3.4e presents the results of the PCA algorithm in
which the first eigenvector entry for path 3 is somewhat lower than the others. A percent
difference of 14% is calculated which may be high enough to declare path 3 as damaged,
depending on the threshold set.

3.1.5

Summary of Analytical Testing

Based on the results of the analytical testing given in the previous sections, the damage
detection algorithms behave as expected. Given undamaged signals, the percent differences are calculated to be zero and no damaged paths are identified. Each algorithm is
insensitive to signals with slight phase shifts which is necessary to eliminate false damage identification due to small sensor placement differences. Signals with amplitude and
frequency shifts, however, are easily identified using a combination of all three damage detection techniques. Both the PSD and PCA algorithms are sensitive to amplitude changes,
easily detecting path 3 as damaged in the test performed in Subsection 3.1.3. As expected,
the cross correlation algorithm is insensitive to amplitude changes. When a frequency
shifted signal is analyzed, the cross correlation and PCA methods are both able to identify the damaged path. The cross correlation method is much more sensitive, however, to
frequency shifts than the PCA algorithm. Overall, a combination of all three algorithms
is able to easily identify signals with amplitude and frequency changes. The algorithms
should also be able to identify shape change, which is similar to a combination of ampli57
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Figure 3.4: Damage detection results for frequency shifted simulation data.
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tude and frequency changes.

3.2

Experimental Testing

With the ability of the damage detection methods to predict simulated damage verified,
several experiments are performed on the aluminum test plates described in Chapter 2.
Experimental testing is first performed on undamaged plates in order to determine the
path-to-path and test-to-test variability in Lamb wave measurements in the absence of
damage. Next, industrial putty is placed on the plates in various shapes and locations as a
form of reversible simulated damage. The putty is used to establish the sensitivity of each
algorithm in detecting damage and to help develop the algorithms. In order to determine
the ability of the instantaneous baseline method to detect real world damage, several types
of corrosion are induced in the plates. Additionally, a cut is slowly introduced at various
depth levels in one of the plates. The results of the experimental testing are presented in
the following sections.

3.2.1

Sensor Diagnostics

Before any Lamb wave data is recorded and analyzed on the test plates, the piezoelectric
sensor diagnostics technique described in Chapter 2 is performed on each plate to ensure consistent electromechanical coupling between the PZT transducers. For each plate,
multiple installations of PZT transducers are carried out before uniform performance is
achieved. The installation of PZTs on the first square pattern test plate is outlined in this
section.
Once the nine PZT transducers are installed on the square pattern plate, sensor diagnostics is performed by recording the imaginary part of admittance over a broad frequency
range using an impedance analyzer. The admittance data is analyzed in order to determine
if any of the PZT transducers need to be replaced because of poor bonding or mechanical
failure. Figure 3.5 presents various admittance measurements recorded on the first square
pattern plate. Measurements from the first set of PZT transducers are shown in Fig. 3.5a.
From the figure, it is clear that there is a significant amount of variation in the admittance
data. Additionally, the admittance of PZT 5 indicates that it is poorly bonded. All nine PZT
transducers are replaced because of the high variation in admittance measurements. The
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admittance data recorded for the second set of PZT transducers is shown in Fig. 3.5b. The
results show that the variation has decreased significantly, however, PZT 7 appears to be
fractured, therefore, it is replaced and sensor diagnostics is performed again. Figure 3.5c
presents the admittance measurements after PZT 7 is replaced, where the admittance of
each transducer shows little variation and no transducers appear to be poorly bonded or
fractured. Lamb wave measurements can now be recorded on the plate.
The sensor diagnostic technique is applied to each plate and used to ensure proper
consistency between PZT transducers. Currently, sensor diagnostics is performed by visually inspecting the admittance measurements, however, in a practical SHM application,
it should be integrated into the system and performed autonomously. An algorithm similar to the damage detection algorithms developed in this thesis could be easily integrated
into a system in which sensor diagnostics could be performed automatically before each
test or at predetermined intervals. The impedance analyzer used to record admittance
data is bulky and requires a large amount of power to operate, therefore, an alternative solution must be found for practical SHM systems. Researchers have begun to investigate alternative hardware for impedance and admittance measurements. Park et al.
(2007b) and Mascarenas et al. (2006) have both performed work involving the use of the
Analog Devices AD5933 impedance measurement chip to form compact, low power solutions to impedance measurements. Grisso (2008) has investigated an alternative method
of impedance analysis that involves a low cost circuit that is integrated into a SHM platform in which simple voltage measurement are made and related to the impedance of a
structure. Integration of this new technology into current SHM hardware can allow for
autonomous sensor diagnostics in structural health monitoring systems.

3.2.2

Lamb Wave Excitation Frequency

As described in Subsection 2.4.3 of Chapter 2, a 5 V, four count sinusoidal burst waveform
is used to excite Lamb waves in the test plates during experimental testing. The optimal
excitation frequency will depend on the test configuration. In order to select an excitation
frequency, dispersion curves are first created to show what frequency range is best suited
for Lamb wave excitation. In Chapter 2, dispersion curves were created for the aluminum
test plates and it was concluded that a frequency below 1 MHz will be used in order to only
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Figure 3.5: Sensor diagnostic admittance measurements - first square pattern plate.
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excite the fundamental S0 and A0 modes. From the dispersion curves shown in Fig. 2.10,
it can also be seen that Lamb waves are less dispersive at higher frequencies. While in
some SHM damage detection algorithms, dispersion of Lamb waves can cause issues in
the ability to detect damage, the algorithms used in the instantaneous baseline method
are less sensitive to the effects of dispersion. As long as the dispersive characteristics are
uniform throughout the test structure, the signal recorded from equal length paths will be
identical, allowing damage to be detected using the instantaneous baseline method.
Several excitation frequencies are tested in order to determine the best frequency for
the given test configuration. Lamb waves are excited at frequencies from 40 - 200 kHz in
each test plate and it is found that there is a significant amount of path-to-path variation
in signals at higher excitation frequencies. Figure 3.6 shows Lamb wave time response
data recorded in a square configuration test plate at both 60 kHz and 180 kHz excitation
frequencies for the same path length. The signal recorded at 180 kHz, shown in Fig. 3.6a,
contains a small S0 mode arrival, the dominant A0 mode arrival and then a small S0 mode
reflection. The 60 kHz signal, shown in Fig. 3.6b, contains only the first A0 mode arrival.
From the figure, it can be seen that the first A0 mode arrival of signals recorded for 180
kHz excitation varies considerably, where the signals recorded at 60 kHz show much less
variation. The effects of dispersion can be seen in the 60 kHz signals, but again, dispersion
does not affect the ability of the instantaneous baseline method to detect damage because
the signals are consistent for all equal length paths. An additional benefit of exciting at
lower frequencies is that the A0 mode is primarily excited where at higher frequencies both
the S0 and A0 modes are excited. The effect of mode suppression at certain frequencies is
known as Lamb wave tuning, and is caused by interactions between the PZT and host
structure. Further detail of Lamb wave tuning in which similar results are found for a
0.042 in (1.07 mm) thick aluminum plate where an excitation frequency of around 60 kHz
provides strong excitation of the A0 mode and suppression of the S0 mode is given by
Santoni et al. (2007). Based on these results, an excitation frequency of 60 kHz is used for
the square pattern plates and 80 kHz is used in the circular configuration, and the first
A0 mode arrival is used in the damage detection algorithms. A slightly higher frequency
is used in the circular configuration to eliminate potential boundary reflections of any S0
mode signal that may still exist when measuring data from the longest path length.
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Figure 3.6: Lamb wave propagation data in square configuration test plate using 60 and
180 kHz excitation frequencies.
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3.2.3

Undamaged Plates

The first few sets of data collected for each of the three aluminum plates are recorded
with the plates in pristine condition. A photograph of the experimental setup with an
undamaged plate hung in a frame structure for testing is shown in Fig. 3.7. Lamb waves are
excited and recorded in the test plates and typical time histories of the first A0 mode arrival
for one of the paths of the square configuration and one from the circular configuration are
shown in Fig. 3.8. Raw data from the undamaged plates for all path lengths can be found
in Appendix B for reference. The first A0 mode arrival is separated from the raw data for
analysis by manually sectioning the data file before processing.

Figure 3.7: Experimental setup with undamaged plate hanging in frame.
Data recorded from the undamaged plates is used to determine the typical signal variation of each path length. All of the undamaged data sets are analyzed using the cross
correlation, PSD, and PCA algorithms, and typical undamaged percent differences are
established in order to set threshold values for damage detection. Average percent differences and typical PCA ratios from the undamaged square and circular configuration
plates are shown in Table 3.1, Table 3.2, and Table 3.3. As discussed in Chapter 2, actual
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Figure 3.8: Time history data for typical undamaged signals.

undamaged baseline data does not have to be used when implementing the instantaneous
baseline damage detection method on real structures. A simple knowledge of the percent
differences of similar undamaged structures is needed to set the threshold.
Table 3.1: Typical percent differences for first square configuration plate.

Path Length
1
2
3

Data Analysis Technique
Cross Correlation PSD PCA PCA Ratio (×102 )
20%
20% 10%
0.10
25%
15% 10%
0.10
30%
30% 20%
0.15
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Table 3.2: Typical percent differences for second square configuration plate.

Path Length
1
2
3

Data Analysis Technique
Cross Correlation PSD PCA PCA Ratio (×102 )
30%
25% 10%
0.05
60%
15% 10%
0.20
15%
35% 20%
0.35

Table 3.3: Typical percent differences for circular configuration plate.

Path Length
1
2
3
4
5
6

3.2.4

Data Analysis Technique
Cross Correlation PSD PCA PCA Ratio (×102 )
15%
25% 15%
0.15
25%
40% 20%
0.20
20%
40% 20%
0.30
30%
40% 20%
0.50
15%
35% 20%
0.35
25%
45% 20%
0.45

Removable Putty Damage

Having obtained a knowledge of the Lamb wave response data and typical percent differences in undamaged plates, several tests are run in which damage is simulated using
industrial putty attached to the plates. The putty adds local mass and a boundary condition change that will alter the propagation of Lamb waves. Experiments are performed
with a variety of shapes and sizes of putty placed in different locations on each test plate.
The results of the various tests are used to aid in the development of the damage detection
algorithms. Through the removable putty testing, it is found that percent difference increases of 10 - 20% above the normal undamaged values presented in the previous section
indicate paths of questionable condition, and increases above 20% are required to declare
a path as damaged. Additionally, PCA ratio increaces by 0.1×10−2 - 0.2×10−2 indicate
questionable paths and increases above 0.2×10−2 indicate damaged paths.
Figure 3.9 shows photographs of one of the removable putty tests in which a large piece
of putty is placed between PZT 2 and 3 on the first square configuration plate. This is one
of the many removable putty experiments conducted.
Data collected from the removable putty test is analyzed using the three damage de-
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(b) Close up view of putty

Figure 3.9: Photographs of removable putty damage between PZT 2 and 3 on first square
configuration plate.

tection algorithms. To give an example of the graphical output of the algorithms for the
putty damage cases, a plot of the time response data as well as the results of each algorithm when analyzing path length 1 are shown in Fig. 3.10. From the time history shown
in Fig. 3.10a, it is clear that the damaged path is severely attenuated and phase shifted.
Visual based detection works well in this case, however, damaged signals may not always
be distorted to this extent. Additionally, visual methods rely on human interaction to detect damage which is not practical for real world SHM systems, therefore, the damage
detection algorithms are used to process the data.
The results of each of the damage detection algorithms are presented in Fig. 3.10.
Fig. 3.10b and Fig. 3.10c show the results of the cross correlation algorithm. From the
figures, it is clear that path 2-3 has a large modified cross correlation value, and when the
path is removed, there is a significant drop in the values for the remaining paths. A percent difference of 91.8% is calculated for path 2-3, which is much higher than the threshold
value of 40%, thus easily identifying the path as damaged. The results of the PSD method
are shown in Fig. 3.10d in which the power of path 2-3 is very low as compared to the
remaining paths. A percent difference of -90.9% is found using the PSD method for path
2-3, again clearly identifying the path as damaged. Lastly, Fig. 3.10e shows the results of
the PCA algorithm in which the first eigenvector entry for path 2-3 is considerably lower
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Figure 3.10: Damage detection results for square configuration with putty between PZT 2
and 3 - path length 1.
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than the other paths because the first dominant mode does not describe the signal well. A
percent difference of 70.4% is calculated for path 2-3 which is above the threshold of 30%,
therefore, the path is declared damaged. Based on these results, the three algorithms are
found to confidently detect the large removable putty damage in the square configuration
plate.
Several additional tests are performed in which removable putty is placed on the test
plates. Various sizes of putty are used to determine the sensitivity of the algorithms. Damage detection using various shapes of putty including circular and oblong shapes is investigated. Additionally, removable putty tests are performed on the circular configuration
plate as well. As expected, the ability of the instantaneous baseline technique to detect
damage is found to be proportional to the size of the putty damage, with larger sizes being more easily identified. The results of the additional putty damage tests will not be
presented here.

3.2.5

Corrosion Damage

With the ability of the instantaneous baseline method to detect removable damage in the
form of putty on the test plates confirmed, permanent damage in the form of corrosion
is induced on two of the test plates to better represent real world damage. Several tests
are performed including various locations and sizes of damage. The corrosion damage is
induced in the plates by isolating an area with sealant, attaching a fluid reservoir to the isolated area, filling the reservoir with a saline solution, inserting an aluminum electrode into
the saline solution, and forcing current through the plate and aluminum electrode such
that the plate is corroded. Corrosion is a common cause of damage in mechanical, civil,
and aerospace structures that can result in structural failure if undetected. According to a
study performed by the Federal Highway Administration, the total direct cost of corrosion
in the United States is estimated at $276 billion annually (Koch et al., 2001). The ability to
detect corrosion damage using SHM systems presents a significant potential cost savings.
Variable Depth Circular Corrosion
The first type of corrosion damage investigated is a small corrosion site measuring 1.04
in (2.64 cm) in diameter placed in the middle of path 2-3 on the first square pattern plate.
The corrosion is induced in nine discrete steps to determine the sensitivity of each damage
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detection algorithm to the depth of corrosion. Photographs of the plate showing the corrosion and a close up image of the final corrosion depth are shown in Fig. 3.11. A summary
of the results of all three damage detection algorithms for each depth tested is given in
Table 3.4.
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(a) Overall view of plate

(b) Final corrosion - 0.033 in (0.838 mm) deep

Figure 3.11: Photographs of corrosion site between PZT 2 and 3 on first square configuration plate.
Table 3.4: Percent differences in path 2-3 for variable corrosion damage.

Depth (in)/(mm)
0.004 / 0.102
0.007 / 0.178
0.016 / 0.406
0.016 / 0.406
0.019 / 0.483
0.021 / 0.533
0.024 / 0.610
0.029 / 0.737
0.033 / 0.838

Data Analysis Technique
Cross Correlation
PSD
PCA
PCA Ratio (×102 )
N/A
36.12% -17.09%
0.079
N/A
39.30% -18.51%
0.063
N/A
52.46% -24.13%
0.069
N/A
62.21% -28.16%
0.066
N/A
68.07% -30.53%
0.090
N/A
71.66% -32.01%
0.086
N/A
56.04% -25.63%
0.110
54.22%
21.30% -10.18%
0.175
98.48%
-80.06% 58.47%
0.361

From the results, it can be seen that the cross correlation method does not give percent
differences for the first seven corrosion depths. This is because paths other than path 2-3
have the highest modified cross correlation value for these depths, therefore, the method
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does not indicate path 2-3 as damaged. As the corrosion depth increases, however, the
cross correlation algorithm does indicate damage in path 2-3 for the final two depth levels
with percent differences above the threshold.
The results show that for depth levels between 0.016 in (0.406 mm) and 0.033 in (0.838
mm), the PSD method is able to detect the corrosion damage in path 2-3 with percent
differences ranging from about 50 - -80%. An exception, however, occurs for the eighth
depth level where the percent difference drops to 21.30%. Further investigation of the time
history data for each depth level reveals that initially the amplitude of the signal increases
as the depth of corrosion increaces, which agrees with the positive percent differences
calculated. Although this result is unexpected, other research as found amplification in
signals due to corrosion (Thomas et al., 2004). At a depth level of 0.024 in (0.610 mm),
the signals begin to attenuate. The amplitude of the damaged signal closely matches the
amplitude of the undamgaed signals for a depth of 0.029 in (0.737 mm), therefore, the
PSD method is unable to identify the damaged path. Further increasing the depth of the
corrosion yields more attenuation in the signal and the PSD method identifies path 2-3 as
damaged for the last depth level. Detailed time histories showing this trend for signals
recorded at each corrosion depth for path length 1 are included in Appendix B.
The PCA results are similar to the results of the PSD method. Initially, the amplification
of the signals causes negative percent differences, however, the final depth shows a positive percent difference due to attenuation. The PCA algorithm is able to detect the damage
at the fifth, sixth, and ninth depths, however, not for the seventh and eighth depths where
the damaged signal begins to match the amplitude of the undamaged signals. The PCA ratio can detect the damage only at the final depth level. An example of the graphical output
of the damage detection algorithms for the corrosion damage cases is given in Fig. 3.12,
where the results for the final depth of circular corrosion in path 2-3 are shown.
The corrosion damage is also detected using the PCA ratio for path lengths 2 and 3
for the last two depth levels. For a depth of 0.029 in (0.737 mm), the PCA ratio for path
3-4 is 0.986×10−2 , thus indicating damage. The PCA ratio of paths 2-3, 2-6, and 3-4 are
0.361×10−2 , 0.594×10−2 , and 1.167×10−2 , respectively, for the final depth, each of which
indicates damage near the corrosion site.
Examining the results presented for variable depth corrosion damage in path 2-3, the
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Figure 3.12: Damage detection results for square configuration with corrosion site between
PZT 2 and 3 - final depth - path length 1.
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damage detection algorithms each perform differently at various depth levels. The PSD
method appears to be most sensitive to the corrosion, however, there is a depth level where
the PSD method cannot identify the damage. The cross correlation method, while unable
to identify the first several depth levels, is able to identify path 2-3 as damaged for the
eighth depth level when the PSD and PCA methods fail. These results show the importance of combining all three damage detection techniques in order to detect damage in real
structures. Each algorithm is sensitive to different features and they have complimentary
damage detection abilities.
Elliptical Corrosion
The instantaneous baseline method is able to detect small circular corrosion located directly in one of the PZT paths. The ability to detect non-circular corrosion damage is investigated next by inducing an elliptical corrosion site at the intersection of two of the
paths on the first square configuration plate. Figure 3.13 shows photographs of the elliptical corrosion site at the intersection of path 4-8 and path 5-7. The corrosion has a length of
3.83 in (9.73 cm) and width of 1.12 in (2.85 cm). Two discrete depths of 0.019 in (0.483 mm)
and 0.023 in (0.584 mm) are induced and tested.
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(a) Overall view of plate

(b) Close up view of elliptical corrosion

Figure 3.13: Photographs of elliptical corrosion site at intersection of path 4-8 and path 5-7
on first square configuration plate.
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For the first depth level of 0.019 in (0.483 mm), the cross correlation method is unable
to detect the corrosion. The percent differences calculated for paths 4-8 and 5-7 are around
25% which is the same as the typical values found in an undamaged plate. The PSD algorithm, however, is able to identify path 5-7 as damaged with a percent difference of 50.64%.
A percent difference of 32.77% is calculated for path 4-8, which is in the questionable range,
however, this is not high enough to delcare the path damaged. Lastly, the PCA algorithm
is able to detect damage in path 4-8 with a PCA ratio of 0.351×10−2 . Through a combination of all three damage detection methods, both paths 4-8 and 5-7 can be indicated as
damaged for the first depth of elliptical corrosion.
The second depth level of 0.023 in (0.584 mm) proves more difficult to detect using the
algorithms. Only the PSD method is able to declare path 4-8 as damaged with a percent
difference of 53.48%. Both the cross correlation and PCA methods are unable to declare any
of the paths near the elliptical corrosion site as damaged. Along with the results presented
in the previous section, these results suggest that there is a depth level at which corrosion
becomes difficult to detect. This primarily has to do with the fact that initially the signal
is amplified, then it begins to attenuate, and at some point the amplitude of the damaged
signal is very close to the amplitude of the undamaged signals and is difficult to detect.
Concentric Circle Corrosion
The damage detection techniques have been successful in detecting fairly uniform corrosion sites, however, natural corrosion is often more irregular than the damage studied in
the previous sections. In order to better simulate real world corrosion damage, a larger
concentric circle of corrosion is induced around the initial small corrosion site in path 2-3
on the first square configuration plate. Figure 3.14 shows photographs of the concentric
circle corrosion. The corrosion has a diameter of 1.84 in (4.67 cm) and a depth of 0.018 in
(0.46 mm). The original corrosion site is sealed off so no further corrosion takes place there.
Adding the concentric circle corrosion in the plate results in a slight decrease in the
percent differences calculated for path length 1 for all three damage detection algorithms.
Before the concentric circle was added to the plate, the cross correlation, PSD, and PCA
algorithms gave percent differences of 98.48%, -80.06%, and 58.47%, and the PCA ratio
was 0.361×10−2 for path 2-3. After adding the concentric corrosion the cross correlation,
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(a) Overall view of plate

(b) Close up view of concentric corrosion

Figure 3.14: Photographs of concentric corrosion site between PZT 2 and 3 on first square
configuration plate.
PSD, and PCA algorithms give percent differences of 96.80%, -71.62%, and 49.12% and the
PCA ratio is 0.359×10−2 . Although the values decreased slightly, all three methods are still
able to identify path 2-3 as damaged.
The results of the algorithms in processing data from path lengths 2 and 3 show that
with the addition of the concentric circle, additional paths are identified as damaged. For
path length 2, the PCA algorithm determines that path 2-6 is damaged with a PCA ratio
of 0.558×10−2 . For path length 3, path 3-4 is declared damaged by the cross correlation
algorithm with a percent difference of 71.46%, and by the PCA algorithm with a PCA
ratio of 2.60×10−2 . The additional paths identified as damaged with the concentric circle
corrosion are due to the fact that the diameter of the damage is increased compared to the
original corrosion, and reflections off the damage are more prominent due to the increase
in damaged area.
Off-Path Corrosion
The final type of corrosion damage induced on the first square pattern plate is a small
circular corrosion site located away from any of the direct signal paths on the plate. The
instantaneous baseline damage detection method has been shown to successfully locate
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circular and elliptical corrosion located directly between two PZTs, however, it is also necessary to evaluate the ability of the technique to detect off-path damage. The off-path
circular corrosion site measures 1.24 in (3.15 cm) in diameter, is 0.02 in (0.51 mm) deep,
and is located slightly off of path 6-9. Photographs of the off-path corrosion can be seen in
Fig. 3.15.
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(a) Overall view of plate

(b) Close up view of off-path corrosion

Figure 3.15: Photographs of off-path corrosion site near path 6-9 on first square configuration plate.
Upon examining the results of the damage detection algorithms for the off-path corrosion site, three paths are identified to indicate the presence of the damage. The data
recorded for the off-path corrosion damage is, however, affected by the fact that both the
concentric and elliptical corrosion sites are present in the plate when recording Lamb wave
data. The cross correlation algorithm, for example, shows path 2-3 having the highest percent difference of 87.88% because of the concentric damage. Path 6-9, however, does have
the second highest percent difference at 59.41% once path 2-3 is removed from the data set,
which is large enough to declare path 6-9 as damaged. Path lenghts 2 and 3 using the cross
correlation algorithm do not show damage near the off-path corrosion site most likely due
to the high amount of damage existing in the plate.
The PSD algorithm indicates damage in path length 3 for path 2-9 which passes by the
off-path damage site. A large percent difference of 104.67% is calculated for path 6-9. This
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signal contains much more energy than the remaining paths and this is possibly due to
signal reflections off the damage that add to the amplitude of the first A0 mode arrival.
Path lengths 1 and 2 using the PSD method do not show any damaged paths near the
off-path corrosion.
Lastly, the PCA algorithm also shows path 2-9 to be damaged with a percent difference
of -47.05%. The negative percent difference indicates that there is more energy in the signal,
which is in agreement with the PSD results. Again, path lengths 1 and 2 do not show any
damage near the corrosion site using the PCA method. The inability of several of the path
lengths in all three damage detection algorithms to show any damaged paths near the offpath corrosion is likely due to the fact that the damage lies out of a direct path and also
because of the existence of two other corrosion sites in the plate.
Circular Pattern Plate Corrosion
Although the majority of the corrosion testing is performed on the first square pattern
plate, a corrosion site is also induced in the circular pattern plate in order to compare
the effectiveness of both patterns to detect damage. A circular corrosion site in path 1-13
measuring 1.75 in (4.45 cm) in diameter and 0.02 in (0.51 mm) deep is induced in the plate.
Photographs of the damage site are shown in Fig. 3.16.
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(b) Close up view of circular corrosion

Figure 3.16: Photographs of circular corrosion site in path 1-13 on circular configuration
plate.
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Analyzing the results of all three damage detection methods for the six path lengths in
the circular configuration reveals that several paths are identified as damaged. The cross
correlation declares path 1-13 as damaged with a percent difference of 76.32%. Paths 1-13,
10-2, 12-4, 1-6, and 8-1 are identified as damaged using the PSD algorithm with percent
differences of -55.63%, -56.17%, -44.65%, 126.54%, and 62.21%, respectively. Lastly, the
PCA algorithm is able to show paths 1-13 and 1-6 as damaged with percent differences
of 38.22% and -58.10%, and paths 12-3, 12-4, and 10-3 as damaged with PCA ratios of
7.71×10−2 , 11.71×10−2 , and 20.22×10−2 . The large number of damaged paths identified
using the damage detection algorithms indicates that not only can the damage be identified, but possibly located as well.

3.2.6

Cut Damage

The ability of the instantaneous baseline method to detect corrosion damage has been
shown in the previous section, however, other forms of damage are present in real world
structures. Often times damage exists in the form of cracks in structural components. To
simulate a crack, a small cut is slowly made in the second square pattern plate. The cut is
placed between PZT 1 and 2, and seven discrete depth levels are tested, resulting in a final
cut through the thickness of the plate measuring 0.04 in (1.02 mm) wide and 0.8 in (2.03
cm) long. Figure 3.17 shows photographs of the cut damage in the plate.
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(a) Overall view of plate

(b) Close up view of final cut damage

Figure 3.17: Photographs of cut damage in path 1-2 on second square configuration plate.
The results of the damage detection algorithms reveal that the damage is undetectable
until the final cut when the plate is breached. The percent differences for the first six depths
are just slightly above the normal undamaged percentages. When the cut is made through
the plate, however, the cross correlation method yields a percent difference of 65.32% and
the PSD algorithm gives a percent difference of 50.77% for path 1-2, thus identifying the
path as damaged. The PCA algorithm indicates a percent difference of 29.78% which is
just under the threshold of 30% for declaring the path as damaged. These results suggest
that the effects of a small cut that does not breach the plate are not great enough to indicate damage using the damage detection algorithms, however, a cut through the plate is
detectable.

3.2.7

Summary of Experimental Testing

A variety of experimental tests are performed on three aluminum test plates in various
damaged states. Tests are performed on undamaged plates, and plates with removable
putty, corrosion, and cut damage. Overall, the results of the experimental testing confirms
the ability of the instantaneous baseline technique to detect damage without the use of
prerecorded baseline data. A graphical summary of the results of damage detection from
the real world damage tests is presented in Fig. 3.18. Each of the paths indicating damage
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Figure 3.18: Various damage tests identifying damaged paths for each damage detection
algorithm.
in the test plates are highlighted in the figure.
Results from the various corrosion testing performed suggest that a trend exists when
increasing the depth of corrosion in the plate. Initially, corrosion causes amplification of
Lamb wave signals, however, as the depth increases, the signals begin to attenuate. At
some critical depth, the amplitude of damaged signals matches the amplitude of undamaged signals and the damage detection algorithms are unable to identify the damage. Further increases to the depth of corrosion, however, result in more attenuation to the Lamb
wave signals and damage can again be detected. This effect has caused certain depths of
corrosion to be difficult to detect in the experimental testing.
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Analyzing results from the cut damage testing reveals the fact that small cracks that are
not through the thickness of the plate are difficult to detect. Given an excitation frequency
of 60 kHz which has a corresponding phase velocity of around 2300 m/s, the Lamb waves
used to detect damage in the square configuration plate have a wavelength around 3.83 cm.
This wavelength is likely too large to detect the small crack before it breaches the plate,
therefore, a higher excitation frequency will provide better results for detecting smaller
damage. This is consistent with a general rule of thumb in wave-based detection where
waves can only detect damage greater than half the wavelength in size. Additionally,
certain Lamb wave modes are sensitive to different types of damage and the S0 mode may
be better suited for crack detection (Rose et al., 1993).
Comparing the results from the first square configuration plate to the circular configuration plate, the effects of transducer pattern on damage detection can be analyzed. Each
corrosion damage site induced in the square pattern plate is detected using the three damage detection algorithms, however, a comparison of the damage paths identified from the
square and circular configurations reveals that the circular pattern is more capable of determining the exact location of damage. The circular pattern yields much better total part
coverage, therefore, more paths are identified as damaged, as shown in Fig. 3.18. The intersection of all damaged paths can be used to pinpoint the location of damage. The drawback to the circular configuration is that more PZT transducers must be used and much
more data must be collected and processed to perform damage detection. A good compromise between transducer density and part coverage should be made when implementing
guided wave-based SHM systems.
The corrosion and cut damage investigated in this chapter reveals that a combination of
all three damage detection methods is critical for the success of the instantaneous baseline
damage detection technique. Each algorithm is sensitive to different features of Lamb
wave propagation measurements. No single technique is able to identify all of the damage
induced in the test plates, however, a combination of the algorithms yields detection of
damage in each case studied. All three damage detection algorithms should be used to
process Lamb wave data for damage detection.
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3.3

Chapter Summary

Chapter 3 presents the results of various analytical and experimental testing performed using the instantaneous baseline damage detection method. Several analytical tests are conducted in which known signals are used as the input to each damage detection algorithm
to help develop the algorithms and to evaluate their performance. Simulated undamaged,
phase shifted, amplitude shifted, and frequency shifted signals are analyzed, and the algorithms perform as expected in each case. Next, a variety of experimental tests are performed to evaluate the ability of the instantaneous baseline technique to detect damage on
real structures. Three aluminum plates are instrumented with PZT transducers and Lamb
wave data is recorded and processed. Undamaged plates are measured to determine the
typical percent differences for healthy structures. Reversible damage in the form of putty
is applied to the plates and several tests are performed to aid in the development of the
algorithms. With functional damage detection algorithms developed, corrosion damage
and a cut are induced into the plates. Through a combination of all three damage detection algorithms, each damage case is detected without the use of prerecorded baseline
data.
Several conclusions can be made with respect to the results of the experimental testing
performed. Overall, the instantaneous baseline method is able to detect corrosion damage,
however, there exists a depth of corrosion that is difficult to detect because the amplitude of
damaged signals matches the amplitude of undamaged signals. When comparing the PZT
transducer configurations, a pattern yielding a denser total part coverage has better ability
to both detect and locate damage. Analyzing damage in the form of a small cut proves
that cuts are difficult to detect before the damage breaches the plate. A higher excitation
frequency resulting in a shorter wavelength may help increase the ability to detect small
cut damage. Lastly, a combination of all three damage detection methods is paramount in
the ability of the instantaneous baseline technique to detect damage.
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harvesting is an important aspect of the development of practical structural

health monitoring systems. Many SHM systems are designed to be incorporated into

large structures where accessing power can be difficult. A major concern is that running
electrical wires along a structure to power SHM sensors and data acquisition systems is
expensive and can be difficult to implement. Batteries offer an alternative to wired power
sources, however, the periodic replacement of batteries is costly and can be difficult or
even impossible if sensors are embedded into a structure. Energy harvesting systems offer
a solution to the complications and costs of wired power sources and batteries. In an
environment with sufficient ambient energy, an energy harvesting system can fulfill the
energy requirements of structural health monitoring hardware, thus creating completely
self-powered systems.
Several energy harvesting systems in various fields of engineering have been developed in the literature including vibration, solar, and thermal-based systems. More specifically, a number of studies have investigated energy harvesting for wireless, self-powered
sensors, some of which are discussed in Subsection 1.1.6 of the literature review presented
in Chapter 1. The goal of the energy harvesting system developed in this thesis is to provide all necessary power for an entire Lamb wave-based structural health monitoring system, thus allowing for completely autonomous operation.
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4.1

Energy Requirements for Instantaneous Baseline Structural
Health Monitoring

The first step in the development of an energy harvesting system is to determine the
amount of energy required by the device to be powered. In some cases, general energy
harvesting systems may be developed to supplement the energy consumption of a device,
however, in this case the goal is to completely power a structural health monitoring system
using harvested energy. The following sections will detail the energy use of the instantaneous baseline SHM method performed using two different hardware configurations.

4.1.1

SMART Suitcase Energy Consumption

An Acellent Technologies, Inc. SMART Suitcase system has been used by the instantaneous baseline structural health monitoring technique developed and tested in Chapter 2
and Chapter 3 to perform Lamb wave excitation, data acquisition, and damage detection
processing. The SMART Suitcase is essentially a desktop computer with built in data acquisition hardware running a Microsoft Windows operating system. In addition to the
SMART Suitcase, a Krohn-Hite Corporation power amplifier is used to amplify the excitation signals sent to the PZT actuators. The total power required to perform instantaneous
baseline SHM can be expressed as the sum of the power required by the SMART Suitcase
and the amplifier.
Acellent has estimated the power consumption of several hardware components necessary for guided wave-based structural health monitoring (Ha and Chang, 2005). The
components include a wave form generator with a D/A converter, an A/D converter for
signal measurements, a central processing unit (CPU), memory, and signal conditioning
hardware. The power consumption of the wave form generator is estimated at 100 mW,
the A/D converter is estimated to consume 100 mW of power, and the CPU, memory, and
signal conditioning are estimated to consume 200 mW, giving a total of 400 mW for all
components. This initial estimate describes the power required by the core components
necessary to perform SHM. Typical desktop computers, however, require anywhere from
100 - 300 W of power, therefore, the SMART Suitcase system will require a power several orders of magnitude greater than the estimated 400 mW. The power amplifier has a
rated input power of 200 W at 120 VAC. The total power required to run both the SMART
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Suitcase and the power amplifier is estimated at around 400 W.

4.1.2

ScanGenie Energy Consumption

The SMART Suitcase and power amplifier experimental setup used in this thesis is ideal
for conducting structural health monitoring tests in a laboratory environment. Structural
health monitoring systems permanently installed on real world structures, however, require the signal excitation, data acquisition, and data processing hardware to be more
compact and require less energy than the SMART Suitcase and amplifier setup. In response to this need, Acellent has developed a new structural health monitoring system
called the ScanGenie (Zhang et al., 2007, 2008). The ScanGenie, shown in Fig. 4.1, is a compact, fully functional SHM data acquisition system weighing about 8 lbs (3.63 kg) with
dimensions of 11.5 in (29.2 cm) × 8 in (20.3 cm) × 3.5 in (8.9 cm). It contains a central
microcontroller unit, memory, a D/A wave form generator, A/D measurement capability,
a built in amplifier for exciting PZT actuators, and a universal serial bus (USB) connector
for communications with a computer. A programmable excitation waveform can be uploaded to the ScanGenie memory module through the USB interface, and the ScanGenie
can perform autonomous SHM and store acquired data in memory. The stored data can
be retrieved through USB connection to a computer. A unique feature of the ScanGenie is
that it also includes built in impedance-based piezoelectric sensor diagnostics capability
similar to the technique described previously in Subsection 2.4.1.
According to Acellent, the ScanGenie requires less than 10 W of power in normal working mode (Zhang et al., 2008). This power requirement is much more feasible for applications where harvested power will be the only source of energy for the system as compared
to the SMART Suitcase and amplifier setup. The ScanGenie was designed to be portable
and capable of operating in remote conditions which make it more ideal for use in practical
structural health monitoring systems.

4.2

Solar Energy Harvesting System to Power ScanGenie

The ScanGenie system requires significantly less power to perform SHM than the SMART
Suitcase and power amplifier setup used previously, therefore, the energy harvesting sys-
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Figure 4.1: Acellent Technologies, Inc. ScanGenie system.
tem developed in this thesis will focus on supplying power to the ScanGenie. Several types
of energy harvesting systems can be considered to create a power supply for the ScanGenie. As outlined in Chapter 1, common energy harvesting devices include piezoelectric
vibration-based devices, thermoelectric heat-based devices, and photovoltaic solar-based
devices. Typical power output of piezoelectric energy harvesting devices is on the order
of microwatts to milliwatts, depending on the available vibration source. Higher power
outputs can be achieved, however, this usually involves using a significant amount of
piezoelectric material. Thermoelectric generators are capable of supplying powers on the
order of fractions of watts to tens of watts given temperature differentials from 20 - 200
C. Photovoltaic solar panels can output power on the order of watts to hundreds of watts
depending on the size of the solar panel.
Structural health monitoring systems are often installed on large structures subject to
vibrations and solar radiation such as bridges, buildings, and aircraft. Obtaining a thermal gradient high enough to achieve significant power output from a TEG may be difficult
in most SHM applications. Although many structures suitable for SHM systems are subjected to vibrations, the amount of power output of typical vibration-based energy harvesting systems is not adequate to supply the energy required by the ScanGenie. Solar
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energy harvesting, on the other hand, presents a viable solution as solar energy is widely
available on structures in need of SHM systems, and the power output of many solar panels is sufficient for powering the ScanGenie. The development of a solar energy harvesting
system is, therefore, proposed to power the ScanGenie.

4.2.1

Solar Panel Theory and Selection

Photovoltaic solar panels have been commercially available for decades. Their use has
applications in many areas including providing power for satellites, aircraft, automobiles,
homes, and office buildings. Several manufacturers offer a variety of solar panel configurations in various sizes. A solar panel converts solar energy to electrical energy through the
photovoltaic effect which describes the interaction of light energy with certain materials to
produce electrical energy. The active element in a solar panel is a semiconductor material,
typically silicon. When photons in sunlight contact a solar panel, some pass through the
panel, some are reflected off the surface of the panel, and some are absorbed by the semiconductor. The photons absorbed by the semiconductor allow the creation of electrical
energy. When a photon is absorbed by a semiconductor, it can essentially free an electron
from its atom, allowing the electron to flow through the material to generate electricity. A
detailed description of the photovoltaic effect and solar panels is given by Mazer (1997).
Conventional solar panels contain crystalline silicon as the active element, encapsulated into individual cells that are housed in a metal frame and protected with a glass
cover. These traditional solar panels are rigid and heavy, and their weight may present
a design concern when implementing panels to power SHM systems. Recently, thin film
solar cell technology has been developed in which amorphous silicon can be painted or
rolled onto a thin substrate material to achieve light weight, flexible solar panels. The solar panel selected to power the ScanGenie is a P3 15 Watt flexible solar panel manufactured
by Global Solar Energy, Inc. This solar panel is selected because it presents a light weight,
portable solution that compliments the portability of the ScanGenie. The P3 solar panel,
shown in Fig. 4.2, measures 28.5 in (711 mm) long, 21.5 in (533 mm) wide, and 0.1 in (2.54
mm) thick and weighs 1.4 lb (0.64 kg). For portable applications, the P3 solar panel can be
folded during transportation and measures 10.5 in (267 mm) long, 8.5 in (216 mm) wide,
and 0.75 in (19 mm) thick. The solar panel has an open circuit voltage of 36 V, a short
circuit current of 1 A, a nominal voltage of 18.8 V, and a nominal current of 0.78 A, giving
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a nominal power of 14.7 W.

Figure 4.2: Global Solar Energy, Inc. P3 15 Watt solar panel.

4.2.2

Energy Harvesting Circuitry and Storage Device

Typically, the electrical energy delivered by energy harvesting devices is not suitable for
direct use at the intended load. For example, a solar panel may produce an output voltage
varying between 15 - 20 V and the load may require a constant 12 V input. Additionally,
the output of an energy harvesting device may not be needed immediately by the load,
therefore, the energy may first need to be stored before it is used. In these cases, energy
harvesting circuitry must be used to condition and store the harvested power.
Energy harvesting circuitry usually contains components to condition the output of
the energy harvesting device, a storage component, and components to condition the output of the storage device to the load. Harvesting circuits can range from simple layouts
containing a few components to extremely complicated designs with hundreds of components. An example of a simple energy harvesting circuit is presented in Fig. 4.3, where a
DC voltage regulator is used to condition the output of a solar panel in order to charge
a 7.2 V battery, and a DC/DC step-up converter and a DC/DC step-down converter are
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used to provide 12 V and 5 V outputs from the battery.
Energy Harvesting Circuitry
Solar Panel
≈ 10 V

DC
Regulator

DC/DC
Step-Up
Converter

12 V

DC/DC
Step-Down
Converter

5V

7.2 V

7.2 Volt Battery
7.2 V
7.2 V

Figure 4.3: Simple energy harvesting circuit example.
The energy harvesting circuit developed in this thesis must be capable of supplying appropriate power to the ScanGenie. The power requirements of the ScanGenie, as specified
by Acellent, are listed in Table 4.1. The current and power values listed for each voltage
level are maximum instantaneous ratings. A total maximum power of 28.8 W is required.
Table 4.1: ScanGenie power requirements.
Voltage
+12 V
-12 V
+5 V
-5 V

Current (max)
1A
0.4 A
2A
0.4 A

Power
12 W
4.8 W
10 W
2W

In order to satisfy the ScanGenie power requirements, the energy harvesting circuitry
must be capable of supplying +12 V, -12 V, +5 V, and -5 V supplies at the current ratings
listed in Table 4.1. The instantaneous energy harvested by the solar panel, even when
properly conditioned, may not meet the requirements of the ScanGenie, therefore, a storage medium must be used. The energy harvesting circuitry needs to be designed to condition the energy output of the solar panel in order to charge the storage medium and
condition the output of the storage medium to provide the four voltage sources required
by the ScanGenie. A simple energy harvesting circuit, similar to that shown in Fig. 4.3,
can be designed to suit the needs of the ScanGenie, however, more advanced features such
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as intelligent charging of the storage medium to prevent overcharging and the ability to
switch the power output on and off and enter a hibernation state as needed are desirable
for practical SHM energy harvesting systems. In order to meet these advanced features, a
commercially available charge controller and rechargeable battery from OceanServer Technology, Inc. are used to form the energy harvesting circuit. A BBDC-02R Intelligent Battery and Power System (IBPS) charge controller, shown in Fig. 4.4, is selected to manage
the charging and discharging of the storage medium. The BBDC-02R controller contains
circuitry to properly charge and discharge lithium-ion batteries.

Figure 4.4: OceanServer Technologies, Inc. BBDC-02R charge controller.
A BA95HC-FL rechargeable lithium-ion battery rated at 14.4 V, 95 Watt-hours, and 6600
mAh is chosen as the storage medium. With the ScanGenie operating at its maximum
power draw of 28.8 W, the battery, shown in Fig. 4.5, is capable of powering the ScanGenie
for about 3.2 hours. A smaller battery could have been selected from another company,
however, the BA95HC-FL is the smallest battery offered by OceanServer and it has been
proven to be compatible with the charge controller. A rechargeable battery is best suited
to power the ScanGenie as opposed to capacitor or supercapacitor systems. Capacitors
are designed to supply a high amount of current over a short period of time, and the
voltage output of capacitors drops as they discharge. While in some low-power energy
harvesting systems, capacitors may be ideal, the ScanGenie requires a constant voltage
supply over potentially several minutes of operation, therefore, a battery is used to power
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the ScanGenie.

Figure 4.5: OceanServer Technologies, Inc. BA95HC-FL lithium-ion rechargeable battery.
The BBDC-02R charge controller has several features that are useful in providing a
solar powered solution for the ScanGenie. The controller is capable of using any DC input
from 18-24 V to recharge the battery, therefore, it is compatible with solar panels operating
in this range. The controller allows simultaneous charging of a battery and power output
to a load. Solar panel input energy is first used to support the load and any remaining
energy is used to charge the battery. If the input energy is insufficient to support the load,
the battery will supply any additional energy needed. The BBDC-02R includes multiple
battery connections, regulated Advanced Technology Extended (ATX) power output, RS232 communications capability, and a control and status connector port. There are two
battery connections allowing either one or two rechargeable batteries to be connected to
the controller. The ATX power output provides regulated power of +12 V at 7 A, 5 V at
10 A, and 3.3 V at 10 A. The RS-232 communication port is used to communicate with
OceanServer battery monitoring software installed on a computer. Lastly, the control and
status port contains connections for two status light emitting diodes (LEDs) as well as an
on/off switch to control the system power output.
The ATX power supply provides +12 V and +5 V outputs, however, the ScanGenie also
requires -12 V and -5 V supplies. In order to provide these additional voltage supplies, two
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Texas Instruments adjustable output inverting DC/DC converters are used. A PTN78000A
converter is used to convert the +12 V ATX output to -12 V. The PTN78000A has a current
output limit of 0.75 A at -12 V which is much more than the rated 0.4 A max current draw
of the ScanGenie. A PTN04050A converter is used to convert the +5 V ATX output to -5 V,
and the converter has a current output limit of 1.0 A which is also much greater than the
rated 0.4 A current draw of the ScanGenie. Resistors are used to set the adjustable voltage
output of each converter and smoothing capacitors are used across the input and output
terminals.

4.2.3

System Assembly, Features, and Operation

The components described in the previous section are assembled in a plastic enclosure to
form a complete energy harvesting system. The rechargeable battery is first placed in the
enclosure and secured by attaching Velcro R to the underside of the battery and the bottom
of the enclsure. Figure 4.6 shows a photograph of the battery installed in the enclosure.

Figure 4.6: Lithium-ion rechargeable battery installed in enclosure.
The BBDC-02R charge controller is attached to a polycarbonate plate using four metal
standoffs, and the polycarbonate plate is attached to four mounting studs included in the
enclosure. The two DC/DC converters are soldered to a prototype board and the board
is also attached to the polycarbonate plate using four metal standoffs. The components
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are elevated off the polycarbonate in order to better dissipate heat. A photograph of the
charge controller and DC/DC converters mounted in the enclosure can be seen in Fig. 4.7,
where the various connections on the charge controller are labeled as well as each DC/DC
converter.
Control and
Status Port

RS-232 Port

DC Power
Input

PTN04050A
DC/DC
Converter

ATX Power
Output
Connector

Battery
Connection

PTN78000A
DC/DC
Converter

Figure 4.7: Charge controller and DC/DC converters installed in enclosure.
Several components are mounted on the front and rear panels of the enclosure including an on/off switch, two charge status LEDs, a DC power input jack, a DC power output
connector, and an RS-232 port connector. Fig. 4.8a shows a photograph of the front panel
including the on/off switch, LEDs, and power connectors, and Fig. 4.8b shows a photograph of the rear panel with the RS-232 port.
The on/off switch and two status LEDs are connected to the control and status connector port of the BBDC-02R controller. The DC power input jack is connected to the BBDC02R power input terminal, and the DC power output jack, which contains +12 V, -12 V, +5
V, -5 V, and ground wires, is connected to the ATX output and DC/DC converter outputs.
The RS-232 jack on the rear panel is connected to the BBDC-02R communications port and
is used to communicate with a computer system. With the energy harvesting system fully
assembled, it weighs about 2.8 lbs (1.27 kg) and has dimensions of 8 in (20.3 cm) × 6 in
(15.2 cm) × 3.25 in (8.3 cm).
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(a) Front panel

(b) Rear panel

Figure 4.8: Energy harvesting system switches, LEDs, and connectors.
In order to charge the battery, a input voltage from 18 - 24 V simply needs to be connected to the DC power input jack. The on/off switch, which controls the DC power
output of the system and the RS-232 port, can be on or off and the system will charge. This
means that the system will never stop charging the battery even if the DC output is disabled. During charging, the green charge status LED will illuminate to indicate the charge
state of the battery. The LED will blink once every few seconds and the length of the pulse
will indicate the percent of charge on the battery, with longer pulses representing higher
charge percentages. To activate the DC power output, the on/off switch must be turned
on. During discharging, the red discharge status LED will illuminate and blink in a similar
fashion as the charging LED. In order to power the ScanGenie, the 120 V power supply
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inside the ScanGenie must be disconnected and a cable must be connected between the
DC power output of the energy harvesting system and the power connector on the ScanGenie main board. As long as the battery is at least partially charged or the solar panel
is connected and providing adequate power, turning the on/off switch to the on position
will power the ScanGenie.

4.3

Experimental Testing and Results

Several experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of the solar energy harvesting system. Tests are performed to determine the ability of the P3 solar panel to charge
the lithium-ion battery in both sunny and cloudy conditions. Additionally, a test is performed to determine the ability of the energy harvesting system to power the ScanGenie
for an extended period of time.

4.3.1

Experimental Setup for Solar Harvesting Tests

In order to assess the ability of the P3 solar panel to charge the rechargeable battery, experiments are performed by placing the solar panel outdoors and monitoring the output
of the solar panel as well as the condition of the battery. Figure 4.9 shows the P3 15 Watt
flexible solar panel used to charge the energy harvesting system and a Pace Scientific SRS100 solar irradiance sensor mounted on a wooden platform and elevated to the level of the
solar panel placed outdoors for testing. A Pace Scientific XR5-SE-M-50mv 11-channel data
logger is placed beneath the solar panel and used to record the voltage output of the solar
panel and measurements from the solar irradiance sensor. The solar panel is connected
to the energy harvesting system, which is placed indoors, through a 30 ft (9.14 m) coaxial
cable. The setup is placed in an open area free from the shade of trees for most of the day.
Figure 4.10 shows the energy harvesting system and a laptop computer placed indoors. The laptop computer is running OceanServer’s FullBats battery monitoring software which communicates to the charge controller through the RS-232 connection. FullBats is capable of displaying real-time data regarding the battery voltage, input/output
current, capacity, and temperature. The software also includes a data logging feature
which is used to record the battery current, voltage, and capacity throughout the experi-
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Figure 4.9: Experimental setup including P3 solar panel and solar irradiance sensor.

ments. Both the FullBats software and the Pace Scientific data logger are set to record data
at a sampling frequency of 1 Hz.

4.3.2

Results of Solar Harvesting Tests

Two tests were performed in which the solar panel was left outdoors for several hours and
used to charge the rechargeable battery. The battery was completely empty prior to the
start of each experiment.
Solar Charging Experiment #1
The first experiment was performed on May 16, 2008. The weather was mostly cloudy all
day with intermittent direct sunlight hitting the solar panel. The test was performed from
approximately 10:30 AM to 8:00 PM. Figure 4.11 shows the results of the P3 solar panel
performance throughout the test. The figure shows the solar panel voltage and current
output, as well as the solar irradiance, plotted versus time. Solar irradiance is a measure
of the intensity of sunlight and has units of watts per meter squared. The power output of
a solar panel should be proportional to the solar irradiance, and the rated performance of
most solar panels is measured at 1000 W/m2 . From Fig. 4.11, it can be seen that over the
course of the day, the voltage output of the solar panel remains around 15 - 17 V until the
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Figure 4.10: Experimental setup including energy harvesting system and laptop computer.

sun sets around 8:00 PM, where the voltage drops significantly. Both the solar irradiance
and current fluctuate significantly throughout the test from 400 - 1300 W/m2 and 0.2 - 1
A, respectively. The current output is a function of the solar irradiance as expected. After
about 6:00 PM, the sun is blocked by surrounding trees causing the solar irradiance to
drop to just above 0 W/m2 and the current to become negative indicating that the charge
controller is drawing more current to operate than the solar panel is supplying.
The variation in all three signals presented in Fig. 4.11 seems like noise in the measurements, however, the fluctuations are simply due to variations in clouds as they pass over
the sun. Figure 4.12 shows only two minutes of the data set to better illustrate the fluctuations in the signal. As a single cloud passes over the sun, the solar irradiance can vary as
much as 800 W/m2 in a few seconds. This rapid change in solar intensity interacting with
the solar panel causes the current and voltage to fluctuate as well.
On average, the P3 solar panel outputs about 16 V at 0.6 A from around 11:00 AM
to 3:00 PM giving roughly 9.6 W of continuous power during a mostly cloudy day. In
order to see the ability of the solar panel to charge the energy harvesting system, Fig. 4.13
presents the results of the energy harvesting system charging throughout the test where
battery voltage, input current, and capacity are shown on the graph. From the figure, it
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Figure 4.11: P3 solar panel performance - May 16, 2008.
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Figure 4.12: P3 solar panel performance - May 16, 2008.
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can be seen that the battery voltage increases from about 13.5 V to 15.3 V during the test.
More importantly, the capacity of the battery increases from 0 Ah to about 2.5 Ah. The
battery has a maximum capacity of 6.6 Ah, therefore, the solar panel was able to charge
the battery to about 38% of full capacity. Considering that the weather was mostly cloudy
for the duration of the test, these results are very promising.
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Figure 4.13: Energy harvesting system performance - May 16, 2008.

Solar Charging Experiment #2
The second experiment was conducted the next day and ran for a 24 hour period from
around 9:00 AM on May 17, 2008 to 9:00 AM on May 18, 2008. The weather was sunny
all day with very little cloud cover. Figure 4.14 shows the results of the solar panel performance throughout the experiment including solar panel voltage, current, and solar irradiance. From the figure, it can be seen that initially the solar irradiance and current
rise steadily until around 1:00 PM where they reach a maximum for the day at about 1050
W/m2 and 0.8 A, respectively. After 1:00 PM, the solar irradiance and current drop steadily
until around 6:00 PM when the trees surrounding the solar panel block the sun before it
sets. As the sun is rising and setting, there are fluctuations in the measurements. These
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variations are due to the sun passing through the surrounding trees which intermittently
allow sunlight to reach the panel. From about 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM there are also noticeable
variations in the measurements corresponding to cloud cover during that time. At around
8:00 PM the sun sets and the voltage of the solar panel and the solar irradiance drop to
0 V and 0 W/m2 , respectively. It should be noted that as soon as the sun rises at around
6:00 AM, the voltage of the solar panel rises rapidly to around 16 V and remains at this
level until the sun sets at around 8:00 PM. The current, however, rises much more slowly
throughout the day and peaks when the solar irradiance is at a maximum. As expected,
the solar panel does not produce any energy throughout the night after the sun has set.
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Figure 4.14: P3 solar panel performance - May 17, 2008.
From Fig. 4.14, it can be seen that the solar panel outputs an average of about 16 V at 0.6
A throughout the day from 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM, giving an average continuous power of 9.6
W. Compared to the results shown in the previous section during a cloudy day, the amount
of average continuous power is the same. This result is somewhat unexpected, however,
investigating Fig. 4.14 reveals that the solar panel output appears to saturate during sunny
conditions where the presence of clouds allows the output to reach higher intermittent
spikes of energy output as compared to sunny conditions. During a sunny day, the solar
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panel is, however, able to produce 9.6 W of average power for twice as long as compared
to the cloudy day, thus supplying twice the total amount of energy throughout the test. In
order to investigate the ability of the solar panel to charge the energy harvesting system on
a sunny day, the battery voltage, current, and capacity are shown plotted in Fig. 4.15. From
the figure, it can be seen that the battery voltage increases from 13.5 V to 16 V throughout
the day, and the capacity increases from 0 Ah to 5 Ah, corresponding to about 75% of full
capacity. This result is consistent with the fact that the solar panel output about twice the
total amount of energy during the sunny day as compared to the cloudy day. The results
of charging the energy harvesting system on a sunny day using the P3 solar panel are
impressive.
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Figure 4.15: Energy harvesting system performance - May 17, 2008.

4.3.3

Experimental Setup for ScanGenie Test

The final experiment conducted involves investigating the ability of the solar energy harvesting system to supply regulated power to the ScanGenie for an extended period of
time. The test involves connecting the power cable from the fully charged energy harvesting system to the ScanGenie, connecting the energy harvesting system to a laptop running
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FullBats, powering on the ScanGenie’s high voltage board, and logging the battery status
overnight with the FullBats software. The ScanGenie’s high voltage board is used to amplify excitation signals to PZT actuators to up to 100 V and must be activated in order to
send output signals. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.16.

Figure 4.16: Experimental setup including ScanGenie, energy harvesting system, and laptop computer.

4.3.4

Results of ScanGenie Test

The battery voltage, current, and capacity are recorded throughout the test from around
10:30 PM to 9:00 AM, and the results are shown in Figure 4.17. From the figure, it can
be seen that the battery voltage and capacity steadily decrease throughout the night. The
capacity reaches 0 Ah at around 8:00 AM. The current draw (recorded as negative values
indicating that power is exiting the battery) steadily increases through the test as the voltage decreases in order to supply a constant power of around 9.5 W to the ScanGenie. This
result is consistent with Acellent’s claim that the ScanGenie will require less than 10 W
of power in normal working mode. At the beginning of the test, the high voltage board
is switched off and this is why the current draw is initially at -0.37 A. When the board is
turned on, however, the current draw jumps to about -0.6 A. The test results show that
with the high voltage board enabled, the fully charged energy harvesting system is capa102

ble of powering the ScanGenie for about 10 hours. This result is expected as the battery is
rated at 95 Watt-hours and lasted about 10 hours while draining at 9.5 W. With the high
voltage board turned off, the ScanGenie will require around 6.5 W and should last about
14 hours.
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Figure 4.17: Energy harvesting system performance when connected to ScanGenie.
It should be noted that no PZT actuators were connected to the ScanGenie during the
test and additional power would be required to actually perform structural health monitoring tests as the actuators would draw a small amount of additional current. The maximum current draw of the PZT actuators used for the instantaneous baseline technique,
which are capacitive in nature, can be estimated as
I = 2πf CV

(4.1)

where I is the current draw, f is the excitation frequency, C is the capacitance of the PZT
device, and V is the applied voltage. The quantity 2πf C is known as the capacitive susceptance and is equal to the imaginary part of the admittance. From the sensor diagnostic
curves presented in Fig. 3.5 in Chapter 3, the imaginary part of the admittance at an excitation frequency of 60 kHz is approximately 5.225 × 10-4 . Using Eq. (4.1), the maximum
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current draw can be calculated as approximately 7.88 mA for a 15 V, 60 kHz excitation
signal. The current draw of the PZT actuators is two orders of magnitude less than the
current draw of the ScanGenie system, therefore, during actual structural health monitoring tests, the total power consumption will not be significantly different than the power
draw measured during the overnight test of the system without PZT actuators.

4.3.5

Conclusions

The experimental results presented in this section have shown the ability of the P3 solar
panel to charge the lithium-ion battery included in the energy harvesting system up to
34% of full capacity on a mostly cloudy day and up to 75% of full capacity on a sunny day.
These results are promising considering that the energy harvesting system can support
the ScanGenie with the high voltage board activated for up to 10 hours on a single full
charge. This means that during a single cloudy day, the energy harvesting system can
supply enough energy to power the ScanGenie for over 3 hours, and on a sunny day for
over 7 hours.
From the second solar harvesting experiment, however, it should be noted that solar
panel does not provide any energy at night after the sun has set and the BBDC-02R charge
controller requires a small amount of energy to operate. At times when the ScanGenie
does not require power, the charge controller should be disabled to save power. Again,
the controller does not have to be powered on in order for the solar panel to charge the
battery. In an actual SHM application, an external timer chip could be used to replace the
on/off switch and turn both the power harvesting system and the ScanGenie on and off at
predetermined intervals for testing, thus saving power.
The combination of the energy harvesting system developed in this chapter along with
the ScanGenie presents a self-powered solution to guided wave-based structural health
monitoring. The energy harvesting system has been shown to supply adequate power to
the ScanGenie and is able to recharge an empty battery in a matter of a few days using
solar power. The ScanGenie provides signal generation and Lamb wave excitation for PZT
transducers, data acquisition, and data storage in memory. The ScanGenie does not, however, currently support damage detection processing or wireless transmission of data. Onboard damage detection processing could easily be installed into the ScanGenie without
adding much additional power demand. A processor could be included in the ScanGe104

nie that is capable of processing the stored Lamb wave data to perform damage detection.
Wireless transmission capabilities could also be easily integrated into the ScanGenie. A
simple signal declaring ‘damaged’ or ‘undamaged’ could be sent to a base station in order
to save power as opposed to transmitting all of the raw or processed data. Adding damage
detection and wireless transmission functionality to the ScanGenie and combining it with
the solar energy harvesting system would form a completely autonomous SHM system
that could be installed on a structure, monitor the structure, transmit data regarding the
health of the structure to a base station, and operate completely off of harvested energy.

4.4

Chapter Summary

Chapter 4 investigates the development of an energy harvesting system for structural
health monitoring applications. The power requirements of the Acellent SMART Suitcase
and Krohn-Hite amplifier setup used to perform instantaneous baseline SHM in Chapter 3
are estimated and compared to the power requirement of the new Acellent ScanGenie system. The ScanGenie is not only found to require significantly less power than the SMART
Suitcase and power amplifier setup, but also offers a compact solution to excitation and
recording of Lamb wave signals. An energy harvesting system is developed to provide
power to the ScanGenie. Several types of energy harvesting are considered and a solar
harvesting system is selected. Additionally, different solar panels and energy harvesting
circuitry are evaluated, and a P3 15 Watt flexible solar panel, BBDC-02R charge controller,
and a 95 Watt-hour lithium ion-rechargeable battery are selected for the energy harvesting
system.
The solar energy harvesting system is tested in both cloudy and sunny conditions.
It is found that the P3 solar panel is able to charge the battery from about 25 - 75% of
full capacity in any given day, corresponding to 2.5 - 7.5 hours/day of operation of the
ScanGenie. In a typical structural health monitoring system, the duty cycle for a data
acquisition system may be between 1-30 minutes of operation per day. This duty cycle
could be satisfied with a solar panel providing 5 - 10 times less power than the P3 15 Watt
panel, therefore, a solar panel significantly smaller than the P3 panel could be used to
provide power to the system. The only consideration is that the solar panel used to charge
the battery must provide between 18 - 24 V to the charge controller. Some smaller solar
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panels may not provide adequate voltage levels, however, several smaller panels can be
wired in series, or a DC/DC step-up converter could be used on a single solar panel to
increase the voltage output. Overall, the P3 15 Watt solar panel has been shown to be more
than adaquate to supply power for the ScanGenie operating at typical duty cycles found in
the structural health monitoring field and a smaller solar panel could be used in the energy
harvesting system.
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C HAPTER

5

C ONCLUSIONS

T

HIS

thesis discusses several components related to structural health monitoring and

energy harvesting. Specifically, the use of baseline data for damage detection in

structural health monitoring and the power supplies of SHM hardware are investigated.
Guided wave-based structural health monitoring using piezoelectric materials is investigated. PZT transducers are used as actuators to excite Lamb waves in thin plates and the
same devices are also used as sensors to record dynamic response data from the structure
in a pitch-catch configuration. Traditionally, a comparison is made between response data
and baseline data recorded on a pristine structure in order to indicate damage. A structural health monitoring technique that does not rely on a comparison to baseline data is
developed in this thesis. Additionally, the issue of supplying power to SHM hardware is
addressed. Many SHM hardware systems must be powered by wired power supplies or
batteries. A solar energy harvesting system is developed that can supply power to a compact SHM system. This chapter will provide a brief summary of the results of the research,
discuss the contributions, and provide recommendations for future work.

5.1

Thesis Summary

The first part of this thesis focuses on improving the robustness of damage detection methods in guided wave-based SHM. Chapter 2 introduces the instantaneous baseline structural health monitoring technique in which damage is detected without the use of prerecorded baseline data. Details involving the installation of piezoelectric transducers on
a structure, the piezoelectric sensor diagnostics technique, exciting and recording Lamb
waves in test structures, and processing response data to detect damage are explored.
Three novel damage detection algorithms are developed in which only current Lamb wave
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response data is used for analysis.
In order to help develop and evaluate the instantaneous baseline technique described
in Chapter 2, several analytical and experimental tests are performed and detailed in Chapter 3. The analytical testing involves using simulated damaged and undamaged signals as
the input to the three damage detection algorithms. In each simulation, it is found that the
damage detection algorithms perform as expected. Extensive experimental testing is next
conducted to evaluate the ability of the instantaneous baseline method to detect damage
by recording and processing data on real structures. Several experiments are performed
on three thin aluminum test plates including cases with removable putty attached to the
plates to simulate damage, and with permanent damage in the form of corrosion and a cut
induced in the plates. Analyzing the Lamb wave response data with the damage detection
algorithms reveals that the instantaneous baseline method is able to detect both removable
and permanent damage without the use of baseline data.
The final portion of this thesis investigates the improvement of the energy supplies
used in structural health monitoring hardware. Chapter 4 describes the development of
an energy harvesting system to power SHM hardware. A solar energy harvesting system is designed and built to provide power to the Acellent Technologies, Inc. ScanGenie
structural health monitoring system. The energy harvesting system includes a flexible
solar panel, energy harvesting circuitry, and a rechargeable battery for energy storage. Experimental tests are conducted to evaluate the ability of the energy harvesting system to
harvest ambient energy as well as provide power to the ScanGenie. Results of the testing
show that the solar harvesting system is able to partially charge a 14.4 V, 6.6 Ah lithium-ion
battery to between 25-75% of capacity in a single day, depending on ambient conditions.
Additional testing reveals that a fully charged battery is capable of powering the ScanGenie for about 10 hours, therefore, the energy harvesting system is able to provide between
2.5 - 7.5 hours of operation per day.

5.2

Contributions

Previous work in guided wave-based structural health monitoring has shown the ability
to detect damage in many different structures using Lamb wave propagation data. The
majority of the previously developed techniques, however, rely on the use of prerecorded
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baseline data to detect damage, which can cause complications in real world structures.
In structures that are subject to varying environmental and operational conditions, structural response data recorded for a given set of conditions may not match data recorded
under different conditions. When comparing data to a baseline measurement for damage detection, varying environmental and operational conditions can cause false damage
identification or the inability to detect damage in a structure. Additionally, maintaining a
database of baseline data for a structure presents issues in data storage. Not only must the
baseline data be stored, but corruption or loss of the data results in a failure of the entire
SHM system.
The work in this thesis presents a method of guided wave structural health monitoring
in which baseline data is not needed. The method, called instantaneous baseline structural health monitoring, involves the strategic placement of transducers such that a socalled instantaneous baseline can be extracted from the current structural response data
and used to detect damage. The experimental results presented in Chapter 3 confirm the
ability of the instantaneous baseline method to detect damage without comparison to baseline measurements. The development of a SHM technique that does not require baseline
data presents several advantages. Most practical SHM systems are installed on structures
subject to varying environmental and operational conditions. Structures such as bridges,
building, and aircraft are good candidates for structural health monitoring, however, these
structures may experience dramatic temperature and loading fluctuations while in operation. The instantaneous baseline technique presents a solution where structural health
monitoring can be performed at any time on a structure as long as the environmental and
operational conditions are uniform in each area being tested.
Previous research has investigated other methods of mitigating the effects of environmental conditions, particularly in the form of temperature compensation. These techniques involve recording a large database of baseline data measured over a broad range
of temperatures and later comparing response data to the closest match found in the
database. Although this may allow SHM to be performed on a structure subjected to
temperature variations, temperature compensation presents several issues. It is extremely
difficult and costly to subject large structures to a wide range of temperatures in order
to assemble the database of baseline measurements, and the storage and management of
the baseline data can be difficult. The instantaneous baseline method eliminates the need
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for any baseline data, therefore, temperature compensation and baseline databases are not
necessary.
An additional benefit of the instantaneous baseline method is that many existing SHM
techniques can only detect damage in pristine structures. When applied to existing structures that may already contain damage, baseline comparison methods are unable to detect
existing flaws. The instantaneous baseline method, however, can detect damage in new
and existing structures as the identification of damage only depends on information from
current measurements. The possibility of detecting damage in existing structures opens
many doors for the application of SHM systems. Previously, structural health monitoring
systems would have to be integrated into the design process of a structure. With the ability to detect damage in any structure, SHM systems can be installed on existing structures
that were not designed to contain monitoring systems.
In addition to creating a SHM technique that does not rely on baseline data, the research
presented in this thesis also works to improve the energy supplies of SHM hardware.
Many existing SHM systems require wired power or batteries for operation. Although
battery powered systems eliminate some of the complications and costs of running wires
to provide power to SHM hardware, the periodic replacement of batteries presents several
drawbacks. Battery replacement is costly and also imposes limitations on hardware installation. SHM transducers and data processing hardware must be easily accessible to permit
access to batteries.
The concept of energy harvesting presents a solution to the various issues involved
with wired and battery power. Energy harvesting not only eliminates the need to install
wires throughout a structure, but also provides a maintenance free power solution. Additionally, energy harvesting allows hardware to be embedded into a structure as access to
replace batteries is not needed. The solar energy harvesting system developed in this thesis requires basic components including a solar panel, energy harvesting circuitry, and an
energy storage device to provide power to SHM hardware. Experimental results presented
in Chapter 4 demonstrate the ability of the energy harvesting system to harvest ambient
solar energy and effectively power the ScanGenie structural health monitoring system.
Solar energy harvesting presents an autonomous power solution for SHM hardware that
does not require extensive wiring or maintenance.
The contributions of the work presented in this thesis will help improve the robust110

ness of structural health monitoring systems that can be applied to increase the safety of
various infrastructure. The instantaneous baseline structural health monitoring method is
shown to eliminate the need for prerecorded baseline data in order to detect damage in
structures. Additionally, the solar energy harvesting system developed can autonomously
provide power to SHM hardware. These advances will be beneficial in the development
of future structural health monitoring systems. Much of the work presented in this thesis
is contained in published conference proceedings to help contribute to the research community (Anton et al., 2007a,b).

5.3

Future Work and Recommendations

The instantaneous baseline structural health monitoring method and energy harvesting
system developed in this thesis have been successful in detecting damage without the
use of baseline data and supplying energy to SHM hardware, however, future work can be
performed to improve both systems. Additional experimental testing can be performed on
the instantaneous baseline technique to further evaluate the ability of the damage detection
algorithms to detect damage. Test plates can be placed in an environmental chamber and
testing can be performed in order to confirm the ability of the algorithms to detect damage
under varying conditions. More complex structures can also be instrumented and tested.
The aluminum plates tested represent very simple structures and most practical structures
are more complicated. Structures containing rivets, joints, welds, stiffeners, and other
complexities should be tested.
As described in Chapter 3, there may exist more optimal excitation frequencies for the
detection of certain types of damage, such as a cut. Future work can involve more extensive investigation of the sensitivity of various Lamb wave modes and frequencies to detect
various damage types. The instantaneous baseline method can be improved by allowing
the excitation frequency to be selected based on the damage to be detected. Additionally,
automatic extraction of the Lamb wave mode signal from raw data should be incorporated into the damage detection algorithms to eliminate any human interaction required
to process data.
Much of the research on the topic of structural health monitoring involves the development of novel hardware and software in a laboratory setting. The greatest opportunity
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for future work involves implementing the instantaneous baseline method and solar energy harvesting system onto a platform to be deployed on a real structure. Although the
ability of the instantaneous baseline technique to detect damage on several test plates, and
the ability of the energy harvesting system to harvest and supply power to the ScanGenie
have been shown, both systems need to be tested in real-world conditions. All necessary
hardware for self-powered, baseline-free damage detection should be incorporated into
a single, compact device. The damage detection algorithms developed for baseline-free
SHM should be integrated onto a small chip in order to eliminate the need to run an operating system and MATLAB. With the necessary components implemented on a deployable
platform, an appropriate solar panel can be selected based on the power requirements of
the system, and the ability of the instantaneous baseline method and energy harvesting
system can be tested in a real-world application.
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C:\Documents and Settings\S...\Damage_Detection_Square.m

1 of 3

%****************************************************************
%
Damage_Detection_Square.m
%****************************************************************
%
% This program performs damage detection on instantaneous
% baseline data collected for the square pattern plate. The
% cross correlation, power spectral density, and principal
% component analysis algorithms are all performed, and the
% percent differences are calculated for each method
%
% Written by Steven R. Anton.
%
%****************************************************************
clc
clear all
close all
%State the paths just for reference
% for the short path
%{'1-2','1-4','2-3','2-5','3-6','4-5','4-7','5-6','5-8','6-9',...
%'7-8','8-9'}
% for the medium path
%{'1-5','2-4','2-6','3-5','4-8','5-7','5-9','6-8'}
% for the long path
%{'1-6','1-8','2-7','2-9','3-4','3-8','4-9','6-7'}

%Define data ranges for analysis. These are the actual data
%points from each signal that will be used in the analysis.
datarange=[4500 6500; 6000 9000; 9000 14000];
%Load the data file to be analyzed
data_name_short= 'd12_60kHz_1_of_4_1' ;
data_name_medium='d15_60kHz_1_of_4_1' ;
data_name_long= 'd16_60kHz_1_of_4_1' ;
%Write to spreadsheet? (1=Yes, 2=No)
write=2;
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C:\Documents and Settings\S...\Damage_Detection_Square.m

2 of 3

%Define an Excel spreadsheet to write results to
excelspreadsheet='Analysis Results Square Pattern Plate 1 of 4.
xls';
%Define a location (column) to write to the Excel file
%(1='C', 2='D', 3='E'...)
excelcolumn=1;
%Define the configuration (1=Square, 2=Circular)
type=1;
%Define test parameters and perform cross correlation, power
%spectral density and principal component analysis on each path
%length
%For the short path data
excelrow=1;
load(data_name_short);
short=data.record_sensor';
sampling_frequency=data.test_parameters.f_samp;
sequence_actuator=data.test_parameters.sequence_actuator;
sequence_sensor=data.test_parameters.sequence_sensor;
pathvecshort={ '1-2', '1-4','2-3' , '2-5', '3-6', '4-5' ,'4-7', '5-6', '58', '6-9' ,'7-8' , '8-9'};
[short_crosscorr_output]=crosscorrelation(short,datarange(1,:),
pathvecshort, 'ShortPath' ,sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,
sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,
write)
[short_psd_output]=powerspectraldensity(short,datarange(1,:),
pathvecshort, 'ShortPath' ,sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,
sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,
write)
[short_pca_output]=principalcomponentanalysis(short,datarange
(1,:),pathvecshort, 'ShortPath' ,sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,
sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,
write)
%For the medium path data
excelrow=2;
load(data_name_medium);
medium=data.record_sensor';
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sampling_frequency=data.test_parameters.f_samp;
sequence_actuator=data.test_parameters.sequence_actuator;
sequence_sensor=data.test_parameters.sequence_sensor;
pathvecmedium={ '1-5', '2-4', '2-6' , '3-5', '4-8', '5-7','5-9' , '6-8'};
[medium_crosscorr_output]=crosscorrelation(medium,datarange(2,:),
pathvecmedium, 'MediumPath',sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,
sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,
write)
[medium_psd_output]=powerspectraldensity(medium,datarange(2,:),
pathvecmedium, 'MediumPath',sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,
sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,
write)
[medium_pca_output]=principalcomponentanalysis(medium,datarange
(2,:),pathvecmedium, 'MediumPath' ,sequence_actuator,
sequence_sensor,sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,
excelrow,type,write)
%For the long path data
excelrow=3;
load(data_name_long);
long=data.record_sensor';
sampling_frequency=data.test_parameters.f_samp;
sequence_actuator=data.test_parameters.sequence_actuator;
sequence_sensor=data.test_parameters.sequence_sensor;
pathveclong={ '1-6', '1-8' ,'2-7', '2-9', '3-4', '3-8' , '4-9', '6-7'};
[long_crosscorr_output]=crosscorrelation(long,datarange(3,:),
pathveclong, 'LongPath' ,sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,
sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,
write)
[long_psd_output]=powerspectraldensity(long,datarange(3,:),
pathveclong, 'LongPath' ,sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,
sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,
write)
[long_pca_output]=principalcomponentanalysis(long,datarange(3,:),
pathveclong, 'LongPath' ,sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,
sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,
write)
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%****************************************************************
%
Damage_Detection_Circular.m
%****************************************************************
%
% This program performs damage detection on instantaneous
% baseline data collected for the circular pattern plate. The
% cross correlation, power spectral density, and principal
% component analysis algorithms are all performed, and the
% percent differences are calculated for each method
%
% Written by Steven R. Anton.
%
%****************************************************************
clc
clear all
close all
%State the paths just for reference
% for the radius
%{'1-13','2-13','3-13','4-13','5-13','6-13','7-13','8-13',...
%'9-13','10-13','11-13','12-13'}
% for shortest path
%{'1-2','2-3','3-4','4-5','5-6','6-7','7-8','8-9','9-10',...
%'10-11','11-12','12-1'}
% for 2nd shortest path
%{'1-3','2-4','3-5','4-6','5-7','6-8','7-9','8-10','9-11',...
%'10-12','11-1','12-2'}
% for 3rd shortest path
%{'1-4','2-5','3-6','4-7','5-8','6-9','7-10','8-11','9-12',...
%'10-1','11-2','12-3'}
% for 4th shortest path
%{'1-5','2-6','3-7','4-8','5-9','6-10','7-11','8-12','9-1',...
%'10-2','11-3','12-4'}
% longest path
%{'1-6','2-7','3-8','4-9','5-10','6-11','7-12','8-1','9-2',...
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%'10-3','11-4','12-5'}

%Define data ranges for analysis. These are the actual data
%points from each signal that will be used in the analysis.
datarange=[6250 8000; 3500 4800; 6250 8000; 8750 10750; 10750
13000; 11750 14250];
%Load the data file to be analyzed and define the data and
%sampling frequency
load all_paths_undamaged_1
undamgs=data.record_sensor';
sampling_frequency=data.test_parameters.f_samp;
%Write to spreadsheet? (1=Yes, 2=No)
write=2;
%Define an Excel spreadsheet to write results to
excelspreadsheet='Analysis Results Circular Pattern Plate 1.xls' ;
%Define a location (column) to write to the Excel file
%(1='C', 2='D', 3='E'...)
excelcolumn=1;
%Define the configuration (1=Square, 2=Circular)
type=2;
%Extract each equal length path data, define test parameters, and
%perform cross correlation, power spectral density, and prinicpal
%component analysis on each path length
%For the radius distance data
excelrow=1;
radius=[undamgs(:,1:12)];
sequence_actuator=data.test_parameters.sequence_actuator(:,1:12);
sequence_sensor=data.test_parameters.sequence_sensor(:,1:12);
pathvecrad={ '1-13' , '2-13' ,'3-13' , '4-13' , '5-13' , '6-13' , '7-13' , '813', '9-13' , '10-13' , '11-13' , '12-13' };
[radius_crosscorr_output]=crosscorrelation(radius,datarange(1,:),
pathvecrad,'Radius' ,sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,
sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,
write)
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[radius_psd_output]=powerspectraldensity(radius,datarange(1,:),
pathvecrad,'Radius' ,sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,
sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,
write)
[radius_pca_output]=principalcomponentanalysis(radius,datarange
(1,:),pathvecrad,'Radius' ,sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,
sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,
write)
%For the shortest distance data
excelrow=2;
shortest=[undamgs(:,13:24)];
sequence_actuator=data.test_parameters.sequence_actuator(:,13:
24);
sequence_sensor=data.test_parameters.sequence_sensor(:,13:24);
pathvecshortest={'1-2' , '2-3', '3-4', '4-5' , '5-6', '6-7', '7-8' ,'89', '9-10' , '10-11' , '11-12' ,'12-1' };
[shortest_crosscorr_output]=crosscorrelation(shortest,datarange
(2,:),pathvecshortest, 'ShortestPath' ,sequence_actuator,
sequence_sensor,sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,
excelrow,type,write)
[shortest_psd_output]=powerspectraldensity(shortest,datarange
(2,:),pathvecshortest, 'ShortestPath' ,sequence_actuator,
sequence_sensor,sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,
excelrow,type,write)
[shortest_pca_output]=principalcomponentanalysis(shortest,
datarange(2,:),pathvecshortest, 'ShortestPath' ,sequence_actuator,
sequence_sensor,sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,
excelrow,type,write)
%For the second shortest distance data
excelrow=3;
secshortest=[undamgs(:,25:36)];
sequence_actuator=data.test_parameters.sequence_actuator(:,25:
36);
sequence_sensor=data.test_parameters.sequence_sensor(:,25:36);
pathvecsecshortest={ '1-3','2-4' , '3-5', '4-6', '5-7' ,'6-8', '7-9', '810', '9-11' , '10-12' , '11-1' ,'12-2' };
[secondshortest_crosscorr_output]=crosscorrelation(secshortest,
datarange(3,:),pathvecsecshortest, 'SecondShortestPath' ,
sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,sampling_frequency,
excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,write)
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[secondshortest_psd_output]=powerspectraldensity(secshortest,
datarange(3,:),pathvecsecshortest, 'SecondShortestPath' ,
sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,sampling_frequency,
excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,write)
[secshortest_pca_output]=principalcomponentanalysis(secshortest,
datarange(3,:),pathvecsecshortest, 'SecondShortestPath' ,
sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,sampling_frequency,
excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,write)
%For the third shortest distance data
excelrow=4;
thirdshortest=[undamgs(:,37:48)];
sequence_actuator=data.test_parameters.sequence_actuator(:,37:
48);
sequence_sensor=data.test_parameters.sequence_sensor(:,37:48);
pathvecthirdshortest={ '1-4', '2-5' ,'3-6' , '4-7', '5-8', '6-9' , '710', '8-11' , '9-12' , '10-1' ,'11-2' , '12-3' };
[thirdshortest_crosscorr_output]=crosscorrelation(thirdshortest,
datarange(4,:),pathvecthirdshortest, 'ThirdShortestPath' ,
sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,sampling_frequency,
excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,write)
[thirdshortest_psd_output]=powerspectraldensity(thirdshortest,
datarange(4,:),pathvecthirdshortest, 'ThirdShortestPath' ,
sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,sampling_frequency,
excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,write)
[thirdshortest_pca_output]=principalcomponentanalysis
(thirdshortest,datarange(4,:),
pathvecthirdshortest, 'ThirdShortestPath' ,sequence_actuator,
sequence_sensor,sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,
excelrow,type,write)
%For the fourth shortest distance data
excelrow=5;
fourthshortest=[undamgs(:,49:60)];
sequence_actuator=data.test_parameters.sequence_actuator(:,49:
60);
sequence_sensor=data.test_parameters.sequence_sensor(:,49:60);
pathvecfourthshortest={ '1-5', '2-6', '3-7' , '4-8', '5-9', '6-10' , '711', '8-12' , '9-1' ,'10-2' , '11-3' , '12-4' };
[fourthshortest_crosscorr_output]=crosscorrelation
(fourthshortest,datarange(5,:),
pathvecfourthshortest, 'FourthShortestPath' ,sequence_actuator,
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sequence_sensor,sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,
excelrow,type,write)
[fourthshortest_psd_output]=powerspectraldensity(fourthshortest,
datarange(5,:),pathvecfourthshortest, 'FourthShortestPath' ,
sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,sampling_frequency,
excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,write)
[fourthshortest_pca_output]=principalcomponentanalysis
(fourthshortest,datarange(5,:),
pathvecfourthshortest, 'FourthShortestPath' ,sequence_actuator,
sequence_sensor,sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,
excelrow,type,write)
%For the longest distance data
excelrow=6;
longest=[undamgs(:,61:72)];
sequence_actuator=data.test_parameters.sequence_actuator(:,61:
72);
sequence_sensor=data.test_parameters.sequence_sensor(:,61:72);
pathveclongest={ '1-6', '2-7', '3-8' ,'4-9' , '5-10' , '6-11' , '7-12' , '81', '9-2' ,'10-3' , '11-4' , '12-5' };
[longest_crosscorr_output]=crosscorrelation(longest,datarange
(6,:),pathveclongest, 'LongestPath' ,sequence_actuator,
sequence_sensor,sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,
excelrow,type,write)
[longest_psd_output]=powerspectraldensity(longest,datarange(6,:),
pathveclongest, 'LongestPath' ,sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,
sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,
write)
[longest_pca_output]=principalcomponentanalysis(longest,datarange
(6,:),pathveclongest, 'LongestPath' ,sequence_actuator,
sequence_sensor,sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,
excelrow,type,write)
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%****************************************************************
%
crosscorrelation.m
%****************************************************************
%
% This function performs cross correlation analysis on input
% signals, graphs the voltage data and cross correlation plots,
% and ouputs the percent differences
%
% Written by Steven R. Anton.
%
%****************************************************************
function [output]=crosscorrelation(data,datarange,pathvec,
pathname,sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,sampling_frequency,
excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,write)
%Define size of data matrix, and colors and time axis for
%plotting
paths=min(size(data));
test = [1 0 0;0 0 1;0 1 0;1 1 0;0 1 1;1 0 1;1 .5 0;0 .5 .75;1 0 .
5;0 .5 0;0 .25 .5;1 .5 1;.5 1 .5;.5 .5 0;.5 0 0;0 0 .5;0 .25 0;.
25 0 .25;.5 .25 0;.5 .5 .5];
time=0:1:max(size(data)-1);
time=time.*(1/sampling_frequency);
%Initialize the output matrix
output(1,1)=sym([pathname]);output(2,1)=sym( 'Path' );output(3,1)
=sym('PercentDifference' );output(1,2)=sym( 'FirstRemoval' );output
(1,3)=sym('SecondRemoval' );output(1,4)=sym( 'ThirdRemoval' );
%Plot voltage data
figure;hold on
for n = 1:paths
plot(time,data(:,n), 'Color' ,test(n,:))
string{n} = ['Path ' num2str(sequence_actuator(n)) ' to '
num2str(sequence_sensor(n))];
end
set(gca, 'FontSize',8, 'FontName' , 'Palatino Linotype' )
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits' , 'inches' , 'PaperPosition' ,[1 7 5.5 2])
legend(string);
xlabel( 'Time (sec)' )
ylabel( 'Amplitude (V)' )
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box on
hold off
%Analyze the data set - calculate the cross correlation
%coeffficients and sum them for each path
for i=1:paths,
for j=1:paths
[a, b, c]= crosscorr(data(datarange(1):datarange(2),i), data
(datarange(1):datarange(2),j),500);
damage1(j)=1-max(abs(a));
end
damagesum1(i)=(sum(damage1.^2));
end
%Plot the modified cross correlation values
figure; bar(damagesum1)
axis([0 paths+1 0 0.05])
set(gca, 'XTickLabel' ,pathvec)
set(gca, 'FontSize',8, 'FontName' , 'Palatino Linotype' )
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits' , 'inches' , 'PaperPosition' ,[1 7 3.0 1.6])
xlabel( 'Path' )
ylabel({ 'Modified Cross' ;'Correlation Value' })
box on
%Find the highest cross correlation value from the original data
%set, write the corresponding path to the output matrix, remove
%the path from the data set, and recalculate the modified cross
%correlation values
high=find(damagesum1==max(damagesum1));
output(2,2)=sym(char(pathvec(high)));
again_data=[data(:,1:high-1) data(:,high+1:paths)];
for i=1:paths-1,
for j=1:paths-1
[a, b, c]= crosscorr(again_data(datarange(1):datarange(2),i),
again_data(datarange(1):datarange(2),j),500);
again_damage1(j)=1-max(abs(a));
end
again_damagesum1(i)=sum(again_damage1.^2);
end
%Compute the percent difference of sum of cross correlation
%values after removing highest value and write the percent
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%difference to the output matrix
for i=1:paths-1,
average_again_damagesum1(i) = again_damagesum1(i)/(paths-1);
scaled_again_damagesum1(i) = average_again_damagesum1(i)
+again_damagesum1(i);
end
summed_scaled_again_damagesum1 = sum(scaled_again_damagesum1);
summed_after_removal_damagesum1 = sum(damagesum1)-(damagesum1
(high));
percent_difference_1 = (summed_after_removal_damagesum1summed_scaled_again_damagesum1)/summed_after_removal_damagesum1;
digits(4);output(3,2)=sym(percent_difference_1, 'd');
%Plot the new modified cross correlation values
pathvec2=[pathvec(1:high-1) pathvec(high+1:paths)];
figure; bar(again_damagesum1)
axis([0 paths+1 0 0.05])
set(gca, 'XTickLabel' ,pathvec2)
set(gca, 'FontSize',8, 'FontName' , 'Palatino Linotype' )
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits' , 'inches' , 'PaperPosition' ,[1 7 3.0 1.6])
xlabel( 'Path' )
ylabel({ 'Modified Cross' ;'Correlation Value' })
box on
%Find the highest cross correlation value from the modified data
%set, write the corresponding path to the output matrix, remove
%the path from the data set, and recalculate the modified cross
%correlation values
high2=find(again_damagesum1==max(again_damagesum1));
output(2,3)=sym(char(pathvec2(high2)));
again_data_2=[again_data(:,1:high2-1) again_data(:,high2+1:paths1)];
for i=1:paths-2,
for j=1:paths-2
[a, b, c] = crosscorr(again_data_2(datarange(1):datarange(2),
i), again_data_2(datarange(1):datarange(2),j),500);
again2_damage1(j)=1-max(abs(a));
end
again2_damagesum1(i)=sum(again2_damage1.^2);
end
%Compute the percent difference of sum of cross correlation
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%values after removing second highest value and write the percent
%difference to the output
for i=1:paths-2,
average_again2_damagesum1(i) = again2_damagesum1(i)/(paths2);
scaled_again2_damagesum1(i) = average_again2_damagesum1(i)
+again2_damagesum1(i);
end
summed_scaled_again2_damagesum1 = sum(scaled_again2_damagesum1);
summed_after_removal2_damagesum1 = sum(again_damagesum1)again_damagesum1(high2);
percent_difference_2 = (summed_after_removal2_damagesum1summed_scaled_again2_damagesum1)
/summed_after_removal2_damagesum1;
digits(4);output(3,3)=sym(percent_difference_2, 'd');
%Plot the new modified cross correlation values
pathvec3=[pathvec2(1:high2-1) pathvec2(high2+1:paths-1)];
figure; bar(again2_damagesum1)
axis([0 paths+1 0 0.05])
set(gca, 'XTickLabel' ,pathvec3)
set(gca, 'FontSize',8, 'FontName' , 'Palatino Linotype' )
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits' , 'inches' , 'PaperPosition' ,[1 7 3.0 1.6])
xlabel( 'Path' )
ylabel({ 'Modified Cross' ;'Correlation Value' })
box on
%Find the highest cross correlation value from the modified data
%set, write%the corresponding path to the output matrix, remove
%the path from the data set, and recalculate the modified cross
%correlation values
high3=find(again2_damagesum1==max(again2_damagesum1));
output(2,4)=sym(char(pathvec3(high3)));
again_data_3=[again_data_2(:,1:high3-1) again_data_2(:,high3+1:
paths-2)];
for i=1:paths-3,
for j=1:paths-3
[a, b, c]= crosscorr(again_data_3(datarange(1):datarange(2),
i), again_data_3(datarange(1):datarange(2),j),500);
again3_damage1(j)=1-max(abs(a));
end
again3_damagesum1(i)=sum(again3_damage1.^2);
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end
%Compute the percent difference of sum of cross correlation
%values after removing thrid highest value and write the percent
%difference to the output
for i=1:paths-3,
average_again3_damagesum1(i) = again3_damagesum1(i)/(paths3);
scaled_again3_damagesum1(i) = average_again3_damagesum1(i)
+again3_damagesum1(i);
end
summed_scaled_again3_damagesum1 = sum(scaled_again3_damagesum1);
summed_after_removal3_damagesum1 = sum(again2_damagesum1)again2_damagesum1(high3);
percent_difference_3 =(summed_after_removal3_damagesum1summed_scaled_again3_damagesum1)
/summed_after_removal3_damagesum1;
digits(4);output(3,4)=sym(percent_difference_3, 'd');
%Plot the new modified cross correlation values
pathvec4=[pathvec3(1:high3-1) pathvec3(high3+1:paths-2)];
figure; bar(again3_damagesum1)
axis([0 paths+1 0 0.05])
set(gca, 'XTickLabel' ,pathvec4)
set(gca, 'FontSize',8, 'FontName' , 'Palatino Linotype' )
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits' , 'inches' , 'PaperPosition' ,[1 7 3.0 1.6])
xlabel( 'Path' )
ylabel({ 'Modified Cross' ;'Correlation Value' })
box on
%Write the results to an Excel spreadsheet
if write==1
%Define location for writing
column=[{ 'C' };{'D' };{'E'};{ 'F'};{ 'G' };{'H' };{ 'I'};{ 'J' };
{'K' };{ 'L'};{ 'M' };{'N' };{'O'};{ 'P'};{ 'Q' };{'R' };{ 'S'};{ 'T' };
{'U' };{ 'V'};{ 'W' };{'X' };{'Y'};{ 'Z'};{ 'AA' };{'AB' };{'AC' };{ 'AD'};
{'AE' }];
if type==1
row=[5 11 17];
else
row=[5 11 17 23 29 35];
end
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location=[char(column(excelcolumn)) num2str(row(excelrow))];
%Write all values to Excel spreadsheet
matrix=[pathvec(high);{percent_difference_1};pathvec2(high2);
{percent_difference_2};pathvec3(high3);{percent_difference_3}];
xlswrite(excelspreadsheet, matrix, 1, location)
else
end
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%****************************************************************
%
powerspectraldensity.m
%****************************************************************
%
% This function performs Power Spectral Density Analysis on input
% signals, graphs the voltage data and PSD plots, and ouputs the
% percent differences
%
% Written by Steven R. Anton.
%
%****************************************************************
function [output]=powerspectraldensity(data,datarange,pathvec,
pathname,sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,sampling_frequency,
excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,write)
%Define size of data matrix, and colors and time axis for
%plotting
paths=min(size(data));
test = [1 0 0;0 0 1;0 1 0;1 1 0;0 1 1;1 0 1;1 .5 0;0 .5 .75;1 0 .
5;0 .5 0;0 .25 .5;1 .5 1;.5 1 .5;.5 .5 0;.5 0 0;0 0 .5;0 .25 0;.
25 0 .25;.5 .25 0;.5 .5 .5];
time=0:1:max(size(data)-1);
time=time.*(1/sampling_frequency);
%Initialize the output matrix
output(1,1)=sym([pathname]);output(2,1)=sym( 'Path' );output(3,1)
=sym('PercentDifference' );output(1,2)=sym( 'FirstRemoval' );output
(1,3)=sym('SecondRemoval' );output(1,4)=sym( 'ThirdRemoval' );
%Plot voltage data
figure;hold on
for n = 1:paths
plot(time,data(:,n), 'Color' ,test(n,:))
string{n} = ['Path ' num2str(sequence_actuator(n)) ' to '
num2str(sequence_sensor(n))];
end
set(gca, 'FontSize',8, 'FontName' , 'Palatino Linotype' )
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits' , 'inches' , 'PaperPosition' ,[1 7 5.5 2])
legend(string);
xlabel( 'Time (sec)' )
ylabel( 'Amplitude (V)' )
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box on
hold off
%Determine power spectral density for each response, plot PSD,
%and determine area under PSD Curves
figure
hold on
for i=1:paths
[Pxx_s(i,:),F_s(i,:)] = pwelch(data(datarange(1):datarange
(2),i),ones(1,datarange(2)-datarange(1)),0,datarange(2)-datarange
(1),sampling_frequency);
plot(F_s(i,:),Pxx_s(i,:), 'Color' ,test(i,:))
string{n} = ['Path ' num2str(sequence_actuator(n)) ' to '
num2str(sequence_sensor(n))];
area(i)=trapz(F_s(i,:),Pxx_s(i,:));
end
set(gca, 'FontSize',8, 'FontName' , 'Palatino Linotype' )
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits' , 'inches' , 'PaperPosition' ,[1 7 3.0 1.6])
legend(string)
xlabel( 'Frequency')
ylabel( 'Power/Frequency (W/Hz)' )
if type==1
xlim([0 120000])
else
xlim([0 160000])
end
box on
hold off
%Determine the percent difference between the area under each PSD
%curve and the average area for all paths
for i=1:paths
average_before = mean(area);
percent_difference_1(i) = (average_before - area(i))
/average_before;
end
%Find the highest percent difference, add the value and the path
%to the output matrix, remove it from the data set, and calculate
%new percent differences
high=find(abs(percent_difference_1)==max(abs
(percent_difference_1)));
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output(2,2)=sym(char(pathvec(high)));
digits(4);output(3,2)=sym(percent_difference_1(high), 'd' );
again_area=[area(1:high-1) area(high+1:paths)];
pathvec2=[pathvec(1:high-1) pathvec(high+1:paths)];
%Determine the percent difference between the area under each PSD
%curve and the average area for the new set of paths
for i=1:paths-1;
again_average = mean(again_area);
percent_difference_2(i) = (again_average - again_area(i))
/again_average;
end
%Find the second highest percent difference, add the value and
%the path to the output matrix, remove it from the data set, and
%calculate new percent differences
high2=find(abs(percent_difference_2)==max(abs
(percent_difference_2)));
output(2,3)=sym(char(pathvec2(high2)));
digits(4);output(3,3)=sym(percent_difference_2(high2), 'd' );
again_area_2=[again_area(1:high2-1) again_area(high2+1:paths-1)];
pathvec3=[pathvec2(1:high2-1) pathvec2(high2+1:paths-1)];
%Determine the percent difference between the area under each PSD
%curve and the average area for the new set of paths
for i=1:paths-2;
again_average_2 = mean(again_area_2);
percent_difference_3(i) = (again_average_2 - again_area_2(i))
/again_average_2;
end
%Find the third highest percent difference, add the value and the
%path to the output matrix
high3=find(abs(percent_difference_3)==max(abs
(percent_difference_3)));
output(2,4)=sym(char(pathvec3(high3)));
digits(4);output(3,4)=sym(percent_difference_3(high3), 'd' );
%Write the results to an Excel spreadsheet
if write==1
%Define location for writing
column=[{ 'C' };{'D' };{'E'};{ 'F'};{ 'G' };{'H' };{ 'I'};{ 'J' };
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{'K' };{ 'L'};{ 'M' };{'N' };{'O'};{ 'P'};{ 'Q' };{'R' };{ 'S'};{ 'T' };
{'U' };{ 'V'};{ 'W' };{'X' };{'Y'};{ 'Z'};{ 'AA' };{'AB' };{'AC' };{ 'AD'};
{'AE' }];
if type==1
row=[26 32 38];
else
row=[44 50 56 62 68 74];
end
location=[char(column(excelcolumn)) num2str(row(excelrow))];
%Write all values to Excel spreadsheet
matrix=[pathvec(high);{percent_difference_1(high)};pathvec2
(high2);{percent_difference_2(high2)};pathvec3(high3);
{percent_difference_3(high3)}];
xlswrite(excelspreadsheet, matrix, 1, location)
else
end
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%****************************************************************
%
principalcomponenetanalysis.m
%****************************************************************
%
% This function performs Principal Component Analysis on input
% signals, graphs the orignial and shifted data, and the
% eigenvector entries, and ouputs the percent differences
%
% Written by Steven R. Anton.
%
%****************************************************************
function [output]=principalcomponentanalysis(data,datarange,
pathvec,pathname,sequence_actuator,sequence_sensor,
sampling_frequency,excelspreadsheet,excelcolumn,excelrow,type,
write)
%Define size of data matrix, and colors and time axis for
%plotting
paths=min(size(data));
test=[1 0 0;0 0 1;0 1 0;1 1 0;0 1 1;1 0 1;1 .5 0;0 .5 .75;1 0 .5;
0 .5 0;0 .25 .5;1 .5 1;.5 1 .5;.5 .5 0;.5 0 0;0 0 .5;0 .25 0;.25
0 .25;.5 .25 0;.5 .5 .5];
time=0:1:max(size(data)-1);
time=time.*(1/sampling_frequency);
%Initialize the output matrix
output(1,1)=sym([pathname]);output(2,1)=sym( 'Path' );output(3,1)
=sym('PercentDifference' );output(4,1)=sym( 'Ratio' );output(5,1)
=sym('Path' );output(6,1)=sym( 'Value' );output(1,2)=sym
('FirstRemoval' );output(1,3)=sym( 'SecondRemoval' );output(1,4)=sym
('ThirdRemoval' );
%Plot voltage data
figure;hold on
for n = 1:paths
plot(time,data(:,n), 'Color' ,test(n,:))
string{n} = ['Path ' num2str(sequence_actuator(n)) ' to '
num2str(sequence_sensor(n))];
end
set(gca, 'FontSize',8, 'FontName' , 'Palatino Linotype' )
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits' , 'inches' , 'PaperPosition' ,[1 7 5.5 2])
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legend(string);
xlabel( 'Time (sec)' )
ylabel( 'Amplitude (V)' )
box on
hold off
%Calculate the lags that give the highest correlation between
%paths using crosscorr with path 1 as the reference
for j=1:paths
[a, b, c]= crosscorr(data(datarange(1):datarange(2),1), data
(datarange(1):datarange(2),j),500);
high(j)=find(a==max(a));
cc(j)=max(a);
lags(j)=b(high(j));
end
%Adjust the data by 'lags' and replot
figure;hold on
newtime=time(datarange(1)+lags(n):(datarange(2)+lags(n)));
for n = 1:paths
newdata(:,n)=data((datarange(1)+lags(n)):(datarange(2)+lags
(n)),n);
plot(newtime,newdata(:,n), 'Color' ,test(n,:))
string{n} = ['Path ' num2str(sequence_actuator(n)) ' to '
num2str(sequence_sensor(n))];
end
set(gca, 'FontSize',8, 'FontName' , 'Palatino Linotype' )
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits' , 'inches' , 'PaperPosition' ,[1 7 5.5 2])
legend(string);
xlabel( 'Time (sec)' )
ylabel( 'Amplitude (V)' )
box on
hold off
%Calculate the covariance matrix of the shifted data
C=cov(newdata);
%Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix,
%and sort the eigenvalues.
[V,D]=eig(C)
D=diag(D);
D=sort(D,'descend' );
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%Plot the first eigenvector entries
figure; bar(V(:,paths))
xlim([0 paths+1])
set(gca, 'FontSize',8, 'FontName' , 'Palatino Linotype' )
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits' , 'inches' , 'PaperPosition' ,[1 7 3.0 1.6])
set(gca, 'XTickLabel' ,pathvec)
xlabel( 'Path' )
ylabel( '1st Eigenvector Entry' )
box on
%Calculate the ratio of lambda2/lambda1 and add the value to the
%output matrix. Also add the highest value of eigenvec2 to the
%output matrix.
ratio=D(2)/D(1);
eigenvec1=V(:,paths)';
eigenvec2=V(:,paths-1)';
digits(4);output(4,2)=sym(ratio, 'd');
high=find(abs(eigenvec2)==max(abs(eigenvec2)));
output(5,2)=sym(char(pathvec(high)));
digits(4);output(6,2)=sym(eigenvec2(high), 'd' );
%Determine the percent difference between each entry of
%eigenvector1 and the average of the eigenvector entries.
for i=1:paths;
average_before = mean(eigenvec1);
percent_difference_1(i) = (average_before - eigenvec1(i))
/average_before;
end
%Find the highest percent difference, add the value and the path
%to the output matrix, remove it from the data set, and calculate
%new percent differences
high2=find(abs(percent_difference_1)==max(abs
(percent_difference_1)));
output(2,2)=sym(char(pathvec(high2)));
digits(4);output(3,2)=sym(percent_difference_1(high2), 'd' );
again_eigenvec1=[eigenvec1(1:high2-1) eigenvec1(high2+1:paths)];
pathvec2=[pathvec(1:high2-1) pathvec(high2+1:paths)];
%Determine the percent difference between each entry of the new
%eigenvector1 and the average of the new eigenvector entries.
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for i=1:paths-1;
again_average = mean(again_eigenvec1);
percent_difference_2(i) = (again_average - again_eigenvec1(i))
/again_average;
end
%Find the second highest percent difference, add the value and
%the path to the output matrix, remove it from the data set, and
%calculate new percent differences
high3=find(abs(percent_difference_2)==max(abs
(percent_difference_2)));
output(2,3)=sym(char(pathvec2(high3)));
digits(4);output(3,3)=sym(percent_difference_2(high3), 'd' );
again_eigenvec1_2=[again_eigenvec1(1:high3-1) again_eigenvec1
(high3+1:paths-1)];
pathvec3=[pathvec2(1:high3-1) pathvec2(high3+1:paths-1)];
%Determine the percent difference between each entry of the new
%eigenvector1 and the average of the new eigenvector entries.
for i=1:paths-2;
again_average_2 = mean(again_eigenvec1_2);
percent_difference_3(i) = (again_average_2 - again_eigenvec1_2
(i))/again_average_2;
end
%Find the third highest percent difference, add the value and the
%path to the output matrix
high4=find(abs(percent_difference_3)==max(abs
(percent_difference_3)));
output(2,4)=sym(char(pathvec3(high4)));
digits(4);output(3,4)=sym(percent_difference_3(high4), 'd' );
%Write the results to an Excel spreadsheet
if write==1
%Define location for writing
column=[{ 'C' };{'D' };{'E'};{ 'F'};{ 'G' };{'H' };{ 'I'};{ 'J' };
{'K' };{ 'L'};{ 'M' };{'N' };{'O'};{ 'P'};{ 'Q' };{'R' };{ 'S'};{ 'T' };
{'U' };{ 'V'};{ 'W' };{'X' };{'Y'};{ 'Z'};{ 'AA' };{'AB' };{'AC' };{ 'AD'};
{'AE' }];
if type==1
row=[48 59 70];
else
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row=[84 95 106 117 128 139];
end
location=[char(column(excelcolumn)) num2str(row(excelrow))];
%Write all values to Excel spreadsheet
matrix=[{ratio};pathvec(high);{eigenvec2(high)};{ '' };pathvec
(high2);{percent_difference_1(high2)};pathvec2(high3);
{percent_difference_2(high3)};pathvec3(high4);
{percent_difference_3(high4)}];
xlswrite(excelspreadsheet, matrix, 1, location)
else
end
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Raw Data - Undamaged Plate - Circular Configuration
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(b) Path length 2
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(c) Path length 3

Figure B.1: Undamaged circular configuration raw data - path lengths 1-3.
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(a) Path length 4
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(b) Path length 5
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(c) Path length 6

Figure B.2: Undamaged circular configuration raw data - path lengths 4-6.
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Raw Data - Undamaged Plate - Square Configuration
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(b) Path length 2
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Figure B.3: Undamaged square configuration raw data.
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Time Histories - Various Depth Corrosion in Path 2-3 - Square Configuration
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(a) Corrosion Depth 1
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(b) Corrosion Depth 2
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(c) Corrosion Depth 3

Figure B.4: Corrosion in path 2-3 time histories - depths 1-3.
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(a) Corrosion Depth 4
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(b) Corrosion Depth 5
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(c) Corrosion Depth 6

Figure B.5: Corrosion in path 2-3 time histories - depths 4-6.
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(a) Corrosion Depth 7
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(b) Corrosion Depth 8
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(c) Corrosion Depth 9

Figure B.6: Corrosion in path 2-3 time histories - depths 7-9.
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